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Applications Now Available 
For September 
Programs created by Nancy Risley, RPP and 
taught by instructors trained by the PRI Educational 
Development Company. These unique and time 
tested programs are offered exclusively by 
Headhunter Spa Tech Institute""'. 
Headhunter 
Spa Tech 
I N S T I T U T E~ 
772-2591 • www.headhunterinstitute.com 
Join the Circle 
THE 2ND ANNUAL 
JERRY GARCIA-FEST 
26 HOURS ON-AIR 
NON-STOP 
Thursday, July 31st@ 1 Opm 
until 
Friday, August 1st@ Midnight 
LlS':tEN~ 
go.gfm WMPG 104.1fm 
www.wmpg.org 
A musical celebration of Jerry Garcia 








FRIDAY, AUGUST 1st 
Noon-8pm 
USM Portland Lawn 
(acroea from WMPG) 
For more information visit: www.mainelydead.com 
The Common Good Ventures Corporate Circle is a team of high-impact business leaders who are strengthening 
Maine's nonprofit community. By investing charitable dollars through Common Good Ventures, they achieve 
exponentially greater social returns for their communities. 
"The experience and business know-how that Common Good Ventures brings to nonprofits means our dollars 
go further and get more done. It's an approach that just makes sense." 
-Joe Boulos, Chainnan. CD Richard Ellis/The Boulos Company and Corporate Circle Charter Member 
Common Good Ventures empowers nonprofits with financial investments and long-term management coaching. 
Our truly collaborative, high-engagement approach is raising the bar for nonprofit performance across the state. 
Introducing the Common Good Ventures Corporate Circle 
CB Richard Ellis/ 
The Boulos Company 
Central Maine Power 
Dead River Company 
Fleet Bank 
Hannaford Brothers Co. 
LLBean, Inc. 
The VIA Group LLC 
·-----------------
Androscoggin Bank 
Aristotle Investors, Ltd. 
Baker Newman & Noyes 
Bangor Daily News 
Bangor Savings Bank 
Bath Savings Institution 
Bernstein Shur Sawyer & Nelson 
Camden National Bank 










These companies are helping Maine nonprofits do more for your community. 
Find out how you can join them by contacting Common Good Ventures today! 
North Atlantic Capital 
Pan Atlantic!SMS 
Peoples Heritage Bank 
Pierce Atwood 
Preti Flaherty Beliveau 
Pachios & Haley 
Union Trust Company 
United Kingfield Bank 
The Wishcamper Group 
common good ventures 
the business of nonprofit performance 
Kristin Majeska, Executive Director 
44 Main Street, Suite 206 • Waterville, Maine 04901 • 207 861 4669 • 
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o Personal Color assessment 
o Hands on makeup instruction 
o Professional makeup application 
o Complimentary customized gift ($40 value) 
A great value at $75--limited time only! 
1041 Brighton Avenue, Portland, Maine 207-828-3700 
By appointment only. 
PERRI BLACK 
Printmaker, Picture Framer, etc. 
Specializing in Antique, Unique and 
Recycled Frames 
52 Main St., 2nd Floor 
Bridgton, ME 04009 Tel. (207) 647-8601 
PORTlAND AREA VINTAGE GUITAR SHOW 
Sunday, July 20th-Holiday Inn 
Exit 8 off 1-95 10am to 4pm- Tables 
for rent - or bring an unwanted 
Guitar or amplifier for sales or trade 
Admission $7.00 call 508-865-5935 
or visit www.guitarshows.com 
A Taste of the Windy City in Your Own Bac/cyal'ri! 
Tel: 772-1824 
Open 6 dayslwk -Closed Mondays 
Vienna Beef,. Hot Dogs 
Italian Beef 
Italian & Polish Sausage 
Old Fashioned Milkshakes 
& Keg Root Beer 
Tuna, Veggie Dogs & Morel 
Visit us on the Web to view 
our menu & specials. .. 
www.chidog.com 






21 Go Speed Racers 
Racing has a huge fan base. Not only throughout the states, 
but also here in Maine. The popularity of Nascar has driven 
many to want to drive and drive fast. We'll see what happens 
when race fans become race car drivers. From dreams to reality. 
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I enjoy bringing the young ones 
along. The breed itself has pro-
gressed so fast in the last twenty 
years that the speed is already in 
them. We just have to manage it '' 
in their training now. 
by Abbie Ostrem 
Is car racing too fast of a pace for you? How about the pace of a horse on the track? Jeff Graffam's grandfather, Loring Norton, in 
the mid SO's, thought it was a perfect pace. A 
perfect pace to win at the track. So, he took 
the Norton Farm in Falmouth and filled it with 
horses. Today, Loring's two grandson's, Jeff 
and Mike, are still in the business. 
"The whole family and farm is really multi-
faceted with the running, breeding, training 
and selling of the horses. We have right now 
five racing and one yearling," Jeff says. 
Way back behind the track of Scarborough 
Downs I find myself walking up to introduce 
myself to Jeff. I notice how tall he is and how 
gentle he holds the lead-line to the yearling 
he is walking. We shake hands and I go 
straight to touch the yearling's forehead and 
muzzle. Soft, inviting warmth, with two large 
kind eyes to peer through.! ask Jeff if he does 
this full time. "No, I work at Josten's Publish-
ing lull time. But, it's in my blood." So, I'm 
here a lot ." I ask him what he does with the 
horses that he likes best. "I enjoy bringing 
the young ones along. The breed itself has 
progressed so fast in the last twenty years 
that the speed is already in them. We just 
have to manage it in their training now." I ask 
him who his favorite horse was. "A horse 
named Mr. Norton, named after my grandfa-
ther," he replies. "I bred the mare and raised 
him after he was born. His original name was 
"Follow the Ruler", during the time my grand-
father died so I decided to rename him. I 
raced him around a lew times and I sold him 
for a really nice profit at the Meadowlands. 
That's what my grandfather would have 
wanted to see." Jeff explains how he really 
likes to train and race the young ones, and af-
ter they're sold he enjoys seeing them race 
for their new owners. One of his favorites 
right now is a three year old named "Mattne-
sium." He bought him In Kentucky two weeks 
alter September 11th. 
"Only half of the regular crowd was there 
at the auction, so I got a good deal on a well-
bred horse. The sad thing is though there is 
a 16 year old girl back at the barn who is 
madly in Jove with him, and she's going to be 
heartbroken when he's sold." 
I mention that harness racing seems to be 
a big family sport. He agrees, "It is a family 
sport . The younger generations get intro-
duced to it by their parents." I ask him about 
his own children and their future with the 
racing world. "I'm not sure I'd want them to 
do it lor a living, but, it would be fun to see 
them do it as a sideline. My 8 and 10 year old 
have already jogged Mattnesium around. 01 
course my wife doesn't know that yet, but, 
the horse was really good and quiet lor both 
of them. I was about that age when I started 
with my grandfather and his horses." 
I asked him if they're still lots of families in 
the area racing. 
"Yes, but the problem with our sport today 
is too many farms are being sold and people 
aren't being exposed to these horses and 
their amazing speed and beauty." What is 
their top speed out there on the track? Jeff 
tells me lor pacers, it's about 35 to 38 mph. 
We talk about the purse money you can 
Herb N' Body Shop 
MOVING SALE 
25-50% OFF 
All Natural Body Care Products 
Sale ends July 30th so hurry in soon. 
Open Mon-Sat 10 am to 6 pm. 
87 Market St. at the top of the Old Port 
Portland, ME 
774-2225 
win in the area here and I ask him about his 
favorite purse race. "My brother Mike won 
the $25,000 two-year-old final for Maine bred 
colts in the fall ol2001, right here in Scarbor-
ough. Then the horse was sold soon alter that 
lor $55,000." He smiles. I smile. Lots of money. 
I asked Jell who they usually hire as a jockey. 
"Mike my brother, he's a great jockey. But, we 
will use catch-drivers once in a while too." 
These guys are true athletes . You've got to be 
quick and in shape. Mishaps happen, a horse 
steps the wrong way, equipment breaks. You 
also get broken ribs, jaws, and arms and legs. 
It's very dangerous." 
I ask him if there has been any mishaps 
lately. "None this year," he replied. 
I look over to Mattnesium resting near Jell. 
It's a quiet moment and I ask to take a picture 
of them together. "Sure, right here?" Yup. The 




what a handsome horse, which brings to 
mind a question I have longed to ask about 
these animals. "Jell, what happens to your 
horses when you retire them?" 
"Well, there's a place we contact called the 
Standardbred Retirement Foundation. We call 
the chapter in Maine. We also sell them to 
family homes and often we give them away to 
good homes for riding horses ." 
We both agree that the standardbred is 
one of the breeds of horse that is consistently 
kind, brave, and worth their weight in gold. 
So, next time you want a fun night out, check out 
Scarborough Downs to bet on your favorite 
"family" racing horse. Win or lose you 'll be su,r 
porting a local family business and helping the 
future legacy of a noble breed, the standardbred 
horse. If you are interested in adopting a retired 
racer, call the Norton Farm at (207) 797-7577. 
We will paint any ceiling* 
for $70.00 including paint 
(minimum 3 ceilings) 
*Cathedral, commercial, industrial or institutional 
ceilings excluded. 
Prompt, professional, courteous service 
30 yrs experience Fully insured • Written estimates 
Portland 772-HANG (4264) • Biddeford 284-HANG (4264) 
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The Maids Home Services 
Franchise Honored at Annual 
Convention 
In a year of economic downturn and some of the 
most numerous layoffs in recent years, Daniel and 
Sally Ubby, owners of The Maids Home Services 
of Portland, were honored for their ability to over-
come obstacles and run a successful business. 
They were selected from over 130 of their fellow 
franchises to become recipients of The Maids 
Home Services' 2002 President's Club Award. 
The Ubby's received this prestigious award at 
The Maid Home Services Annual Awards Ban-
quet, held at the residential cleaning franchisor's 
annual convention In Omaha, Nebraska, June l. 
"It's gratifying to see the results of Daniel and 
Sally's contribution to The Maids Home Services' 
system," said Dan Bishop, founder and president of 
The Maids Home Services. "Their success proves 
that a quality product, backed by outstanding cus-
tomer service, will appeal to customers no matter 
what the economy throws at us." 
The Maids Home Services specializes in clean-
ing for health by utilizing environmentally prefer-
able cleaning supplies and micro-filtered equip-
ment. The Maids Home Services' lour-person, 
uniformed and trained cleaning teams disperse 
throughout each home and clean according to a 
22-item task list. All employment taxes are paid, 
and all team members are bonded and insured. 
The Maids Home Services is one of the oldest 
and largest residential cleaning service fran-
chisers in the nation. Founded In 1979, it cur-
rently serves over 500 markets in the United 
States and Canada. For more information, visit 
their website at www.maid.com. 
Saco Museum Presents 
Sampler Class For Kids 
The Saco Museum, located on 375 Main Street in 
Saco, announces a Sampler Class for boys and 
girls age eight and up. Children in the 18th and 
19th centuries often undertook a sampler as 
their first fancy needlework. In embroidered al-
phabets, they practiced marking skills, which 
they used to monogram clothing and linens. The 
class will be held on Saturday, August 2nd, from 
I pm- 3pm. The registration fee for the class is 
$15 per child, which includes the cost of mate-
rials. Participants will visit the sampler exhibi-
tion at the Saco Museum, and receive an em-
broidery lesson to create a sampler of their own. 
The program is limited to ten students. Please 
call theSaco Museum at 283-3861 ext 114 to sign 
up or for more information. 
Statewide Loon Count 
Marks 20th Year 
More than I ,000 volunteers across Maine will be 
out on lakes and ponds Saturday, July 19, from 
7-7:30 a.m. to record a hall-hour "snapshot" of 
Maine's loon population for the 20th annual 
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Maine Loon Count. The number of Maine 
Audubon volunteer counters this year is the 
highest since the count began. 
"The annual loon count is a model citizen sci-
ence project, and each year we see more and 
more volunteers involved," says Susan Gallo, 
wildlife biologist at Maine Audubon. "It Is a great 
way for people to collect the data that allows us 
to look at changes In Maine's loon population 
over a somewhat long term. The longevity of 
this project makes it especially significant." 
"Citizen scientist" is the term Audubon uses 
to describe the volunteers who assist 
Audubon's wildlife-conservation research and 
monitoring projects nationwide. In May, Maine 
Audubon presented forty-nine Maine residents 
and visitors a 2003 Maine Audubon Citizen Sci-
entist Recognition certificate in appreciation of 
their 20 consecutive years of participation In 
the statewide loon count. 
With an estimated total of more than 4,300, 
Maine has the largest population of loons in New 
England. However, shoreline development, high 
levels of mercury and other toxins, lead sinkers 
and boats all pose potential problems to breed-
Ing loons and their chicks. A keystone of Maine 
Audubon's Maine Loon Project, the annual 
count was launched in 1983 as part of a joint ef-
fort by Maine Audubon and the Maine Depart-
ment of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife to assess 
Maine's common loon population. At the time, 
very little was known about the loon population 
in Maine. Many people believed they were ob-
serving fewer loons than they had in years past, 
but no data existed to show whether the popu-
lation really was in decline. Today, thanks to the 
help of hundreds of volunteers statewide, biol-
ogists know the loon population in Maine has re-
mained stable or increased slightly over the past 
20 years. Last year, 953 volunteers counted 
loons on 328 lakes, the largest and most com-
prehensive survey to date. 
Each volunteer is assigned a lake or a portion 
of a lake, rain or shine, to count the large water 
birds and their chicks from shore or from boats 
and canoes. After volunteers mark the time and 
location of each loon sighting on a map of their 
lake, regional coordinators tally the total num-
ber of loons on each lake and report the figures 
to Maine Audubon to be analyzed. 
Those who would like to participate in this 
year's loon count can call Susan Gallo at (207) 
781-2330, ext. 216. 
Bicycle Coalition Hosts 
Lobster Ride & Roll 
On July 26 the Bicycle Coalition of Maine (BCM) 
will host The Lobster Ride and Roll. Based out of 
Rockland High School, the event offers four sce-
nic rides along winding country lanes and 
Maine's breathtaking rockbound coast. A fresh, 
locally-made Maine lobster roll dinner awaits 
everyone who rides. This fun event benefits the 
Bicycle Coalition of Maine's Important education 
and advocacy work for better bicycling in Maine. 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your communily notices . 
Please keep your thoughts to less than 300 UJOrds 
(longer submissions may be edited for space reasons), 
and include your address and daytime phone number. 
Send to Notices, Casco Bay Weekly, II Forest Ave., 
Portland, ME 04/0I or e-mail: cbwdir@maine.rr.com 
Participants can choose from: 
• 100 Mile Lobster Haul (declared "Maine's Most 
Scenic Century") at Bam 
• 50 Mile ride at 8:30am 
• 25 Mile family friendly cruise at 9am 
• New 16 mile Lobster Ramble at 9:30am 
The Lobster Ride is a fee-based fund raiser at 
$60 for the public and $50 for members, $25 for 
youth 12-17years of age(Children under 12ride 
free but most be accompanied by a parent). Al-
ter July 14, the price increases $10. Those who 
register by July 14 will also get a free Lobster 
Ride T-shirt. 
"What better way to support the Bicycle 
Coalition of Maine than to go for a great bike 
ride along Maine's beautiful coast and through 
its pine forests," says Jeff Miller, Executive Di-
rector for the BCM. 
The 100-mile route starts with coastal riding 
through Rockport and Camden before winding 
around the forests and lakes around Searsmont, 
Union and Hope before returning to Rockland 
where It joins other routes. From Rockland, all 
rides wind around the coastline at Owls Head 
and South Thomaston. The 50 and 100 mile rides 
then head down to Port Clyde and St. George 
with more lighthouse viewlngs. Rest stops, sup-
port vehicles, and showers will all be available. 
Sponsers of this year's event include FMC 
BioPolymer, Fabric Bonanza, Revolutions, Black-
berry Inn, Country Inn at Camden/Rockport, and 
Maine Sport Outfitters. 
To register or for more Information contact 
the Bicycle Coalition of Maine at (207) 623-4511, 
email info@BikeMaine.org or visit the website at 
www.BikeMaine.org. 
Bagpipes & Beyond: 
Maine Highland Games 
Showcase Scotland's Best! 
The 2003 Maine Highland Games will offer an 
unforgettable feast for the senses in celebration 
of its 25th anniversary year. Held at Thomas 
Point Beach, Brunswick, Maine, on August 16th, 
the Maine Games are the largest one-day High-
land Games in the Northeast U.S. and Atlantic 
Canada. Not only do they commemorate ancient 
athletic contests and seasonal festivities, but 
they also celebrate the living cultures of Scot-
land and Scottish Americans. 
Since Maine has a strong history of Scottish 
Immigration and settlement, and since over 50% 
of the U.S. population can claim ancestral links 
to Scotland, there's much to celebrate! Clan 
Home, this year's honored clan, provides a case 
in point: members of the Greenlaw family (a sept 
of Clan Home) will be converging on Brunswick 
to participate In the Games and to commemo-
rate the 250th anniversary of their ancestors' 
voyage from Scotland to Maine. 
Of course, you don't have to be part of the 
honored clan to take part in the rest of the fun-
more than 70 Scottish Clans & Societies and 30 
Scottish vendors ensure there'll be something 
for everyone, from casual Celtophiles to Haggis 
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connoisseurs. Pipe Band Competitions and a 
Celtic Harp Showcase-both new this year-will 
thrill hearts and ears, as will performances from 
Castlebay, Brian Kennedy, Edward Scott Pearl-
man, Heirloom, Carl Peterson & Bobby Murray, 
Charlie Zahm, and fabulous Celtic rockers, "En-
ter The Haggis." A ceilidh, (pronounced "KAY-
lee"), or music & dance party, will be held at 
day's end for those who stiU can't get enough. 
Other must-see activities include Highland 
Dance Competitions, The Parade of the Clans, 
demonstrations of Scottish agriculture, animals, 
folkways and cralts, Scottish Gaelic song work-
shops, and Highland athletic competitions, in 
which would-be Celtic warriors may try their 
hand at such unusual feats as "tossing the 
caber" (heaving a massive wooden pole end-
over-end) and the ever-popular "haggis hurl." 
Celtic warriors come in all shapes and sizes-
there will be athletic events for women and chil-
dren as well as men. For those seeking a less-
rugged way to get in touch with their roots, a 
professional genealogist will provide expert ad-
vice and assistance. 
Proceeds from the Games go to an all-ages 
cultural education scholarship fund created by 
The Saint Andrew's Society of Maine, (SASME) a 
non-profit organization dedicated to promoting 
Scottish culture and heritage in Maine. Gates 
open at Sam and ample on-site parking Is free. 
Tickets are $10 ($71nadvance) for adults and $5 
($31n advance) for children 6-12. Children under 
6 years of age get in free. "Patron" tickets are 
available at $50/pair or $27.70 each, which in-
cludes special seating, an exclusive buffet lunch, 
and other benefits. Information on advance tick-
ets, the Highland Games and the Saint Andrew's 
Society may be found on their Webslte:-
www.mainehighlandgames.org. 
High Court Upholds House 
Redistricting 
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court today upheld 
the plan to redistrict the state's !51 House seats 
that was approved by the Legislature and signed 
Into law by the Governor. In doing so, it rejected 
challenges brought by the Green Independent 
Party over Portland's House districts, and by an 
Individual voter concerning District 36 In Han-
cock and Knox counties. 
"We conclude that the Legislature's plan com-
plies with both constitutional and statutory re-
quirements, and we do not sustain the chal-
lenges," the high court said in a unanimous de-
cision by the seven justices. 
The ruling was one of a series of decisions 
that drew the final boundary lines for Maine's 
two congressional districts, 35 Senates districts, 
and commissioner districts in the 16 counties. 
"We're pleased that the Supreme Court ap-
proved this bipartisan plan without any 
changes," said House Speaker Pat Colwell. "We 
worked hard ta come up with a plan that was 
fair to the parties and, more important, effec-
tively represents every voter in Maine. It's a 
recognition of how we've been able to work 
across party lines despite many difficult chal-
lenges in this session." 
Of the House, Senate, and Congressjanal 
reapportionments, the House plan was the only 
one enacted by the Legislature by the required 
termined the boundaries of the Congressional 
and Senate districts, in some cases substantially 
modifying the results of Its preliminary orders 
that were aired at a public hearing June 23. 
The court found that challengers to the 
House plan did not allege either deviations from 
the "one person, one vote" principle set down 
by the U.S. Supreme Court, nor any discrimina-
tory intent. On the issue of contiguity and com-
pactness of district, the court found that the 
House plan in the Portland area did not, as al-
leged, burden residents of islands, nor do the 
mainland district lines represent unconstitu-
tional gerrymandering. "We concluded that this 
challenge does not rise to the level of a consti-
tutional or statutory violation," the Court ruled. 
A Painterly Day and Fresh Paint 
Auction At Laudholm Farm 
On July 20, Laud holm Trust presents its third an-
nual Painterly Day and Fresh Paint Auction. This 
year, more than 90 artists will be on hand to 
paint pastoral landscapes, historic buildings, 
and quintessential marsh scenes from 8 am to 3 
pm. Their works hang in the Laudholm barn 
from 5 to 7 pm for silent and live auctions, where 
food and music will enliven the atmosphere as 
art lovers consider their bids. Admission to the 
catered reception and auction is $25 per per-
son. Advance tickets are available at the Wells 
Reserve Visitor Center. 
Down East magazine says A Painterly Day is "a 
great opportunity to pick up some nice work from 
a genuine Maine talent at a fair price." For a list 
of participating artists, visit www.laudholm.org. 
The public is invited to watch artists at work 
during the day. Admission to the site is free for 
members of Laud holm Trust and $2 per person 
for nonmembers older than 12. 
Proceeds will benefit the artists and Laud-
holm Trust, which supports research, educa-
tion, and stewardship at the Wells National Es-
tuarine Research Reserve. For more informa-
tion, call207 6464521. 
Park Fest 2003 
The Arts District Arts & 
Music Street Party 
http://www.theskinnyspace.comjParkFest2003/ 
When: Sunday, July 20, 2003 12 noon- 7 p.m.: mu-
sic and entertainment at "Poop Park" 12 noon-
4 p.m.: kids area, local cuisine, crafters, non-
profit booths "Dunk the Punk" celebrity dunk 
tank 3 p.m.: Dog Show 
Where: We close off a block on Spring Street be-
tween Park and Spring Streets, Portland, be-
tween the West End Grocery and Katahdin 
Restaurant 
What: ParkFest2003 The 5th ParkFest Arts Dis-
trict Arts & Music Street Party 
Bands: Satellite Lot Darien Brahms & the An-
chors Vacationland Seekonk Moncherri The 
Ponys Clown School Dropouts 
Performance Artists: TBA shortly 
Wanted: Volunteers Dog Show contestants 
Contact: Katie or Delilah 
Co-Presidents/Founders ParkFest2003 
The Arts District Arts & Music Street Party 132 





Please send your submission 
(no more than 300 words), 
to Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 
11 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101 
or e-mail: cbwdir@maine.rr.com. 
Be sure to include your address 




I am writing in response to the Jetter from 
Caroline Willard regarding the cleaning up (or 
rather lack thereof) of the police forces horse 
manure. A few years ago, I was the manager 
of a hotel in the downtown area. One alter-
noon, a guest carne to me to report that they 
had just stepped In a pile of horse manure, 
which was situated at the top of the stairs 
leading from our parking lot to our hotel. 
I called the police department to ask them 
to have it removed. I was brusquely told by 
the receptionist that the manure is 
biodegradable and would decompose by it-
self within a few days. What was I supposed 
to do in the meantime? She informed me they 
had no policy regarding the clean up of the 
horses' manure. In the end, because of liabil-
ity issues (a guest slipping and falling down 
the stairs was not unlikely), I was forced to 
send our maintenance over to clean it up. The 
attitude of the police force in regards to 
cleaning up after their own animals is arro-
gant and self-righteous, and I have seen 




From 1934 to 1948 I lived in Palestine, in Tel 
Aviv and in Jerusalem. My late wife was half 
Jewish and we spoke Hebrew and Arabic. We 
were deeply involved in the politics and af-
fected by the terrorism of the region. 
Terrorism is as old as mankind. In all of 
history no power has been able to destroy 
terrorism. A good example is Irish terrorism 
which was supported by millions of Ameri-
cans. 
Zionists believed that Jews could be safe 
only in a Jewish state in Palestine. But Pales-
tine was not an empty land. The Palestinians 
had lived there for thousands of years. To 
settle large numbers of Jews and create a 
purely Jewish state, hundreds of thousands 
of Palestinians had to be driven out and the 
land cleansed of non-Jews. This was done by 
means of massive terrorism and massacre on 
the part of the Zionist "lrgun" and "Stern 
Gang." Among their most notable terrorist 
acts were the blowing up of the King David 
Hotel with the loss of hundreds of lives and 
the assassination of UN mediator Count Folke 
Bernadette. The Zionist "Igrun" in collabora-
tion with the Jewish Defense Forces mur-
dered the entire populations of Palestinian 
villages: Men, women, children. Deir Yassin 
was only one example. Many thousands of 
Palestinian families fled their homes and vil-
lages to save their lives and were forced to 
survive in miserable refugee camps for 
decades. Today Palestinians fight back with 
the same terror tactics used against them by 
the Zionists. 
Amercia has been the chief supporter of Is-
rael. Without our foreign aid Israel could not 
exist. On average, the US annually pumps 
over 4 billion dollars alone in military aid into 
Israel. The bulk of their weapons comes from 
the US. This kind of support makes the United 
States a partner in Israel's violation of inter-
national law. It has provoked terrorist re-
sponse against our country. Had the United 
States supported the implementation of UN 
resolution 242 and the recommendations 
contained in former Maine Senator Mitchel's 
report, neither our embassies in Africa, nor 
the destroyer Cole, nor the World Trade Cen-
ter would have been attacked. 
Because we are a firm supporter of Israel, 
we are in a strong position to bring peace to 
the Middle East. This would in effect end fu-
ture acts of terror against our country. Of 
course, we should not ask of Israel what we 
would not be willing to do in our own coun-
try. But we can insist that all people in Israel 
and the occupied territories: Jews, Chris-
tians, Moslems, and atheists alike enjoy equal 
rights, voting rights and full protection of 
their property. Israel would then become a 
true democracy and be a model for the whole 
Middle East to follow. It would not need our 
massive economic support as it would be 
able to engage in free trade with its neigh-
bors. Such a proposal would be agreeable to 
Arab peoples and our European allies. Peace 
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salon and spa 
Your complete summertime survival kit: 
Stone Therap_y Massage: Relax tired, overworked muscles 
Salt Glow Bod_y Treatment: sluff off dr.y skin 
Vitamin C Facial: Exfoliate and moisturize summer skin 
Spa Pedicure: Soften feet and beautify toes 
Spa Manicure: Refresh tired hands 
New Cut and Color: Brighten your look 
;6 Market Street, Portland, Maine 0+101 
207-879-7+1+ 
www.paradisosabnandspa.com 
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Living From The Inside Out-
It lsn•t Fair! 
Istood on my tiptoes , clutching the edge of the gold-flecked kitchen counter, peering at my 
mother's hands as she doled out 
strawberries. A big one for Kathy," my 
mother said as she placed a straw-
berry into a bowl. " A big one for Joey," 
she continued. "A big one .. . " 
"That one's biggen" one of us, un-
failingly, interrupted, followed by the 
ubiquitous cry, "Mummy! It isn't fain" 
We children were outraged by such 
unfairness. Each of us wanted to be 
the most special or, at least, to make 
sure that nobody else was. So we scru-
tinized the strawberries, kept tabs on 
who rode in the front seat last, insisted 
on fairness - hard evidence that we 
were loved at least as much, if not 
more than all the others. 
I don't know where we got the idea 
that life was supposed to be fair, or 
why we so often expect it to be so, 
right into adulthood. I don't know why 
we're taken aback, appalled when life 
fails to treat us fairly. Life itself gives us 
constant reminders that fairness is not 
part of its agenda: Tornadoes demol-
ish one side of the road and don't even 
touch the other. Drunk drivers kill fam-
ilies and stagger away from the car 
without a scratch. The warranty does 
not cover labor. The doctor says, "It's 
cancer." 
It isn't fair, none of it. Yet, there it is. 
In the story of the Prodigal Son, the 
dutiful older son is irate when his 
younger brother -who neglected his 
duties, squandered his inheritance, 
and came home from his life of de-
bauchery absolutely broke - is wel-
comed back with open arms by the 
very father he abandoned. Worse, the 
father calls the workers in from the 
fields to celebrate! To kill the fatted 
calf! It is totally unfair! 
The older son was always good. He 
was faithful and responsible. He de-
served a celebration; his brother de-
served to be turned away, denied any 
form of kindness. Yet, when the trust-
worthy older son explains this to his 
father, his father says, "Son, you are 
with me always and all I have is yours." 
But, he adds, "your brother's come 
home; of course we must celebrate." 
The father invites his older son, who 
is brooding in the dark outdoors, to 
come inside and join the party. At the 
end of the story, we still don't know if 
the son goes inside or remains in the 
by Melissa Mirarchi 
dark. 
We are, each of us, faced with a crit-
ical choice when we feel we've been 
shorted by life: Will we stand in the 
darkness, resentful and bitter? Or go 
inside where it is light, and warm, and 
far less lonely? 
Not too many years ago, I heard Sis-
ter Helen Prejean, author of Dead Man 
Walking, on the radio. She talked about 
some parents she'd met whose child 
had been murdered. The couple was 
plagued by the desire to see their 
child's killer suffer. They attended his 
execution, hungry for the relief that 
they expected it to bring. But when the 
execution was over, these parents 
weren't satisfied; the murderer didn't 
suffer enough. Revenge is insatiable. 
At about the same time, I heard a 
news story about a young boy who'd 
been shot and killed while traveling 
with his parents. There was no reason 
for the killing; it was a random shoot-
ing. Had the boy's parents yearned for 
revenge, who wouldn't understand? 
There was nothing fair about their 
son's murder; it was a senseless, tragic 
act. Yet, these grieving parents were 
able to choose compassion instead of 
hate. They donated their child's or-
gans, transforming his death into new 
life for others. 
How were these parents able to 
transcend the dark desire for 
vengeance? How were they able to act 
with compassion, to give their son's 
brief life new meaning? How, when I'm 
faced by life's unfairness, can I hope to 
be like them? 
Perhaps, if I'm able to dig beneath 
my own outrage and bitterness, allow 
myself to feel the pain of getting less 
than I had hoped for, acknowledge that 
everyone knows this pain, whether 
they have more or far less than I 
maybe then I'll recognize that we all 
walk on common ground. Maybe then 
my compassion can reach out beyond 
me, to everyone who suffers. Maybe 
then I can say, with sincerity, "Give my 
sister the biggest berry," and savor 
every ripe, delicious word. 
Melissa Mirarchi is a registered coun-
selor practicing in Portland. She can be 
reached at becoming@maine.rr.com. 
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Taking the Problem of Plaque to Heart 
Oral health more important than 
many know in heart-healthy lifestyles 
by Tina Valek 
Taking care of oral bacteria may be an Important way to take care of your heart but one that is often 
overlooked. 
"When it comes to maintaining or trying 
to enhance heart health, oral health should 
be part of the plan," said Dr. Ed Schooley, 
oral health advisor for Delta Dental Plans 
Association. "In addition to diet, exercise 
and other lifestyle factors, maintaining oral 
health may be another contributor to heart 
health, one that's more important than 
people know." 
Recent research indicates that oral bac-
teria associated with periodontal disease, 
an advanced form of gingivitis, might pro-
mote the buildup of artery-clogging 
plaque. Clogged arteries, in turn, can lead 
to heart attacks. 
In the past few years, the mouth's cen-
tral role in general health has been cov-
ered in news reports and the landmark 
Oral Health in America: A Report of the 
Surgeon General (2000). Research indi-
cates that the mouth can affect and be al-
fected by the body's other organs. Oral 
bacteria can spread from the mouth to 
other organs, complicating existing health 
problems or increasing the risks for new 
ones. 
"Looking closely at the mouth's effect 
on the rest of the body has led to some 
very useful recommendations for manag-
ing disease, and is likely to lead to more," 
said Dr. Schooley. "There is still much to 
learn, but the findings so far underscore 
the importance of regular, preventive den-
tal care." While more research must be 
done to determine conclusively the path-
ways by which oral bacteria migrate in the 
body and affect overall health, taking oral 
health seriously is a prudent way to im-
prove chances for positive outcomes in 
heart-related health. 
"It's always the case that preventive 
dental care can't hurt," said Dr. Schoo-
ley. "And in the case of heart health, fol-
lowing a few preventive measures such as 
brushing and flossing every day and visit-
ing your dentist regularly might actually 
help more than people think." 
Delta Dental Plans Association, based in 
Oak Brook, IL, is a national network of in-
dependent not-for-profit dental service 
corporations specializing in providing den-
tal benefits programs to 43 million Ameri-
cans in more than 75,000 employee groups 
throughout the country. 
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Maine•s Most Endangered Historic Properties Announced 
by Maine Preservation 
A !though the Sheepscot Village Dis-trict, the Norway Opera House, and Grange halls statewide appear to 
have little in common, they are linked by 
an unfortunate distinction: they are all en-
dangered historic places that contribute 
immeasurably to the defining character of 
Maine. These are three of the seven sites 
that Maine Preservation named today to 
its 2003 list of Maine's Most Endangered 
Historic Properties, which also includes 
"Sea Urchins" cottage in Bar Harbor, the 
Brick Church in Lovell, the District #5 
Schoolhouse in North Alfred and the Col-
cord House in South Berwick. 
"These places remind us that through-
out Maine the historic buildings and cul-
tural landscapes that tell our stories are 
unique and must not be allowed to van-
ish," said Roxanne Eflln Executive Director 
of Maine Preservation. "Historic places are 
often victims of neglect, lack of use, or re-
development pressure. These issues 
demonstrate that in order to remain useful 
and viable, historic buildings must often 
adapt to changing market demands and 
that citizen involvement is essential," she 
said. Maine Preservation works with prop-
erty owners and community activists to 
help find solutions to threats so they do 
not become irreversible losses. 
Begun in 1996, Maine Preservation's 
Most Endangered Historic Properties pro-
gram has grown to include 57 sites, in-
cluding four statewide thematic categories 
of barns, historic neighborhood schools, 
downtowns, and-new this year-grange 
halls. While "endangered" status does not 
ensure the protection of a site or guarantee 
funding, designation helps to raise aware-
ness and focus the need for an organized 
rescue. So far, seven sites, including the 
Great Bowdoin Mill (fopsham), Maine Eye 
and Ear Infirmary (Portland), and Seguin Is-
land Light lens have been saved, and many 
more are in the process. Only two sites 
have been lost to demolition: the Delta 
Sigma House at Bowdoin College and the 
Mason Estate in York. 
Summary of 2003 list of 
Maine's Most Endangered 
Historic Properties 
Grange Hali&-Statewide 
Our fourth statewide thematic endangered 
property type, Grange Halls were once a 
prominent community asset in Maine. Num-
bering as many as 540 at one time, only 187 
exist in our state today, and are being lost at 
a rate of 3-4 each year. The Grange was 
founded as a fraternal organization for the 
social and political interests of farmers and 
as a result became the central building for all 
political and social events in town. However, 
as is symptomatic of many granges, grange 
organizations often reflect an aging popula-
tion, fewer members , and a dwindling in-
come. Many of these buildings are in urgent 
need of roof, window and foundation repairs 
as well as updated wiring, plumbing and rest-
room facilities. 
Thanks to the nomination for endangered 
status submitted by the Monticello Grange, 
theses irreplaceable historic resources have 
captured our interest and focus this year. The 
Monticello Grange Hall, located on U.S. Route 
1, is the largest downtown structure in this 
Aroostook county community. Built in 1921 to 
replace am older grange that had been de-
stroyed by fire, the building is listed in the Na-
tional Register and is notable for its beautiful 
interior tin-work. Its condition is threatened 
with lack of funding for needed repairs, in-
dicative of so many granges. For more infor-
mation or to make a donation to the building 
fund, contact Louise Beaulieu at PO Box 171 
Monticello, Maine 04760. 
Sheepscot Village Historic District 
Sheepscot Village is one of the most signifi-
cant cultural landscapes in Maine, whose his-
tory stretches back thousands of years. 
Sheepscot has both prehistoric and historic 
archeological sites and is home to the oldest 
road in the State of Maine, the King's High-
way. The Village of Sheepscot was settled 
during the 18th and 19th centuries and today 
is considered one of the few places in the 
United States that appears almost exactly as 
it did one hundred years ago. The nomination 
states "Sheepscot retains a rare sense of 
place in its early architecture, spectacular 
landscape and scenic vistas. It is the overall 
historic context of the village that makes it a 
valued resource for artists, writers, histori-
ans, and those who treasure its unspoiled his-
tory and beauty." 
It is the unspoiled nature of the village that 
is now threatened by a Maine Department of 
Transportation's plan to expand the bridge 
and its approaches over the Sheepscot River. 
The footprint of the bridge has not changed 
since 1794, and residents fear that the bridge 
expansion will have a negative impact on his-
toric sites near the bridge. "The expansion 
project will increase areas of fill, change the 
grading of the river bank, potentially damage 
sensitive wetlands and will require the re-
moval of old growth trees. The result is that 
the project will irreparably alter the treas-
ured historic Sheepscot cultural landscape." 
To get involved contact Belva Ann Prycl at 
Box 124 Sheepscot Road, Alna, Maine 04535. 
"Sea Urchins" Cottage, Bar Harbor 
Located on the campus of the College of 
the Atlantic, "Sea Urchins" is one of the few 
remaining large summer cottages that were 
spared from the devastating 1947 fire. The 
c.I881 shingle-style building was designed by 
the Boston architectural firm of Rotch and 
Tilden, and is eligible for listing in the Na-
tional Register of Historic Places. In the early 
20th century, it was expanded to include a 
large servant's wing, a ballroom, and a car-
riage house. With the recent passing of the 
life tenant, the future of this building is now 
within the sole purview of the College of the 
Atlantic, whose campus master plan calls for 
its removal for redevelopment with modern 
student housing. The building is suffering 
from deferred maintenance and does not 
have a building endowment to fund repairs. 
Norway Opera House 
The 1894 Norway Opera House with Its 
landmark clock tower dominates the Main 
Street skyline. Considered to be a pivotal 
building in Norway's new Downtown Revital-
ization program, it currently suffers from de-
ferred maintenance with a badly leaking roof 
and dated wiring and heating systems. The 
Opera House was the center of community 
activity for many years, featuring famous 
headliners and healthy first-floor retail estab-
lishments. This building has significant reha-
bilitation potential and an ability to once 
again be the star of downtown Norway. For 
more information or to make a donation to 
the building fund, contact Anne Campbell, 
Norway Downtown Revitalization, PO Box 
271, Norway 04268. 
The Brick Church, Lovell 
The Lovell Brick Church was built and or-
ganized by early town residents in 1850. It is 
a classically proportioned single-gable build-
ing containing its original massive double-
hung windows. The evolution of this church is 
reflective of many throughout Maine. After the 
merging of two local churches, the need for 
this church grew less important and the build-
ing has gradually deteriorated. The steeple, 
roof and foundation need urgent attention. 
The Lovell United Church of Christ is devoted 
to the building but can no longer afford the 
maintenance and is therefore considering sell-
ing the building to preservation-minded peo-
ple. For more information or to make a dona-
tion to the building fund, contact Renee Dut-
ton, LUCC Board of Trustees, PO Box 44, Cen-
ter Lovell, Maine. 04016. 
District 115 Schoolhouse, North Alfred 
Built in 1872, the District 115 Schoolhouse is 
the district school in Alfred on its original site. 
This picturesque structure has lived through 
a multitude of community uses but is currently 
vacant. Located in a rural and scenic region of 
central York County, new residential develop-
ment is planned on land immediately behind 
the school. Deteriorating conditions are evi-
dent, however, the local Historical Society is 
interested in restoring the building and con-
verting it to a schoolhouse museum. For more 
information contact Allison Williams, 160 Gore 
Road, Alfred, Maine 04002. 
Colcord House, South Berwick 
Recent emphatic citizen efforts were not 
successful in persuading the local Planning 
Board to deny a demolition and redevelop-
ment application for the Colcord House. Lo-
cated just outside the local historic district, 
and therefore not protected by the preserva-
tion ordinance, this mid-19th century build-
ing may soon be reduced to salvage and 
scrap to make way for a new medical facility 
of York Hospital. The small-scale village char-
acter of Portland Street, a gateway into South 
Berwick, is threatened with this new devel-
opment. For more information, contact 
Wendy Pirsig at 35 Wadleigh Lane, South 
Berwick, Maine 03908. 
news 
by Clam Festival 
Summertime is festival season in Maine. The 38th Annual Yarmouth Clam Festival is a long-standing tradi-
tion for many Maine Festival goers. The fes-
tival is a 3-day event that celebrates all 
things 'clam' and includes a Friday night 
parade, free family-oriented activities. The 
festival is scheduled for Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday, July 18th, 19th and 20th, along 
Main Street in Yarmouth. 
"Decades on Parade" is this year's pa-
rade theme. More than 50,000 people at-
tend the parade each year and float entries 
come from local and state businesses, as 
well as neighborhood groups. Shriners and 
marching bands round out the family fun. 
The Parade kicks off on Main Street at 6pm 
on Friday night, July 18. 
Clams are the featured menu item in the 
locally run food court, but perennial festi-
val-favorites like pizza, pies and ice cream 
(and much more) can also be found . 
Seafood lovers will also find lobster stew, 
lobster rolls and the famous shore dinner. 
Proceeds from the festival help to support 
a variety of non-profit groups in the town of 
Yarmouth. 
A Quiet Area is being added to this 
year's festival to help tired visitors find a 
peaceful break from the action. 
The Clam Shucking Contest, a Pro-Am 
event, will start at I lam on Saturday, and 
this year will be adding a new twist . 
Celebrity shuckers from the local TV affili-
ates will be on hand to test their skill. On-
air personalities from WMTW, WCSH and 
WGME are scheduled to compete. 
Free entertainment is available all 
weekend on three different stages. Look for 
Bill Chinook, Devonsquare, the Wicked 
Good Band, Port City Jazz and the Royall 
River Chorus of the Sweet Adelines over 
the course of the weekend. A full list of per-
formers can be found on the festival web 
site (www.clamfestival.com). 
For more information about the Festival 
contact the Yarmouth Chamber of Com-
merce at (207) 846-3984, or visit our Web 
site at www.clamfestival.com. 
Carnival by Smokey's Greater Shows next to 
Rowe School. Wednesday & Thursday 5pm-
11pm (Yarmouth Appreciation Night wrist-
bands valid 6pm-10pm). Friday & Saturday 
IOam-llpm. 
Sunday 12pm-5pm. (Last Blast wristbands 
valid Sunday 12pm-4pm) 
Information Booth & Bulletin Board Lo-
cated near the overpass on Memorial Green. 
Staffed by the Yarmouth Chamber of Com-
merce. Festival news, added events, race re-
sults and changes as necessary. Official Clam 
Festival souvenirs, T-shirts, posters and post-
cards on sale. 
Clam Festival Craft Show 
Our juried craft show on the NYA Lawn has a 
fine selection of jewelry, clothing, collectibles, 
pottery, wood carvings and other handcrafted 
items created in every price range by more 
than 125 artisans. Friday & Saturday 10am-
9pm. Sunday 10am-5pm. 
Oam Festival Art Show & Sale Under the Oaks 
Come to this eye-catching show and see work 
from some of the best artists in the state of 
Maine and region. 1 Oam-Spm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday on the front of the Library Lawn. 
Enjoy the show under three Maine State 
Champion Oak Trees, the largest known living 
members of each species in Maine. 
R & R at Railroad Park: Care, Photo Sbow, 
Massage and Music 
Visit the new quiet area where you can take a 
break from the bustle of the Festival. Enjoy re-
freshments at the Cafe organized by the 
Yarmouth Football Association. Look over 
our new Photography Show, and even enjoy 
a free massage while listening to local musi-
cians. Open l0am-5pm Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday. 
Clam Festival Postal Cancellation 
Designed by Yarmouth letter carrier Mark 
McAfee; available on the NYA Lawn. Mail 
postcards and packages from the Festival at 
the Postal Service Tent. Friday 9am-4pm, Sat-
urday 9am-2pm & Sunday 9am-2pm. 
Treasures For Sale 
Search for that special treasure at this huge 
"Pink Elephant" Sale. There are books, crafts, 
and many more unique items for sale. Friday 
& Saturday 10am-6pm. Sunday 10am-3pm. 
Across from the First Parish Church. 
Face Painting by Yarmouth High School Play-
makers on the Library Lawn. 
Yarmouth Historical Society 
The Museum's gallery will be filled with 
Yarmouth furniture, textiles, kitchenware, 
games, and more, recreating family life of long 
ago. The Museum Shop features historical 
books, Yarmouth photographs, and other 
items of local interest. Friday lpm-Spm. Sat-
urday 10am-5pm. Sunday 12noon-3pm. 
Betty Blakeman Tennis Tournament 
Friday (if necessary), Saturday and Sunday. 
Men's and Women's Singles, Doubles and Mixed 
Doubles, Men's 35s+. Matches are held at 
Yarmouth High School and other area courts. 
Pre-registration required. Contact the Yarmouth 
Chamber of Commerce to pre-register. 
Free Horse Drawn Wagon Rides along Main 
Street. Saturday 2pm-8pm. Sunday 12noon4pm. 
FREE COFFEE 
with 
Breakfast or Lunch 
Special 
Monday-Friday only 
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47 Oak Street • Portland 
Open 6-2 Daily 
Daily Breakfast & Lunch Specials 
PORTLAND's BEST MUFFINS 
Great People. Great Atmosphere. 
Delicous Plates of Food. 
SHOULDN'T 
YOUR AD BE 
HERE? 
~6 CALL J.D. 
Market 
Street FOR DETAILS! 
775-6601 
Small BuslllftS Spotl/lhf Is SpomiOm/ by 
THE GREATER PORTLAND 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
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Experienced creative cat care pro-
vided in your own home when you 
travel f'or business or pleasure. 
Your trip will be more enjoyable 
knowing that your family's felines 
are safe and content. 
FMI Call 775-2:157 
WPME 
Come to Freeport and Visit the 
Desert of Maine 
Narrated Coach Tours, Giant Sand Dunes, Nature 
Trails, 1783 Barn Museum, Sand Artists, Gem Stone 
Hunt for kids, Large Gift Shop '"' Open Dally 8:30am to Dusk, 









How To Be Your Dog•s Best Pez 
by Nancy Freedman-Smith 
T eaching our dogs to focus on us is one of the most important lessons we can teach them. After all , if they are not 
watching us, how can they comply with the 
commands we give them. A trick used by 
trainers is to take the food/treat right out of 
our mouths. In theory it is traced back to the 
wolf mother who regurgitates food for the 
pups. Whether that is a factor doesn't matter. 
What does matter, is that it works. 
For many of us with dogs in training, on 
any given day we can be seen with a mouth 
full of liver (yuck), hot-dogs (yuck), string 
cheese (gets yucky in the summer), any man-
ner of dog treats (still yuck), carrots (tastes 
goods, but not as motivating for most dogs), 
and the cheese ball. The food that a good 
friend has renamed to the 6th category of the 
food chain; Styrofoam. Go behind the scenes 
at an agility competition and see incredible 
acts of food spitting. At my agility trainers 
Christmas party last year, they had a cheese-
ball spitting contest, and the competition was 
fierce. So how do we attain such a high level 
of expertise, and become extraordinary ace 
cheeseball spitters? 
Start by putting a treat in your mouth. 
Take your finger and purse it to your lips, as 
if to say shushhhh. ln no time you will be act-
ing as your dogs "Pez dispenser." When your 
dog looks to you, give the treat. It is that sim-
ple. For training to progress quicker you 
could use a clicker or a "bridge" word, like 
"yes" to mark the behavior that you want. 
With either, your timing needs to be fairly ex-
act, and always remember one click or 
"yes"=! treat. Using a bridge is like having a 
translator for our dog. They look to us as if to 
say "oh, that is what you want!". For instance, 
your dog sees a chipmunk in your yard. The 
split second before he bolts, he looks to you 
and checks in. That is a behavior that you 
would definitely want to reward. Click/ treat, 
if you are using a clicker, or a very enthusi-
astic "yes!", and then reward. Obviously we 
cannot always have food packed between our 
cheek and gum, but by using a bridge word, 
you then have a few seconds to conjure up a 
goodie. Fanny pouches work wonders. It is 
also possible to "fake" the food coming from 
your mouth , if you find the idea distasteful. 
With the method 1 describe, your are re-
warding the dog for making the right choice. 
You are teaching the dog to think and be op-
erative. Operative meaning the dog is choos-
ing a behavior that makes you pay off similar 
to a slot machine. If the dog does super fan-
tastic, you can also reward them with a Jack-
pot, meaning lots of extra special goodies. 
This helps to teach them to think and to fig-
ure out what they have to do to please you. 
Think of your dog as your employee. She 
works for you, if she wants to get paid. A dog 
that has just had dinner will not likely be 
looking for a paycheck, so always train when 
your dog is hungry. Also remember that we 
are teaching with food, and food rewards with 
eventually be weaned. Think of treat training, 
much in the same way as potty training. No 
one yells "yes" and runs to give you a Milky 
Way, just because you used a toilet. 
For dogs who are toy and ball motivated, 
and like to catch, spitting the treat from your 
mouth works famously. You could try prac-
ticing a few hand tosses to warm up. Even if 
your dog cannot catch at all , it can be a great 
exercise to spit the treat anyway. It teaches 
them to come back and check in with you, 
and keep you in their sights. It also helps the 
dog if you purse you finger to your lip before 
firing. Remember dogs love games and train-
ing your dog should be fun. What can be 
more fun than a spit fest with your dog? 
Trainer tip. 
Cooked Low fat Turkey dogs work best. Wet 
cheese balls have an unpredictable trajectory. 
Nancy is owner of Gooddogz Training in Port-
land. Gooddogzl@aol.com 
Adopt a Pet: Buster by the Animal Refuge League 
The mold was broken in the looks department when Buster 
was born! Tall , stately, rangy and oh-so-handsome, Buster is a 
6 year old shepherd/husky mix transferred from the Augusta 
shelter where he was relinquished because his owners were 
moving to Florida. Buster has been the adored and beloved 
companion of his former family, and has a medical dossier 
that tracks each and every vet visit since puppyhood! Buster 
is extremely affectionate, loving and sensitive. He is used to 
being the apple of his owner's eye, and is not at all happy with 
his current living situation. Buster walks well on a leash, and 
has been taught tricks and manners using rewards and praise, 
never a choke chain or harsh corrections. Buster has a mag-
nificent coat that requires regular maintenance, and Buster 
loves to be professionally groomed! Buster has never shared 
his home with other animals, but was a friendly ambassador in his former neighborhood, 
save for the occasional squirrel chasing escapade. Buster has shared his life with adult 
men and women, so a household of youngsters is not going to be an appropriate place-
ment for Buster, although he will probably love meeting his neighbors and visitors . Buster 
has impeccable house manners and had free run of his home while his owners were away 
at work. Chewing also was directed in appropriate ways, and Buster loves his toys such 
as rubber balls and pull toys . Buster knows how to shake hands, sit, stay and come. It is 
very obvious that Buster has been the recipient of the type of love, care and devotion 
every dog deserves! He will shine in his new home provided his new guardians realize that 
Buster is still searching for his former owners, and will need several months to make a 
smooth transition into another family. 
Buster is available for adoption from the Animal Refuge League, 
449 Stroudwater Street, Westbrook. (207) 854-9771 or www.arlgp.org. 
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We are in that stretch of the gardening summer where the question is not, "Will it come up" but "Will it sur-vive the bugs?" The bugs have been lining up on the 
start line all spring and early summer, laying eggs or changing 
from lazy larvae to voracious adults. Now they are racing all 
over the plants. What will your garden look like when the chew-
ing stops? What can you do? Are there any good guys out there? 
Neither herbicides nor insecticides seem compatible with 
a garden's offering of health. Some bugs interfere with the 
garden's offering of sanity. 
Bugs 
attacked by more than a few 
larvae at a time and they are 
easy to spot even though 
they try to conceal them-
selves within a blanket of ex-
crement. Current experi-
ments with a species of 
wasps which, when intro-
duced, prey on lily beetle 
larvae, and may help to con-
trol this recent European in-
troduction. 
Tent caterpillars can be 
found tenting in many trees . 
You can "pick" their web-like 
clusters when they are close 
enough to reach. I have at-
tached a soldering torch to a 
by David Neufeld 
grubs that really do the damage. I go through the patch each 
day or so when it's convenient and whack the grubs off the 
plant with a leather glove. They go tumbling through the air 
and land (if my trajectory calculation is correct) in a barren 
patch of dirt or weeds. It seems that grubs don't walk as fast 
as adults. The potato plants have fewer and fewer grubs and 
I get to practice my backhanded glove swipe. 
None of the above "natural" approaches seem peaceful. 
They aren't. There seems to be a fine balance between how 
many plant-eating bugs can live in your garden and how 
many of your plants will survive their meals. Healthy plants 
fare better than stressed ones, sometimes outgrowing the 
bugs ' consumption of them. Other times, the bugs get the 
whole plant. 
Japanese beetles have emerged from their grub stage and 
are eating the roses, hollyhocks, lindens, cherries, and other 
desired plants. I have not noticed that beetle traps do any 
more than attract more beetles, some of which fall in the trap 
making us feel that it is a worthwhile item. Milky spore is a nat-
ural fungus that kills the beetles in their grub stage. Applica-
tion one year has been shown to decrease the number of 
adults the following years. It is available in garden centers. 
Japanese beetles do however have favorite plants and plants 
they don't bother. If you are disgusted enough and don't want 
to see the beetles you can do what people do in deer infested 
areas, eliminate the plants they eat. 
long pole and burned them 
down. (Check your local fire codes). 
Without the use of poisons, we can only help the plants, 
either by feeding them well , or coming to their defense with 
our bare or gloved hands. Gardening is a pro-active pursuit. 
We step into the fray along with all the living things out there. 
"Bad" bugs are not the only ones out there. We get violent help 
from "good" bugs and insect-eating birds, rodents, dragon-
flies , and my favorite predator, spiders. If you grow potatoes, you know the Colorado potato beetle. 
The red lily beetle can strip Lilium species of leaves. The 
best remedy I've found it picking the adult beetles from the 
plants early in the season. If you miss them the larvae can be 
washed or picked from the plants later on. Most plants are not 
They will also attack eggplants, a relative of the potato. I read 
somewhere that the adult beetles have to walk to the host 
plant; they don't fly. The article said that if you put a water 
moat around the potato patch you'd foil the beetles. I recently 
found a more practical approach. Let the adults walk. It's the 
David Neufeld consumes his favorite host-plants at North Star 
Gardens in Waterford. Design and garden questions are wel-
comed. Send them to: northsh@megalink.net 
by Clemmer Mayhew Ill 
Ever since Portland harbor sold its soul for the Montreal-Portland pipeline, the city's waterfront has been unable to 
kick the habit of building its future by sacri-
ficing its past. It forfeited uses that could 
have provided long-term economic security, 
and instead, repeatedly chose quick fixes that 
fragmented the area's character and function. 
Recent drafts for proposed zoning 
changes map a promising potential for the 
eastern waterfront that could result in an aes-
thetic facelift and break the cycle of xeno-
phobic restrictions. The plan integrates are-
strained mix of dynamic uses rather than re-
peats the past patterns of segregating them. 
The new designations are not only a windfall 
for the property owners but also for the city's 
residential taxpayers whose portion of the 
city's tax assessments have been more than 
a kettle of fish during the past decade. 
Still undergoing revision, the changes set 
the stage to modify the area east of Fore 
Street extending from Commercial and India 
to the historic Portland Company buildings. 
The new sectors include a waterfront busi-
ness zone of mixed commercial/ residential 
uses (Bfi) ; a special use zone (WSUZ) ; a low 
impact zone (WLIZ); and a working waterfront 
port zone (EWPZ). As nebulous as these 
acronyms sound, strong design guidelines 
could inspire quality developments . 
The 86 assimilates and continues the ex-
isting commercial and residential neighbor-
hoods "found in the Old Port and India Street 
areas ." While the Old Port, east and west of 
Commercial , remains divided by a wide ex-
panse and diverse uses, the B6 could send a 
signal of bringing the atmosphere of the of-
fices and shops closer together with the piers 
and wharves. Also, the footprint and design 
of the Grand Trunk station at One India Street 
with its magnificent clock tower should not 
be forgotten. Pedestrian-friendly spaces 
should be prioritized. Traffic impacts should 
focus on Franklin and Washington. The East-
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values Oil And Water: Building Matters: 
Planning Portland•s Waterfront Mix 
ern Promenade should remain a residential 
neighborhood and not as a commuter ramp 
for 1-295. 
The WSUZ is sandwiched between the 86, 
EWPZ, and WJJZ. It is edged by the Eastern 
Promenade trail and adjacent to the Munjoy 
Hill residential neighborhood. The proposal 
includes the existing boat yard and compati-
ble non-marine mixed uses. The ground floor 
of structures would be reserved primarily for 
marine-related uses, while upper floors 
would accommodate a wide mix of uses. 
As it is now projected, the WSUZwould in-
troduce residential uses into the area. Density 
restrictions are not presently included but 
there would be a ceiling not to exceed 
forty-five ( 45) feet within the view corridors 
established by the right-of-way lines for At-
lantic Street, Vesper Street or O'Brian Streets. 
Also, development would "complement adja-
cent neighborhoods, protect significant views 
to and from the water, promote public access 
to the water, and promote the sensitive reha-
bilitation of historically significant structures." 
Yet, according to the staff report: 
Opening the WSUZ to expanded non-marine 
uses within new structures potentially provides 
an incentive to demolish the historic existing 
structures. The zoning draft proposed here en-
courages the preservation of the historic com-
plex, but does NOT provide specific protections 
for the buildings. The complex is listed as eli-
gible for designation in the National Register of 
Historic Places 
Have the Portland Company buildings 
been placed in a 1'wilight Zone? These build-
ings must not be torn down, even if Greater 
Portland Landmarks undertakes the rehabil-
itation. Currently, there are no residential or 
commercial historic designations in the East 
End. If most of Europe can restore sixteenth-
century buildings, surely Portland can re-
store its Golden Age heritage. 
The WUZ is a transition low impact zone 
between the marine uses located at the Port-
land Ocean Terminal and the Recreation and 
Open Space lands. It provides for "marina de-
velopment, public access to the water, open 
space and trail enhancements." Additionally, 
it permits "temporary public and private 
events" with limiting conditions. 
The EWPZ recognizes the necessity of the 
cruise ship/ tugboat economy and its de-
pendence upon direct access to the harbor. It 
is designed for deepwater related activity 
"within the context of the established down-
town." But, oil rigs in a downtown? Longfel-
low must be turning over in his grave. 
Months after the city rolled out the red 
carpet for the temporary assembly of Brazil-
ian oilrigs by claiming a financial windfall, city 
councilors scrambled to rebate taxpayers 
more than the income from the oilrigs. For 
the city to immortalize these King Kong-like 
structures is much like enshrining the mono-
lithic Holiday Inn on Spring Street. The inclu-
sion of oil rig assembly as being "marine-re-
lated" is as undermining as Portland's 1988 
condo ban was reactionary. For Portland's 
planners to invite structures known world-
wide as contaminating marine environments 
as being "marine-related" is like zoning a land-
fill as a bird sanctuary. 
By not following the natural laws of supply 
and demand, the city stands at another turning 
point. If Portland is seriously interested in build-
ing a substantive future, it has to face the pres-
ent reality. Coastal tourism is valued at more 
than forty times the value of seafood caught in 
the region and recreational boaters spend more 
than three times the value of the sealood. Yet, 
rather than pulling the plug, the city could 
achieve economic stabilization by sliding these 
industrial uses further down the river. 
Stay tuned. Things could get oily or the 
makeover could shore up the eastern water-
front into a thriving environmental and eco-
nomic jewel. 
+ PROPOSED ZONE CHANGE FOR EASTERN WATERFRONT AREA From 82b, WSUZ and WPDZ to 116", WSUZ, wuz• AND EWPZ" . ..,....~_,_ 
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MOAC-A Unique And Growing Friendship 
by Raymond Kent Long 
It was in the pages of the then recently founded Casco Bay Weekly that a per-
sonal ad appeared (back in the late 
1980's), placed by a chap who was looking 
for companionship while engaging in out-
door activities such as hiking, back-packing 
and what-have-you. A modest number of 
kindred souls responded to that ad, met at 
the contributor's home and formed what 
afterwards became known as the Maine 
Outdoor Adventure Club (or, MOAC). 
Today, MOAC's state-wide membership 
is closing in on the thousand mark, 
with chapters in Portland and Ban-
gor. I first heard about the Club 
about two-and-a-half years ago and 
joined shortly there afterwards. in a 
recent issue of the CBW I described 
my experience with the AAMA Per-
forming Arts Studio and the won-
derful world it opened up to me. 
I've come to savor the so-called 
"smell of the grease-paint" as an am-
ateur actor, but am equally at home 
with the less-than-pleasant but totally nec-
essary odor of 'fly-<iope' spray that allows 
one to participate in MOAC's endless array 
of outdoor Summer activities, so allow me 
to bore you with another personal account 
and overview of what the Maine Outdoor 
Adventure Club is all about. 
The Portland chapter of MOAC meets on 
the first Wednesday of every month (7pm) 
at the Unitarian-Universalist Church lo-
cated out on Allen Avenue. I materialized 
there back in February of 2001 and was 
treated, along with several hundred other 
attendees, to a slide presentation of a par-
ticular member's trek into the Utah wilder-
ness undertaken the year before. The meet-
ings are very informal, called to order by 
the current Club president (back-packing 
enthusiast Carey Kish served in that ca-
pacity for a goodly number of years and 
has been succeeded by the marvelously 
entertaining Dan Kidd- a true MOAC "orig-
inal") by means of whistle, hoot or holler (it 
isn 't always easy to quiet down two or two 
hundred and fifty folks who are always 
happy to see one another) . 
Announcements and business matters 
are quickly dispensed with, followed by a 
monthly slide presentation by either a Club 
member or visiting speaker (it seems we 
have more of the latter) -the shows are in-
variably entertaining and enlightening (we'll 
have everything from Everest climbers to 
Environmental Protection Advocates, plus 
our own people slated for presentations. 
Unlike Appalachian Mountain Club meet-
ings, there's a totally laid-back atmosphere 
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at our meetings with lots of oohs and ahhhs 
(at the sight of the beautiful pictures), as 
well as laughter and audience interaction is 
permitted and encouraged. 
The second half of the monthly MOAC 
meetings (also true of the Bangor Chapter) 
are given over to trip stories and planning. 
No matter the tenure of 
their membership, folks 
who know what they're 
doing are invited to serve 
as trip leaders and co-
leaders. That being the case, it wasn't long 
before I volunteered my services as an 
"easy hike" coordinator. I served in that ca-
pacity over that summer and the next, 
making dozens of new friends as I organ-
ized the expeditions and was contacted by 
the various interested parties (one Satur-
day, I posted a hike up the southwest ridge 
of Pleasant Mountain and ended up being 
the only male involved, accompanied by 
10 fine female MOAC members . . . 
YESSSSS!). 
There are usually anywhere from a 
dozen to fifteen trips proposed by mem-
bers who raise their hand and are called 
upon, and their proposals are then listed 
on a series of black-boards facing the au-
dience, and afterwards posted on the 
MOAC website and within the pages of the 
monthly MOAC Newsletter. 
After the 'regular' meeting, comes the 
"real meeting" down to the Great Lost Bear 
on Forest Avenue. And, lest I forget, there's 
always an informational 'new<omers' meet-
ing' held in the kitchen conducted by the af-
fable Dana Thurston at which the privileges 
and details of membership are defined. 
Besides the monthly meetings and 
weekly expeditions (hiking, backpacking, 
biking, kayaking, canoeing, white-water 
rafting, rock<limbing, cross<ountry and 
regular skiing, snowshoeing and you-name-
it), there are big group get-togethers like 
the Acadia Weekends (on the Memorial Day 
Weekend as well as an 
early Fall weekend), weekly 
Happy Hour rendezvous, 
and miscellaneous invita-
tions (throughout the year) 
to join various MOACer's 
who make their country 
camps and condo's avail-
able to others for fun-filled 
weekends of exercise and 
partying. You can always 
count on there being a Hal-
loween Party, a Christmas 
Party, and sometimes, a 
New Year's party, all of which are attended 
by whoever would like to come. 
And then there are the annual Summer-
lest and Winteriest events. Given the lack of 
good circulation in my extremities, I have 
yet to attend a Winteriest, usually held on 
the countrified property of a MOAC mem-
ber, featuring igloo-building, cross<ountry 
skiing, tobogganing, snow-ball battles and a 
variety of activities who find that time of 
the year invigorating. 
I have, however, attended the annual 
Summerfest event, held over a long week-
end during the latter part of July in Sebago 
State Park. I showed up at my first Sum-
merfest (lor the day, only) and was sur-
rounded by picnic tables awash in victuals 
and refreshing non-alcoholic beverages. 
Alas, I saw very lew in the way of Club-
members, until I heard a hullabaloo of 
shouting and laughing. Seeking out the 
source of all that merry noise, I encoun-
tered sixty or seventy MOACer's engaged in 
the dreaded "summer games." These in-
cluded a free-for-all version of "rag-ball" 
(co-ed, mind you) and a succession of con-
tests which served to test one's balance, 
aversion to getting soaked, ability to sus-
tain a break-neck pace of activity and not 
'laugh to death' in the process. I was not 
prepared lor Phase Two of these "summer 
games," which took place in the shallows of 
Sebago Lake and were equally strenuous. 
At any rate, a great time is had by all, 
with many electing to camp out over the 
weekend, enjoying mellow evenings of sto-
rytelling and campfire singing. Finally, al-
low me to relate what went on at the first 
"non-formal" MOAC get-together I attended 
(shortly alter my first 'formal' meeting), 
which turned out to be a "songfest" held at 
the home of a club-member who is ex-
tremely musical and hosts these events at 
least twice a year. 
I was one of the first to arrive at his apart-
ment and did not quite know what to ex-
pect, but after an hour (or so), Phil's apart-
ment was filled with a happy little mob of 
MOACer's who brought with them some 
goodies, as well as an array of instruments, 
including at least 5 guitars, a banjo, con-
certina, flute, recorder, tin whistle and Irish 
drum (I'm sure there were others besides) 
- hence, the "MOAC Philharmonic." Folks 
stepped forward to sing or play solo (and 
very beautifully so) and song titles were 
thrown up in the air, giving rise to a "jam 
session" of zesty caterwauling on the part 
of all, whether armed with instruments or 
not. As you can see, MOAC is about enjoy-
ing the outdoors, but It's also about enjoy-
ing the all-around companionship of folks 
who share that interest. 
Our members range from their 20's to 
their high 70's, come from all walks of life 
(not an insignificant number of profes-
sionals in our midst) and cherish the op-
portunities to continually make new 
friends . Whether you're content with a 
simple walk in the woods 0 don't think I 
mentioned our series of blue-berry, 
strawberry and raspberry hikes) or relish 
the chance to engage in more challenging 
outdoor sports, there are always wonder-
ful things to do on a weekly basis through-
out the year. 
To get a visual feel of what goes on, as 
well as additional information, log on to 
MOAC.ORG - surely, the absurdly low an-
nual membership dues (anywhere from 15 
to 25 dollars) make joining as easy as sim-
ply showing up lor the monthly meeting at 
the Allen Avenue location. I'm not a board 
member, and no one makes a penny's profit 
even if they are, so I speak as a Portland-
area Mainer who encourages one and all to 
share in the fun I've had as a member of the 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club! 
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First State In Nation Commits To Climate Change Emissions 
Goals: Maine Governor Signs Bill Into Law byJudyBerk 
On Thursday, June 26, Maine became the first state in the nation to enact a law setting goals lor the reduc-
tion of global warming emissions, as Governor John 
Baldacci signed An Act to Provide Leadership in Addressing 
the Threat of Climate Change. "I am proud that Maine leads 
the nation in setting responsible climate change goals," said 
Governor John Baldacci. "Maine's law paves the way lor oth-
ers to join us in a responsible approach to address the risks 
of global warming." 
The legislation requires Maine to develop a climate change 
action plan to reduce C02 to 1990 levels by 2010, 10% below 
1990 levels by 2020, and by as much as 75-80% over the long 
term, as agreed to by the New England Governors and East-
ern Canadian Premiers. With this law, Maine has joined a 
growing number of Northeast states that have, as a group, 
taken action on climate change into their own hands. Carbon 
dioxide (COz), formed when people burn oil and coal, creates 
a heat-trapping blanket around the Earth that is raising tem-
peratures and causing problems all over the world. 
"At a time when the federal government has deleted cli-
mate change information from EPA reports, Maine is not risk-
ing our future-we're taking action," said Sue Jones of the 
Natural Resources Council of Maine, the group that spear-
headed the campaign to pass this law." The law will help 
Maine do its part to help reduce the threat of climate change 
through energy efficiency, clean renewable energy and other 
actions that save money and protect the environment." 
"There are already energy efficient lights, appliances and 
building techniques that can reduce our dependence on fos-
sil fuels and our emissions of COz," said Paul Paydos, Vice 
President Technical Services of Guilford of Maine." There are 
also clean, renewable energy sources that are ready to go on 
line. Our company is ready for the challenge. We believe that 
Yankee ingenuity and 'can.<Jo' attitude will lead the way tore-
ducing our harmful impact on the planet." 
"There is widespread agreement within the international 
scientific community about three things," said Dr. Robert 
Kates, of Trenton, Maine; Professor Emeritus at Brown Uni-
versity, who served as a review editor for the United Nation's 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. First, serious 
global warming is taking place; second, the potential impacts 
of global warming bode ill for the world and for the state of 
Maine; and, third, global warming is primarily driven by hu-
man activity." 
"My legislative colleagues recognize the impact climate 
change will have on Maine's economy, environment, and qual-
ity of life," said Rep. Ted Koffman of Bar Harbor, lead sponsor 
of Maine's climate change bill. "The challenges posed by 
global warming will be especially felt by future generations. 
The breakthrough legislation signed today will bring together 
private and public interests to collaboratively develop a cost-
effective plan to reduce global warming while saving energy 
in the process." 
"Environmental Defense applauds Maine's decision to 
stand up as a leader on the issue of climate change and we ex-
pect other states to continue to move forward with their own 
plans, including New York, New Jersey and Connecticut," said 
Jim Marston, director of state climate initiatives with Envi-
ronmental Defense." All of these actions at the state level un-
derscore the urgent need for strong, consistent federal action 
to control dangerous greenhouse gas pollution." 
The law, An Act to Provide Leadership in Addressing the 
Threat of Climate Change, requires the state to: 
• By July 2004 create a Climate Change Action Plan to re-
duce COz to levels to 1990 levels by 2010, 10% below 1990 lev-
els by 2020, and by as much as 75-80% over the long term. 
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These goals are consistent with the New England Governors-
Eastern Canadian Premiers agreement, signed by Maine Gov-
ernor Angus King in August 2001. 
• Show state leadership by inventorying and reducing COz 
emissions from state-funded programs and facilities; and 
• Spur at least 50 partnerships with businesses and non-
profit organizations to reduce C02 emissions. 
Scientists say that in Maine global warming could increase 
smog and asthma attacks, cause a rise in sea level that would 
flood coastal areas, bring more droughts and severe storms, 
and intensify health threats from insects, such as Lyme dis-
ease and West Nile virus. 
What is Oimate Change? 
A blanket of COz, produced by our burning of fossil 
fuels like coal and oil, is trapping heat in our atmos-
phere, increasing global temperatures and affecting 
our climate. There is broad scientific consensus 
that climate change is underway, the impacts are 
likely to be dramatic and fossil fuel combus-
tion by humans is the primary cause. 
The state of Maine has decided to 
act responsibly to help ad-
dress this serious problem 
that threatens the eco-
To cut back on emissions of C02 use energy efficient light bulbs. 
PH OTO CHARLOTTE SMITH 
nomic, social and ecological Iabrie of our state, nation and 
world. 
Fortunately, by using practical, existing technologies for 
energy efficient appliances and buildings we can reduce the 
amount of COz we pump into the air and reduce our de-
pendence on fossil fuels. In addition, there are clean, renew-
able energy sources that are ready to come on line and con-
tribute significant power. Maine has both the capability and 
the responsibility to help lead the way. Maine may already be 
seeing effects from climate change. 
• Over the last century, the average temperature in Lewis-
ton, Maine has increased by up to 3.4• F and it is expected to 
rise another &-10• F over the next century. This is a greater 
change in climate variation than in the past 10,000 years. 
• Average rainfall in Maine has decreased by nearly 20% 
over the last century. 
• Sea level in Maine is rising at the fastest pace in 5,000 
years; sea level rose by 3.9 .. in Rockland in the last century 
alone. Climate change could harm Maine. 
• Rising sea level could flood Maine coastal beaches, wet-
lands, roads, homes and towns, resulting in hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars of damage. 
• Maine people could experience more severe storms, 
droughts, smog and asthma attacks. 
• Maine lakes and ponds could be choked by more algae 
blooms and reduced oxygen levels that would harm fish and 
the wildlife that depend on them. 
• Maine's ski season and beautiful fall foliage could gradu-
ally diminish, undermining our tourism industry and econ-
omy. 
• Maine could see more health threats from insects, such 
as Lyme disease and West Nile virus. 
What Northeast States Are Doing to 
Address 
Climate Change: 
• In 2003, Maine became the first state in 
the nation to enact a law that sets goals for 
the reduction of global warming emissions. 
• In 1999, New Jersey, under the leadership 
of then-Governor Christie Todd Whitman, estab-
lished a goal of reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions by 3.5% below 1990 levels by the year 2005. 
New Jersey issued an action plan in December 1999 
aimed at helping avert the risks of climate change 
through measures that are "practical, economically vi-
able, and have other positive economic and environ-
mental benefits." 
• In December 2001, New Hampshire issued a menu of 
policy options, which they call a "Climate Action Plan," 
aimed at achieving the goals established by the New Eng-
land Governors/Eastern Canadian Premiers Climate Ac-
tion Plan. Despite its first step, it needs to develop a plan 
with specific reductions from state-level or regional-level 
policies, and a concrete timeline. 
"Scientists have confirmed that global surface temper-
atures have increased an average of 1*F over the 20th Cen-
tury. There is now strong scientific consensus that this ob-
served warming is attributable to human activities, predom-
inantly increased fossil fuel combustion and changes in land 
use. Scientists predict that climate change will result in a rise 
in the sea level, an increase in the number of extreme storm 
events, disruption of fresh water and food supplies, impacts 
to the vitality and health of forests and other natural areas, 
and potential impacts to human health and wildlife." 
• Massachusetts is drafting that state's Climate Action 
Plan, designed to "meet or exceed" the regional goals estab-
lished by the New England Governors and Eastern Canadian 
Premiers: Quoting from that report: "Changes in the world's 
climate and weather patterns will present a major challenge 
to the health of the Massachusetts environment and econ-
omy. We have enough reliable scientific evidence in hand on 
the serious risks of climate change to warrant taking action 
right now." 
• In July 2002, Rhode Island published a Climate Action 
Plan designed to meet the greenhouse gas emission targets of 
the New England Governors/Eastern Canadian Premiers 
agreement. Quoting from that report: "There is growing in-
ternational consensus among scientists and policymakers 
that carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are warming 
our planet at a rapid rate." 
• In August 2002, the Governor of Vermont issued an ex-
ecutive order establishing a goal of reducing that state's 
greenhouse gas emissions by more than 25% over the next 
decade, consistent with the regional goals. The Governor 
said: "The overwhelming majority of the world's climate sci-
entists have said that the threat of global warming is real. In 
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Books 
Curious New England 
by joseph A. Citro And Diane E. Foulds 
by Perri Black 
Grious New England: The Uncon-entional Traveler's Guide to £c-entric Destinations, by Joseph A. 
Citro and Diane E. Foulds is a fascinating 
guide to all sorts of unusual museums 
and other destinations off the beaten 
path ... or just plain "off." The front of the 
book is graced with a wonderful depic-
tion of the elegant 18th century cabinet 
of curiousities from Mr. Stewart's Hart-
ford Museum in Connecticut. 0 particu-
larly like the skull of the three-horned 
sheep). It is a most fitting image to spark 
interest in opening the cover and delving 
into the mysteries within. 
The book covers all of New England 
from Rhode Island through Maine, en-
tries ranging from the sublime to the ab-
surd, including everything from proper 
museums and local historical societies 
to natural phenomena and formations. In 
their introduction the authors state that, 
"each entry could be plotted on a con-
tinuum that begins with "curious" and 
ends with "weird," but they find that peo-
ple don't necessarily agree upon what is 
"weird" and some of the more politically 
correct prefer just to use the term "un· 
usual." Whatever the case may be, they 
certainly seem to have had fun discover-
ing many peculiar places and things here 
in the northeast, though omitting what 
they deem "the epicenter of New England 
strangeness," Salem, Massachusetts, be-
cause it has unfortunately become too 
much of a theme park. 
Throughout the course of the book 
one is treated to wonders such as the 
Museum of Bad Art in Dedham, MA 0 
have never actually been there but I do 
own the catalogue!), ghost squirrels in 
Connecticut, the fairyland that is Ver-
mont and a cufflink museum in New 
Hampshire. Our own state of Maine of-
fers such oddities as an umbrella cover 
museum on Peaks Island, a giantess' 
house in Wilton, and a stove museum in 
Thorndike. I am personally intrigued 
about the cursed Chinese idol stolen 
from a Buddhist temple in the 19th cen-
tury but now housed in a local historical 
society not far from where I live. Some 
sights mentioned are more accessible 
than others but directions, opening 
hours and other essential information 
are included with each entry to facilitate 
exploration. 
Even if you never venture out to any 
of the exotic locations described in the 
book, it is a fun read that will amuse and 
indeed make you question your own def-
inition of "strange." If ordinary travel 
guides leave you unsatisfied, Curious 
New England is the alternative for you. 
Perri Black is an artist, picture framer and 
part-time bookseller currently living in 
Sweden, Maine. 
Joseph A. Ciao and Diane £. Foulds 
Micro-Minute by 
W hether you prefer to grab your fishing pole and try for the big one, or run down to the market and catch the sale of the day at 
the seafood counter, I've got some tasty ways to enjoy good-for-you sea-
food. 
Sure, we can enjoy our fish and seafood grilled, or sauteed in a skillet with a dollop of butter and 
a squeeze of lemon, but for a change of pace, give it a try in the microwave. You'll be hooked! 
You see, since seafood is generally high in water content, it is a perfect food to prepare in the mi-
crowave. Check out this guide for suggested cooking times: 
Guide for Cooking Fish & Seafood on High Power in the Microwave: 
• Steaks and Fillets: 3 to 5 minutes per pound 
• Shelled Shrimp and Scallops: 2 to 3 minutes per pound 
• Live Shellfish such as Clams, Oysters, and Mussels: 4 to 5 minutes- be sure the shells open by 
themselves! 
NOTE: Be cautious and err on the side of undercooking; check frequently and cook for additional 
time as needed. You can always cook it more, but once it's overdone, there's nothing you can dol 
A few points to remember when microwaving seafood: 
• Microwaves are attracted to water but not ice, so make sure seafood is completely defrosted 
before cooking. 
• Meaty fish, such as tuna and swordfish, achieve better results in the microwave if the pieces are 
one inch thick or less. 
• Brushing on a browning or teriyaki sauce before microwaving will give fish and seafood a 
golden-rich look that is usually associated with oven and stovetop cooking. 
• When the thickest part offish starts to turn opaque, it is done. With shellfish, the shells will open 
and the meat will just begin to curl . 
• Let cooked food stand, covered, out of the oven for 2 to 3 minutes to finish cooking. 
Go ahead - try cooking your fish and seafood in the microwave, and donl be afraid to experi-
ment, because good-for-us seafood plus the quickness of our microwave oven equals lo8d8 of 
reasons to say .. . 
"008 lf'S SO GOOD!!' 
2 servings 
"I love clams, and I love gazpacho, so 
this combo is a winner in my book/" 
1 can spicy vegetable juice (5.5 ounces) 
1/2 of a green bell pepper, diced 
1/2 of a medium onion, diced 
2 garlic cloves, minced 
1 teaspoon hot pepper sauce 
1-1/2 dozen littleneck clams 
1. In a microwave-safe 8-inch square bak-
ing dish, combine all the ingredients ex-
cept the clams; mix well. Arrange the 
clams over the mixture. 
2. Cover with plastic wrap and microwave 
at 100% power for 3 to 4 minutes, or 
until the clams open fully by themselves. 
Serve immediately. 
Swordfish 
"Give these steaks a sprinkle of toasted 
tse~sa.me seeds just before serving to add 
authentic Asian flavor." 
1/3 cup teriyaki sauce 
1 tablespoon vegetable oil 
1 teaspoon light brown sugar 
1 garlic clove, minced 
12-ounce swordfish steaks (about 1 
inch thick) 
1. In a shallow microwave-safe dish, com-
bine all the ingredients except the 
swordfish; mix well. Add the swordfish, 
turning to coat completely. Marinate the 
fish in the refrigerator for 30 minutes, 
turning occasionally. 
Cover the dish with plastic wrap and mi-
crowave at 100% power for 6 to 7 min-
utes, or until the fish flakes easily with a 
fork. 
2 servings 
"Sure, you've made this with shrimp, but 
how 'bout trying this new twist tonight?!" 
2 tablespoons olive oil 
2 garlic cloves, minced 
2 tablespoons dry white wine 
3 tablespoons minced fresh parsley 
1/8 teaspoon paprika 
3/4 pound sea scallops 
2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
1/8 teaspoon black pepper 
1. In a microwave-safe 8-inch square bak-
ing dish, combine the oil and garlic. Mi-
crowave at 100% power for 1 minute. 
Stir in the wine, parsley, and paprika. 
Microwave at 100% power for 2 min-
utes. 
2. Add the scallops, lemon juice, salt, and 
pepper; stir to coat evenly. Cover the 
dish with plastic wrap and microwave at 
100% power for 2 to 3 minutes, or until 
the scallops turn white and are no 
longer translucent, stirring once. Let 
stand, covered, for 1 minute before 
Fish Steak with Fresh Tomato and Basil 
2 servings 
"It sounds like a fancy-schmancy dish, 
but it's quick enough for a weeknight 
treat/" 
One 3/4-pound fish steak (about 1 inch 
thick), such as swordfish, halibut, or cod 
1 medium-sized ripe tomato, cut into 
wedges 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
1/8 teaspoon black pepper 
1-1/2 teaspoons olive oil 
1/2 of a lemon, thinly sliced 
2 tablespoons minced fresh basil 
1. Place the fish steak in a shallow micro-
wave-safe dish. Arrange tomato wedges 
around the fish. Season the fish with 
salt and pepper, and drizzle with olive 
oil. Top with lemon slices and basil. 
2. Cover the dish with plastic wrap and mi-
crowave at 100% power for 4 to 5 min-
utes, or until the fish flakes easily with a 
fork. Let stand, covered, for 2 minutes 
before serving. 
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FUJI 
Japanese Steakhouse &Sushi Bar 
Taste and see the difference 
SUMMERTIME 
HIBACHI EXPLOSION 
and a Sushi lover's dream 
29 Exchange St. 773·2900 
Call for Reservations 
P;orlrinn validated at Fore St. 












*Regular Menu Items Only 
Lots of Great Food in a Fun Atmosphere 
Now 7 a week!! 
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Restaurant row 
American 
THREE DOllAR DEWEY'S 241 Commercial 
St, Portland. 772-3310. 
WOODrS BAR & GRill. 43 Middle St, Port-
land. 253-5251 . www.woodysburgers.com. 
THE BREAKAWAY 32 India St., Portland, ME. 
5414804. 
PUNKY'S 425 Forest Avenue, Portland, ME. 
774-2091. 
Asian/Chinese 
ORIENTAL TABLE 106 Exchange St, (top of 
the Old Port) Portland. 775-3388, 
Fax: 772-3388. 
WOK INN 1209 Forest Ave, Portland. 797-9052 
or 797-9053. 
Barbeque 
BEALE SfREET BARBEQUE & GRIU 90 Wa-
terman Drive, South Portland. 767.{)130. 
Cafe 
BINTUFF'S AMERICAN CAH: 98 Portland St, 
japanese/Korean 
FUJI Sushi Bar and Steakhouse. Serving Port-
land since 1987. Freshest sushi bar with tradi-
tional Japanese food and seating. Tatami din-
ing tables. Friendly Atmosphere. Only restau-
rant in Old Port serving hibachi (Japanese 
Steak) and Korean Food. 
BENKAY 2 India St, Portland (India at Com-
mercial). 773-5555. 
OISHD JAPANESE FOODS Portland Public 
Market. 25 Preble St, Portland. 22S.2050. 
NARA SUSHI NEW 50 Maine Mall Road, South 
Portland. 772.{)006 or Fax 7724440. 
Mexican 
AMIGOS 9 Dana St., Portland. 772.{)772. 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS 420 Fore St. 761.{)751. 
Seafood 
J'S OYSTFR 5 Portland Pier, Portland. 772-
4828. 92 Commercial St. , Portland. 871-5636. 
Steakhouse/Seafood 
Portland (across from the Post Office.) MOUY'S STEAKHOUSE & IRISH PUB Special-
77 4.{)005. izing in choice sirloin steak, prime rib, and 
FRIENDSIDP CAH: 703 Congress St, Portland. Shepherd's Pie, Molly's is an Old Port favorite. 
871-5005. Serving hearty pub fare including Molly's Mile 
THE WINE BAR & RESTAURANT 48 Wharf St, High Reuben. Molly's accepts most major 
Portland. 773-6667. www. credit cards. 46 Market St., in the Old Port, 
caJeatwharfstreet.com Portland. 7614904. 
Continental 
BASIL'S RESTAURANT & LOUNGE 2 High-
lander Way, Manchester, NH. (603) 625-6426. 
Delicatessen 
FlJU BEUY DEIJ Pine Tree Shopping Center. 
772-1227. 
Eclectic 
100 CONGRESS 775-7772. 
THE ALEHOUSE 30 Market St, Portland's Old 
Port. 253-5100. 
AURORA PROVISIONS West End at 64 Pine St, 
871-9060. 
BIBO'S MADD APPLE CAH: 23 Forest Ave. 
<lAYTON'S GOURMEf MARKEr, CAFE & BAK-
ERY 189 Main St, downtown Yarmouth 846-1117. 
DAVID'S CREATIVE CUISINE Monument 
Square. 7734340. 
GRAVITY 486 Congress Street. 
GREAT LOST BEAR 540 Forest Ave, Portland . 
772.{)300. 
MAINE BEER & BEVERAGE 79 Commercial St. 
82S.BEER. 
PAT'S GROCERIA CAFE 484 Stevens Ave, 
Portland. 874.{)706. 
PEPPERCLUB 78 Middle St, Portland. 
SIILrs 40 Wasington Avenue, Portland. 772.()360. 
Pizza 
PORTI.AND HOUSE OF PIZZA 1359 Washing-
ton Ave, Portland. 797-9030. www.portland-
pizza.com. 
Thai 
THAI TASfE Distinctive Thai Cuisine. Rated 
**** for Food, Atmosphere & Service by 
Portland Press Herald. Winter Hours: Lunch: 
Mon-Sun 11:30-2:30pm; Dinner: Sun-Thurs 
4:3G-9pm; Fri &Sat Hours: 4:30pm-10pm. 435 
Cottage Road, South Portland. Across from 
Portland Theater. www.thaitastemaine.com, 
767-3599. 
WOK INN 1209 Forest Ave, Portland. 797-9052 
or 797-9053. 
Jasmine 40 Portland Street -Tel. 773-9833. 
Vegetarian 
LOIS' NATURAL MARKETPLACE DEIJ & 
CAH: 152 US Route 1, Scarborough. 885.{)602. 
Avoid the $ 1. 5 million cab fare 
.. ···s···:~~~~~~ ······ ... . o... j . 
• or • :· futntnY ' :' 
· TutntnY· .·· . four .. · . . .. . . .... 
•·····•··· 
Hot Meals To Go! 
Fabulous Just-Like-Home 
Pot Roast & Shepard's Pie! 
Homemade Soups & More 
Gift Certificates Available 
The.y also do Macs; We. Onl_y do Macs! 
6 Main Street • Gray, Maine 04039 • 207 657-6285 
Service, Repai rs & U pgrades • Color Management Consulting • New User O rientation & Training • Systems Maintenance 
Is Auto Racing a good 
marketing value? 
Sure is!! 
• Extreme brand loyalty 
• Targeted loyal demographic 
• Cost effective advertising 
Daily paper CPM: $82.92 
Auto Racing CPM: $63.69 
That's a 23% better value!! 
Call today to fmd out how auto racing can help grow YOUR business!!! 
415-8740 or email Mike at: weapon@gwi.net 
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Balancing Impact of Tourism on 
Natural Resources 
By Jeff Rowe 
While those of us who live in Maine know that our splendid state has something to offer visitors through-
out the year, the Fourth of July holiday is the 
traditional kickoff to the season when the al-
lure of Maine to people "from away" is most 
obvious. 
It is no secret that the impact of tourists 
on Maine's economy is huge. With billions in 
annual sales providing tens of thousands of 
direct jobs and filling the state's coffers with 
hundreds of millions in tax revenues , the 
tourism industry has long been one of the pil-
lars of Maine's economy. 
At the same time, the tourists that pump 
dollars into our economy have a significant 
impact on the very attractions that they 
come to Maine to enjoy. In recent years it has 
become increasingly evident that if the im-
pact of tourism on Maine's waterways, 
wilderness areas and thousands of miles of 
coastline is not managed more carefully, the 
costs of Maine's reputation as "Vacationland" 
-both to the tourism industry and the state 
- could ultimately outweigh the benefits. 
In order to understand better the impact 
of Maine's tourism economy on the state's 
natural resources, the Maine Tourism Com-
mission, in conjunction with the Office of 
Tourism, recently created a Natural Re-
sources Committee. Consisting of represen-
tatives from throughout the tourism indus-
try, several state agencies, private landown-
ers, and a number of independent stakehold-
ers, the committee will research and report 
on a variety of issues as they relate to the re-
lationship between the tourism industry and 
the use and protection of Maine's natural re-
sources. 
To begin, the committee will undertake an 
Inventory both of the condition of Maine's 
natural resources and the tourism industry's 
impact on those resources. Working with 
state agencies and researchers from the Uni-
versity of Maine, the committee will review 
the extent of the state's understanding of the 
condition of Maine's natural resources and 
identify areas that are either in need of fur-
ther study or have not yet been studied at all. 
Furthermore, the committee will begin to as-
sess how the tourism industry impacts the 
state's resources, identify areas where the 
natural resources are over-utilized and areas 
where they are under-utilized, and recom-
mend ways to develop a better balance be-
tween the two. 
In addition to understanding how Maine 
can better protect its natural attractions 
while continuing to profit from them, the Nat-
ural Resources Committee has also been 
charged by the Maine Legislature with devel-
oping a plan that would enable Maine to cap-
italize even further on its full range of natural 
attractions. So-called "nature-based tourism" 
is one of the fastest growing sectors of the 
tourist economy around the world, and with 
its range of attractions and resources, Maine 
clearly has a broad range of untapped op-
portunities. 
In considering those opportunities, the 
committee will , among other things, identify 
locations and landscapes within Maine that 
hold potential for significant nature-based 
tourism value; recommend marketing strate-
gies that effectively promote a full range of 
nature-based tourism activities, including tra-
ditional hunting and fishing; propose infra-
structure improvements such as wetland 
boardwalks, bird blinds, and fishing and boat 
access sites that are designed to enhance rec-
ognized resources; propose targeted land 
conservation efforts that would safeguard 
identified, at-risk landscapes and locations 
that are recognized for their nature-based 
tourism values; and research and examine 
case studies of successful nature-based 
tourism nationally and internationally for the 
purpose of determining what can be emu-
lated in Maine. 
Finally, in identifying opportunities for en-
hancing nature-based tourism, the Natural 
Resources Committee will also be exploring 
ways of developing and promoting the con-
siderable cultural and artistic attractions that 
Maine has to offer visitors. 
As the efforts of the Maine Tourism Com-
mission's Natural Resources Committee pro-
ceed, it will be important for stakeholders 
and citizens alike to remember that the goal 
is to develop a program that will enable 
Maine both to protect and profit from its rich 
and unique array of resources. Those re-
sources include our magnificent natural land-
scape and the multi-faceted human culture 
that has developed across that landscape 
throughout the centuries. 
In the end, it is hard to imagine a Maine cit-
izen who does not have an interest in seeing 
the state successfully balance the need to 
protect our natural resources with the need 
to use them for a broad range of purposes. No 
one understands the need for that balance 
more than those who work In the tourism in-
dustry. 
In recognizing the importance of main-
taining and preserving the tradition of multi-
ple uses for Maine's valuable resources, it is 
the goal of the Tourism Commission's Nat-
ural Resources Committee to ensure that 
Maine's natural resources remain productive 
for current use, and sustainable for future 
generations. 
Jeff Rowe is chair of the Maine Tourism Com-
mission :S Natural Resources Committee and is 
executive director of the Maine Campground 
Owners Association. 
From Where I Sil is a regularly appearing column intended to represent the diverse voices and experiences 
within our community. Submissions are the views of our contributors and do not necessarily represent those 
of CBW. If you would like to comment on these thoughts, or have thoughts on any other topic, drop us a 
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Victoria Mansion 
(The Morse Libby House) 
Victoria Mansion 
V ictoria Mansion is an outstanding ex-ample of nineteenth-century Ameri-can architecture and design. With re-
markably intact original interiors and deco-
rations, it survives as a unique example of 
the princely palaces created for America's 
wealthiest citizens in the pre-Civil War era. 
Also known as the Morse-Libby House, the 
Mansion was built between 1858 and 1860 for 
Ruggles Sylvester Morse and his wife, Olive 
Ring Merrill Morse. A native of Maine, Morse 
made his fortune as the proprietor of luxury 
hotels in New Orleans during the 1850s. His 
experience as a hotelier shaped his taste in 
design, and when the time carne to build a 
summer home, he sought out some of the na-
tion's leading designers. 
He selected Henry Austin of New Haven 
as the architect. Victoria Mansion is consid-
ered not only his masterpiece, but also the 
finest surviving Italian villa style house In 
America. Composed in brownstone, the 
powerful, asymmetrical composition is or-
ganized around a soaring four-story tower, 
and features deep overhanging eaves, grace-
ful verandahs, and ornately carved window 
surrounds. 
The interiors are the creation of Gustave 
Herter, founder of the famous New York City 
design firm of Herter Brothers. Victoria 
Mansion Is the earliest known Herter com-
mission, and the only one that Is still intact. 
Remarkably, more than 90% of the original 
contents of the house survive, including Im-
portant furniture from the Herter work-
shops, elaborate wall paintings, artworks, 
carpets, gas lighting fixtures, stained glass, 
porcelain, silver, and glassware. The house 
was built with such modern technologies as 
central heating, gas lighting, hot and cold 
running water, and a servant's call system -
making it one of the most sophisticated pri-
vate homes of the period. 
The Morses had no children, and after 
Ruggles Morse died in 1893 his widow sold 
the house with its contents to Joseph Ralph 
Libby, founder of a prominent Portland de-
partment store. The Libby family occupied 
the house for over thirty years, carefully pre-
serving the building and its contents. In 1928 
the Libby children moved out of the house, 
leaving its future uncertain. The building 
was saved from demolition in 1940 by a re-
tired educator, William H. Holmes, who rec-
ognized its importance and used his own 
funds to save it for posterity. In 1941 he 
opened the house as a museum named for 
Britain's Queen Victoria, and In 1943 trans-
ferred ownership to the Victoria Society of 
Maine. Victoria Mansion has operated con-
tinuously as a museum for over sixty years, 
and today the organization -;remains com-
mitted to the preservation ~nd interpreta-
tion of the Morse-Libby House. 
MUSEUM INFORMATION 
Victoria Mansion Is located at 109 Dan-
forth Street just steps from the Old Port. The 
Mansion is open for its regular season of 
tours May - October, Tuesday - Saturday, 
10-4, Sunday 1-5. All tours are guided and 
reservations are not necessary for groups 
under 10. We are closed throughout most of 
November to prepare for the annual Victo-
rian Holiday celebration, which opens the 
day after Thanksgiving and runs through the 
end of December. For more information visit 
us on the web at www.victoriarnansion.org 
or call207-772-484l. 
' . 
They're better off here at the track, than on the road driving. with you. F~r the~ the daily 
drives aren't exciting enough. People at redlights want nothmg to do With the1r need for 
speed and competitive desires. These folks aren't getting what they need. They need to race. 
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I arrive at Beechridge and am 
amazed at how busy it is. The 
parking lots are full and so are 
the stands. Admission comes 
in two forms four dollars for 
the grandstands, or eight dol-
lars for the pit. 
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The last time I went to Beechridge Motor Speed-way in Scarborough I was 9 years old. I was there with my mother to see my Uncle Kenny 
race. I remember it being really loud. I had a good 
time, but after the race my mother and I were broad-
sided in the parking lot by a boat of a car and my 
head spider webbed the front windshield of the '78 
Toyota Tercel we were in. The impact made me drop 
my cotton candy on the dirt-covered floor. That was 
my first racing experience. It was so traumatic I re-
member that I had Frosted Mini Wheat's for break-
fast. I remember because the police officer that was 
there at the scene of the accident asked me what I 
had for breakfast. I imagine seeing if the collision 
made me lose my memory. After 20 years, I've finally 
faced my demons and went to a race again. It's a lot 
cooler now. I ventured to the opening night of Thurs-
lining them up. PHOTO TODD HUBBARD 
day Thunder to check it out. 
Thursday Thunder is a 10-week summertime ex-
travaganza that is held at Beechridge Motor Speed-
way in Scarborough, Maine. Between June 12th to 
August 14th you'll be able to hear the engines roar-
ing and crowds cheering throughout the summer 
nights. The event is billed as "low-cost entertain-
ment to fans, and low-cost competition to amateur 
drivers.~ The two-hour weekly event is broken up 
into five different divisions totaling 150 drivers. 
The Beetlebugs are 4-Cylinder compact cars, 
which despite there small size, muscle around the 
track as hard as any full-size vehicle. You see a lot of 
Honda CRX's, Honda Civics, and Ford Escort's. The 
Mad Bombers are full-size stock cars that seem to 
glide around the track like a Land Cruiser from Star 
Wars around the 1/3 of a mile short track. There is 
the Ladies League that also uses full-size stock cars. 
Mid-80's Monte Carlo's and Buicks seem to be the 
vehicle of choice for both the Ladies League and The 
Mad Bombers. The Mighty Trucks are economy-
sized trucks that offer just as much excitement as 
the stock cars. Finally, The Legends Cars are sanc-
tioned special cars that use 1100cc motorcycle en-
gines. 
Gary Chrysler, a legend driver, fills me in on the 
details. "Yamaha 1100, fiber glass body steel chassy. ~ 
They literally scream around the track. You know 
how you can here a bike rip through the gears on a 
hot summer night? Multiply that by 30, and that's the 
sound of a Legend Car race. The body shell itself 
harkens back to hotrods of old. They are as fast as 
they are good looking. 
Legend racer Charlie Small has a '34 Ford Coupe, 
but notes there are a lot of '37 Sedans. 
I arrive at Beechridge and am amazed at how busy 
it is at the track. The parking lots are full and so are 
the stands. Admission comes in two forms four dol-
lars for the grandstands, or eight dollars for the pit. 
For the first time I opt for the grandstand side, be-
cause I'm told that's where the bar is located. I fig-
ured I'd go all out...amerce myself in the racing ex-
perience. 
-
(Above) Mad Bomber firing it up. 
The bar area is on corner four, and I can't believe 
how close we are standing to the track. No matter 
where you are, you're close to the track. You are in 
the action as it happens, and may occasionally get 
dust in you eye, or in my case, dirt all over my fore-
head. Make sure you have someone around to tell 
you there is dirt on your forehead. If you're at a foot-
ball game do you have a shot at being tackled? Hope-
fully not, but you could be dragged into something 
fast at the races, so keep your eyes open. 
To get super close to the action, you can shell out 
the extra four dollars to gain access to the pits. The 
pits are where the entire behind the scenes action 
happens. Keeping your eyes peeled is a necessity. 
The entrance is where the vehicles exit the track, so 
as you enter you may start to eat dust right away. 
Thirty or so vehicles exiting a race are a thing to 
I enter corner 4, as the 
Mighty Trucks are being 
mighty. A chain link fence 
separates the crowd from 
a ton of steel that throws 
its heft into every corner. 
watch. One vehicle goes by dragging its bumper, an-
other squeals to his pit area because he's not happy 
being bumped and finishing zznd. Crews chase their 
drivers down as they enter their respective pits. 
They seem to come from everywhere. I thought a 
fight had broken out between drivers or something. 
Nope, just the crew. They all run as hard and fast as 
they can to check and see if their cars and drivers 
are working as good as they were when they went 
out on the track. They all look serious. It's good to 
keep our eyes open. If something does break out, 
you don't want to miss it. 
(Right) Legend cars heading out to do their thing. 
I enter corner 4, as the Mighty Trucks are being 
mighty. A chain-link fence separates the crowd from 
a ton of steel that throws its heft into every corner. 
You may stand on a street corner and watch cars 
drive by as fast as racecars do, but it's not the same 
feeling. These guys are after each other. They all 
want to win, and remember, the races are affordable 
even for the racer; so all vehicles used aren't brand 
new. I've been told "Rubbing's Racing," and that 
seems to be the case more often than not. So I am 
taken a back at the aggressiveness of the drivers. I'm 
enjoying myself right away. I start to think, "I wonder 
if I could get a cheap car and ... nah." I'm beginning to 
understand the need to race. 
I'm introduced to Thursday Thunder through my 
friendship with Todd Hubbard of South Portland. 
I've known Todd for 18 years and have always 
thought of him as a guy who likes his cars, and likes 
them fast. He has owned Mo.Dte Carlo's, motorcy-
cles, Mustangs alike, and is always ready to put the 
proverbial, "Pedal to the Metal". Now he wants to be 
a racer. 
Two years ago Todd entered a backwards race at 
The Day of Destruction with a $50.00 Chevy Beretta 
GT, and out of 128 cars, he won. "Shop around for 
people who want to get rid of their cars that still 
run, but they're rusted out, and just go out there, 
trailer them out. Go out there and beat them up and 
leave them." The seeds of a dream had been planted 
in Todd's mind. 
The need to race came to a fever pitch during his 
honeymoon to Florida last year. He signed up for a 
Nascar driving experience at 1-800-BE-PETTY. A driv-
ing experience put together by Nascar legend 
Richard Petty to let fans see what it feels like to be 
behind the wheel of pro level racecar. "8 laps, 125 
miles per hour in a real Nascar car," states Todd. 
"That was the turning point.~ 
A couple months ago he told me he was going to 
buy a Honda CRX for $150.00 that included a racing 
seat, windshield, and racing harness. After seeing 
this shell of a car, I wondered how it would work 
out. With friends and family on hand to assist Todd, 
J 
jackie ~arrington gets her fnst ladies League win after 4 years. Due to the ra~ rules, amateurs at Thursday Thunder 
that wm. 
A couple months ago he told me he was going to buy a 
Honda CRX for $1 50.00 that included a racing seat, wind-
shield, and racing harness. After seeing this shell of a car, 1 
wondered how it would work out. 
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things have come together nicely. "My brother TJ, he 
painted the car, he comes over and helps out. Chris 
[Leeman] does most of the work. I help out here and 
there." 
Hubbard was also able to get his car up and run-
ning with all the extras at a fairly good price. "I got 
a $1000.00 personal loan to buy what I needed, and 
that was my race suit, gloves, roll cage, fuel pump, 
fuel line, and that pretty much took care of my thou-
sand dollars real quick." He's even managed to get a 
few sponsorships along the way to ease any financial 
burden. Jim's Odd Job's out of Yarmouth gives Todd 
fifty dollars a week to have his business's logo on the 
hood. That money takes care of his entry fee, fuel, 
and whatever else he can get without having to pour 
to much of his own money into his racing endeavor. 
With the purchase of the CRX, Bull Harley Racing 
was born. A nickname Todd has earned through his 
dart-throwing prowess. Bull for bulls-eye, and his 
more than striking resemblance to Sylvester Stal-
lones' , Over The Top, arm wrestling movie bad guy 
Bull Hurley. He's proud to note that on the 
Beechridge registration Bull Harley Racing owns the 
car, and the driver is Todd Hubbard. "We're one in 
the same." 
Weekly tune-ups take place in his own garage with 
his own tools. The friends and family hang out while 
the fixing is taking place and talk about lasts weeks 
race, what may happen next week. Days off from 
work are used to pick up his father-in-Jaws truck to 
haul the trailer that he also has to pick up. Racing 
can seep into everything facet of your life. 
Do you think it brings together your family and 
friends, I ask? "Yuh, right in corner 4 too. It brings to-
gether a lot of family and friends. I hear them hoot-
ing and hollering every time I go by. It gets me 
pumped up, and hopefully one of these times get a 
win." He pauses to take a drag off his Marlboro Light. 
"We'll just bide our time, hang tough and have fun." 
That's the thing about racing. It seems to bring 
everyone you know together. Parents come to 
watch, wives and or husbands lend their support, 
friends pitch in, the friends wives, girlfriends, or just 
other friends. Someone always knows someone, who 
knows someone, that knows how to build a rollcage, 
is a good mechanic, or does good graphics. It's com-
munity. 
Michael Johnson, who has been racing for two 
seasons in the Beetlebug division, notices the same. 
But there are exceptions. "When you're out on the 
track, you're not family. When you're in the pits its 
pretty much family. When you're on the track it's a 
different story." 
Michael owns a '89 Ford Escort GT and has put 
"about $800.00" into his car. A rollcage was cut from 
a Wildcat and was shrunk down to fit his car. A friend 
of his also owns and races an Escort. They help each 
other out, and whoever else is around is willing to 
lend a hand. Michael finished 16th overall last year, 
but is going to keep going. 
"Once I got out there I had to get back out." Says 
Johnson. "I loved it ever since. Once you're on the 
track for the first time. You want to just go back." 
Racing each week does not always guarantee your 
safe return. "Every time I'm out on track before they 
wave the green flag I get the heebie-jeebies." I've 
heard this before. Todd has told me about a fellow 
racer who vomits before each race. Their love of 
racing does not hide the fact that they are out there 
competing with other racers going fast , and the fact 
that a crash is always lurking around the bend. 
The amateur divisions are also turning out 
purists. "You gotta keep it clean. That makes it fair, and more fun too." Johnson 
pauses. "There's a bunch of crazy guys that just go. They don't really know what 
they're doing. They just want to get out there and push people out of the way, 
and that's not racing." 
Greg Koech has the pictures to prove it. "I've got something to show you," he 
says. He reached into his tow truck and pulled out his accident pictures. l didn't 
ask why he had them, he just did. After seeing the pictures I figured they are some 
kind of trophy. 'Look, I lived through that.' "l bent the frame behind the back 
wheels right there." He points to the back end of the car. "l drove the motor and 
transmission back six inches." 
Michael Johnson chimes in. "It's all about having fun." 
"Yeah." 
"You just like racing, huh?" I ask Greg. 
"Oh yeah." · 
"Big fan of Nascar and all that?" 
"Oh, yeah." Greg reaches to show me his belt buckle. "Nope, I don't got it on." 
l imagined he was going to show me his Nascar belt buckle, but he forgot it to-
day. The 'Chevy Trucks' buckle was chosen that particular morning instead of the 
one he was going to show me. l go the impression Greg likes racing. 
Greg is still goes to the races. He goes to Thursday Night Thunder to watch the 
races, and even works as a tow truck driver at Oxford Plains Speedway with 
Michael Johnson. 
In Todd's' first races he has finished 12th, 13th, 14th, blew a tire in another race, 
and encountered his first accident. He notes that his comfort level is rising. There 
are always unforeseen circumstances out on the track. "People wiping out in 
front of you, ruining your car." Is it always their fault I ask? "No." Says Hubbard 
with a chuckle. I was able to verify this when I saw with my own eyes his tail-end 
bounce off the infield barrier into the backend of a fellow racer who happened to 
get too close in turn one. The car ended up smashing into the infield barrier on 
the other side. Number 9 was angry with Todd in the pits, but what can you do? 
I was there on the night of his accident, and being a friend, I was a little scared. 
l heard the car hit the wall. It wasn't a good sound. His wife, Laura, turned away. 
She didn't want to see anything. 
Rubbing is racing. 
"It's not pro stock, it not a Nascar sanctioned race, it's just Thursday Thunder. 
You go out there and have some fun. You're still racing, and that's all I want to do 
is race." 
Tools of the trade, waiting. 
PAR 
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Write A Screenplay 
A 12 Week Writing Course 
Ideas, Format, Structure Storylines, 
Themes, Characters, Description, 
Dialogue & Rewriting 
Beginning Saturday July 12th 
From 12-3pm 
e-mail Support Provided 
Writing Course Includes a Profes-
sional Review of Finished Script by 
Producer, Tom Craig-26 years of 
Studio Experience!! 
Study Acting-For Stage & Film 
A Continual Perfomance Course 
Auditions, Monologues, Intensive 
Scene Study, Goals & Objectives, 
Tactics, Obstacles, Actable Choices, 
Staging a Scene and MORE. 




Space available in current adult class 
ART 
WANTED 
Send your original photography, 
artworK and writings to CBW. 
Each week our staff will pick their 
favorites and publish them in our 
paper with your name. you'll also 
receive a prize for your efforts. 
See Contest Page For Details. 
r.Imftbox 
by Tom Keene 
The Portland Sea Dogs will be represented to the max in the 2003 Eastern League All-Star Game on July 16 at New Britain, Conn. Each of the 12 
teams must have at least one pitcher and one position 
player, and no team may have more than five. Portland 
is one of just four teams with five players. 
Two of the five Sea Dogs chosen for the Eastern 
League game were also selected to play in the All-Star 
Futures Game, which features two teams of minor 
league prospects. A team of U.S.-born players compete 
against players from around the world in Chicago on 
July 13, two days before the Major League All-Star 
Game. 
Playing on the United States team will be third 
baseman Kevin Youkilis; Jorge De La Rosa, of Mexico, 
will play for the World team. 
De La Rosa, a 22-year-old left-handed pitcher, has a 
5-3 record for the Sea Dogs this year, with a 3.50 ERA. His 
80 strikeouts place him second in the Eastern League in 
that category. After losing his first two starts in 2003, De 
La Rosa won his next five before losing on July 3. 
Youkilis, considered the Red Sox number three 
prospect by Baseball America, is leading the Eastern 
League with a .464 on-base percentage. As of July 6, he 
had reached base in 44 straight games, an amazing 
feat for the 24-year-old as he aims for the Sea Dogs of 
71 games set in 1997 by current Red Sox star Kevin Mil-
lar. Youkilis is hitting .308, with 58 runs scored and 28 
driven in. He has 67 walks, 34 strikeouts, and leads 
Portland with 15 errors . 
Portland will be further represented at the Futures 
Game by Sea Dogs manager Ron Johnson, who will 
serve as a coach lor the World team. 
Joining the twice-honored Sea Dogs pair on the 
Eastern League All-Stars are Jeremy Owens, Josh 
Stevens and Kelly Shoppach. 
Center fielder Owens, who was a Eastern League 
Player of the Week in June, missed nearly a week as he 
joined his wile Wendy after she gave birth to the cou-
ple's first child, a five pound, ten ounce boy who was 
born six weeks premature. All three are now doing 
Five Sea Dogs. 
plus Manager Ron johnson 
picked for All-Star Games 
fine, and the proud father had a pair of hits, two RBI's 
and scored once in his first couple of games back. On 
the year, Owens has played a stellar center field while 
slugging .508. His five triples lead the Dogs, and with 
ten home runs and 18 doubles, Owens leads the East-
em League with 33 extra base hits . 
This is the first year Josh Stevens has been used as 
a starting pitcher-it's also his first in the Sox organi-
zation-and he has responded to the challenge with a 
9-4 record, by far the best record for the Sea Dogs. 
Stevens, who was named Red Sox Minor League 
Pitcher of the Month for May, has struck out 68 batters 
while walking just 14 in 101 innings. 
Much has been written about Kelly Shoppach, the 
fifth Sea Dog on the All-Star team, the Red Sox catcher 
of the very-near future. Slowed briefly by a mild con-
cussion suffered in a collision at the plate with Jeremy 
Ware of the Harrisburg Senators on July 2, Shoppach 
returned as designated hitter on July 5, and was ex-
pected back behind the plate soon. And if an unnamed 
American League executive, quoted in Baseball Amer-
ica is right, "If he stays healthy, he could be ready next 
year, allowing (the Red Sox) to trade (Jason) Veritek." 
Originally chosen mainly for his defense, the 23-
year-old Shoppach was Boston's number one pick in 
the 200 I draft, he is beginning to hit well at Portland. 
Alter coming north from Florida after an extended 
spring training, Shoppach has hit.277 in 52 games 
since late April. 
When visiting Red Sox player development consult-
ant Dick Beradino watched Shoppach hit a home run at 
Hadlock Field, the veteran minor league manager said, 
"Shoppach is a leader, and we don't have many leaders 
.. . when he hit the home run, he didn't watch the ball-
he ran like he was trying for a triple." Beradino added 
that he likes the way Shoppach "sets a good example 
... he has respect for the game of baseball." 
Shirley Bibber, president of the Sea Dogs Booster 
Club, has announced that the Boosters will be holding 
a Card Show on July 19 from 4:30 to 6 pm, in the Port-
land room at Hadlock Field. There will be lots of mem-
orabilia available, along with rallies, for the benefit of 
the Boosters Club. 
At a recent picnic luncheon hosted by the Portland Sea Dogs. pitcher 
Josh Stevens and center 1ielder jeremy Owens react as they were asked 
their opinion of manager Ron johnson. Stevens said. "R.j. is the best 
manager I've ever played for. • Owens added that "He keeps the dub-
house loose .. . this team has great chemistry because of R.j. • 
jackie Mitchell, a season ticket holder since Portland's 1irst season in 1994, 
discusses baseball with Sea Dog third baseman Kevin Youkilis at a breakfast 
hosted by the team. More than 250 fans turned out for the meal. during 
which players and fans got to know one another in a very relaxed atmosphere. 








calendar 7.17 to 7.23.03 
Thursday, July 17 
Seacost Scenes in Watercolor by Maddi Alana on exhibit. This exhibit is a wonderful journey through the 
world of Maddi Alana's art. Maddi lives on New Castle Island near Portsmouth, NH where she does her paint-
ing, matting, framing and photography. Maddi has been painting since first grade and professionally since 
1985. Exhibit continues through October 31, Drake Farm Gallery, 148 Lafayette Rd., North Hampton, NH. 
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm. Sun noon-6pm. 
"Summer in the Parks" concerts through August- Children's performance series continues with Julie & Brownie-
a fun music duo, 12:30pm, Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Nostalgia night continues with Swingline-contemporary 
and old style jazz, 7:30, Fort Allen Park, Eastern Prom, Portland. 756-8130, www.ci.portland.me.us/summer.htm. 
"My Funny Valentines" exhibit by Anne-Emmanuelle Marpeau and Bernard Lagny --ex-voto dioramas in the tradition 
of sailors' Valentines, and "Way Points II" exhibit of new oils and watercolors of the Maine coast by Eric Hopkins on 
display from July 17- August 12, Tuesday- Saturday, 10am-5pm, Gleason Fine Art, 31 Townsnend Ave., Boothbay 
Harbor. 633-6849 or www.gleasonfineart.com. 
Building Inspections seminar presented by the City of Portland's Inspection Department. Topics will include zoning, licensing, 
permits and certificate of occupancy, noon-1 pm, Resource Hub, 441 Congress St., Portland. 756-8180. 
Turkey Hollow, River Tree Arts Concert on the Green, 7pm, Temple St., Kennebunkport. 967-9120 or www.rivertreearts.org. 
Hedwig and the Angry Inch presented by Glitterati Productions. The return of last years big hit, forth-wall smashing, gender-
bending rock musical is sure to be bigger and better than ever, through August 3, St. Lawrence Arts and Community Center, 76 
Congress St., Portland. 874-3530 or hedwiglive.com. 
"Silica and Steel", on exhibit through July 19 at the Filament Gallery, 181 Congress St., Portland. 221-2061. 
Friday, July 18 
WoodenBoat Show will host Ocean Planet, a 60-foot sloop owned by the Made in America Foundation, and sailed single-handedly around the world 
by Burce Schwab of San Francisco. The show will continue through the weekend, Friday and Saturday, 10am-6pm and Sunday 10am-4pm, Rock-
land. (800)273-7447 or www.woodenboat.com. 
Casco Boy Weekly 
"An Encounter with Joel Chadabe," presentation with demonstrations, performances, images, and conversations with Chadabe, founder 
and president of the Electronic Music Foundation, 7pm, Stonington Opera House, Stonington. 367-2788. 
"Eat! Drink! Art!" -kick off your summer weekends in the Portland Museum of Arts' sculpture garden where three of the re-
gion's most engaging live musical acts fill the summer air with sound. This week enjoy drinks and hors d'oeuvres and bask in 
the luscious landscapes and sensuous still-lites of Edward Weston's Life Work, and live music by Slowing Room, 5:30-7:30pm, 
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. 775-6148 x 3227. 
Saturday, July 19 
Newberry Medal Winner Lois Lowry will read from The Silent Boy. Set in New England in the early 2oth century, it is the 
story of 8-year-old Katy and Jacob, who makes only clicking and humming sounds, 2-4pm, Books Etc., 240 Route 1, Fal-
mouth. 781-3784. 
Paul Ledman will read from and discuss A Maine Town Responds: Cape Elizabeth and South Portland in the Civil War, 
7pm, 38 Exchange St., Portland. 774-0626. 
Library Coffee/Tea will be held in the historic Manning's Folly Mansion, 69 Raymond Cape Rd., in South Casco, 
home of David and Patsy MacVane. The home was built by Nathaniel Hawthorne's uncle and was Nathaniel's boy-
hood home. The guest speaker will be author/illustrator Heather Austin, who has just published "Visiting Aunt 
Sylvia's a Maine Adventure", a children's book about visiting Maine during the varying seasons, 9:30-11am, 
part of summer events put on by the Casco Public Library. 
Sunday, July 20 
Medicinal Herb Walk- People's Free Space Free School, 181 Brackett St., 
Portland. 761-0114. 
Park Fest Arts District Arts and Music Street Party, "Dunk the Punk" 
celebrity dunk tank, crafters, local cuisine, dog show, live music and en-
tertainment, noon-7pm, Spring and Park Streets, Portland. 774-1546. 
Monday, July 21 
Artscape: Barnyard Scenes- Create your own farm, complete with crops 
and livestock--it's up to you, 3pm, Maine Discovery Museum, 74 Main 
St., Bangor. 262-7200 or mainediscoverymuseum.com. 
Out Hud a five piece energetic live band and Paul Bosse percussionist 
will be performing, 8pm, Space, 538 Congress St., Portland. 828-5600. 
Tuesday, July 22 
"Summer in the Parks" concerts through August- Tuesday night con-
certs at the Bandstand continues with Flashpoint-Sweet Adeline's Bar-
bershop Quartet, 7:15pm, Deering Oaks Park, Portland. 756-8130, 
www.ci.portland.me.us/summer.htm. 
Wednesday, July 2 3 
"Summer in the Parks" concerts through August-
Sunset Folk series continues with Wooley Bros., 
7:45pm, Western Prom Park, Portland. 756-
8130, www.ci.portland.me.us/summer.htm. 
Brown Bag Lecture Series continues with 
Jessica Shattuck, author of the Hazards of 
Good Breeding, Portland Public Li-
brary, Rines Auditorium, 5 Monu-
ment Square, Portland. 
"Portraits of Americans Who Tell 
the Truth" paintings by Robert 
Shetterly will open and a gallery 
talk will be given by the artist, 
7pm. Exhibit continues 
through August 1, St. 
Lawrence Arts and Commu-
nity Center, 76 Congress 
St., Portland. 
listings 
THURSDAY, JULY 17 
Building Inspections, presented by the City of Portland's 
Inspection Department, noon-lpm, The Resource Hub, 
441 Congress Street, Portland. 756-8180. 
Bugs: Pests or Pals? 2:30pm, Maine Discovery Museum, 74 
Main Street, Bangor. 262-7200 or www.mainediscovery-
museum.org. 
Piano Institute Student Concert, participants in the zsth 
Anniversary Plano Institute at Colby will perform, 7:30pm. 
872-3386 or www.colby.edu/spec.prog. 
Turkey Hollow, WBACH/ RTCA Concert on the Green, 
7pm, Temple Street, Kennebunkport. 
FRIDAY, JULY 1 8 
Eat! Driokl Art! With live music by Slowing Room, 5:30-
7:30pm, 21+, Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, 
Portland. 775-6148 x3227. 
Opera House Arts at the Stonington Opera Honse pres-
ents "An Encounter with Joel Chadabe," founder and pres-
ident of the Electronic Music Foundation, 7pm, 
Stonglngtion. 367-2788 or www.operahousearts.org. 
SATURDAY,JULY 19 
Bird Banding Demonstration- band, weigh, measure and 
identify the sex and age of numerous birds. 8-llam, 20 
Gilsland Farm Rd., Falmouth. 781-2330 x215. 
Dennis Kucinich for President, Gathering and Potluck Din-
ner, 4-7pm, 381 Bailey Hill Road, Poland. 998-4223. 
Ubrary, Coffee{fea, guest speaker, author/Illustrator, 
Heather Austin, at Manning's Folly Mansion, South Casco, 
built by Nathaniel Hawthorne's uncle, home of David and 
Patsy Mac Vane, 9:30-11 am. 
Newberry Medal Winner, Lois Lowry will read from The 
Silent Boy, 24pm, Books Etc., 240 US Rt I, falmouth. 781-
3784. 
Southern Maine Jnuior Music Academy final perform-
ance, 2 pm, Gorham High School Performing Arts Cen-
ter.780-5617. 
Tangletoons Concert, Windham Hill United Church of 
Christ, 140 Windham Center Rd., Windham. 892.0136. 
SUNDAY, JULY 20 
Barnes & Noble Book Group review The Ufe of PI, by 
Jann Martel, 7pm, 9 Marketplace Drive, Augusta. 621-1!350. 
Free School, Medicinal Herb Walk. 761.0114, peoplesfree-
space@riseup.net. 
ParkFest 2003, noon-7pm, "poop park" between Park and 
Spring St., Portland. 
MONDAY, JULY 21 
Look Good? FeeJ Better, sessions for women with ap-
pearanc~related side effects from cancer treatment, 6pm, 
CMMC, Main Street, Bangor. 345-9048. 
WEDNESDAY, JULY 23 
The Blues Buzzards, Brunswick Mall, (downtown Main 
Street Park) 7-S:30pm. 
Brown Bag Lecture Series, Jessica Shattuck, author of 
The Hazards of Good Breeding. noon-! pm, Portland Pub-
lic Library, 5 Monument Square, Portland. www.port-
landlibrary.com 
Portland Trails Board Meeting, conference room of the 
Casco Bay Ferry Terminal on Commercial Street, Port-
land. 775-2411 or emailing info@tralls.org. 
ONGOING 
Amnesty International meets the second Tuesday of the 
Month at Casco Bay Ferry Terminal's Conference Room, 
Commercial Street, Portland, at 7:30pm. 87~928. 
Art of Maine Clllll8ell for children ages 10 and up, Fridays 
through August I, 12:30-Zpm, cralt room, Warren Memor-
ial Library, 479 Main Street, Westbrook. 854-5891. 
Art Night Out- workshops, :Hlpm, Monday evenings, 352 
Cottage Road, South Portland. 799-5154 
The Brain Tumor Support Group of Maine, 7-9pm, sec-
ond Tuesday of each month, Maine Medical Center's 
Charles A. Dana Health Education Center, room #I, 22 
Bramhall St., Portland. 8714527 or fortin@mmc.org. 
Bnddhlsm In Portland - meditation and to study the 
For all listing sections Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun 
and free service to our readers. To have a listing considered 
for publication, send complete information (including dates, 
times, costs, complete address, a contact telephone number) 
by noon Thursday two weeks prior to publication. E-mail: 
listings@maine.rr.com. 
Dharma, 7-9pm, every Wednesday. 774-1545. 
Child Safety workshops to help educate parents, and 
about proper/legal car seats for children, and about the 
new laws in effect. 6pm, every second Tuesday, Babies-R-
Us in South Portland. 
The Children's Hour, special children's tour or 
Wadsworth-Longfellow House. Adults must accompany 
children, 1-2pm, Tuesdays in July and August. 774-1822 or 
jfoden@mainehlstory.org. 
The City of Portland'• Downtown Portland Corporation 
meets 4pm, third Thursday of every month. 874-8683. 
Co-Dependants Anonymom, a 12 step fellowship of peo-
ple whose common purpose is to develop healthy rela-
tionships, meets 6-7:30pm, Tuesdays, Brighton Medical 
Center, 3rd floor, small conference room. 878-6632. 
Computer Access open to the public, 6-Spm, Wednesdays 
& Thursdays, Portland West, 181 Brackett St., Portland. 
775-0 I 05 x27 
Creative Resource Center Activities Kids ages three and 
up are welcome to drop in llam-Spm, Tues-Sat, Creative 
Resource Center, 1103 Forest Ave, Portland. 797-9543. 
Debtors Anonymous is a recovery program for people 
with chronic debt based on the 12 steps of Alcoholics 
Anonymous, meets 7pm, Tuesdays, Woodfords Congre-
gational Church, 202 Woodfords St., Portland. 774-4357. 
Divorce Support Group The Greater Portland Spiritual 
Separated and Divorced Support Group meets 7pm, Tues-
days, Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception Rectory, 
307 Congress St., Portland. 797-9374. 
Dual Recovery Anonymous (ORA) self-help recovery pro-
gram for those recovering from addiction and emotional 
problems meets 3:15pm, Mondays, McGeachey Hall, 216 
Vaughan St., 1st floor group room AND lpm, Tuesdays, 
Breakfast Room at Community Resource Center. 774-HELP. 
The "Father's Heart .. worship and praise ministry, hosted 
by Prophetic Destiny Ministries, 3-5:30pm, every third 
Sunday of every month, Sky-Hy conference center, 32 Sky-
Hy Drive, Topsham. 725-7577. 
Food Not Bombs The group distributes free food to the 
masses, 24:20pm, Sundays, Monument Square, Portland, 
774-2801. 
Free School event where artists, craftspeople, dancers, 
and teachers of all kinds offer workshops to the public, 
7pm, every first Monday of the month, Portland West, 181 
Brackett St. 
Gays and Lesbians Adopting, a new support group and 
resource exchange for LGBT foster and adoptive families 
in Maine, meets the third Friday of each month. 773-3023 
or mainegala@hotmail.com. 
Geographic Information Systems CllnJc, open to anyone 
with a GIS questions, research, problem, research idea, or 
general interest, 9:30-11:30am, Wednesdays; and Open GIS 
Seminar, noon-lpm, every Wednesday, Room 302, Bailey 
Hall, USM Gorham. 780-5063. 
"Getting Started" workshop providing an important 
overview to historic home ownership and preservation, 
9am4pm, Saturdays, Walker Memorial Library, Main St., 
Westbrook. 
The Greater Portland Maine Genealogical Society meets 
2pm, the first Saturday of each month, Falmouth Congre-
gational Hall, 267 Falmouth Road, Falmouth,. 797-7927. 
The Greater Portland Parkinson Support Group - all 
those with Parkinson's, as well as their families and 
friends are welcome, 2pm, the fourth Sunday of each 
month, Falmouth Congregational hall, 267 Falmouth Road, 
Falmouth. 797-1!927 or 774-3312. 
Inner Ught Spiritualist Church, healing Service 6pm, 
Main Service 6:30pm, Sundays, Memorial Chapel, 2nd 
floor, Williston-West Church of Christ, 32 Thomas Street, 
Portland. 831.0702, 78&4401 or glorygirl@midmalne.com. 
Kids flnt Center a non-profit organization that offers pro-
grams with the purpose of providing practical information 
and suggestions to help separating or divorcing parents 
focus on the needs of their children. For program dates 
and additional information: 761-2709, kidsfirst@nlis.net, 
or write: 222 St. John St. Suite 101 , Portland, ME 04102. 
The League of United Latin American Citizens meets 
6pm, fourth Thursday of each month, Reiche School, 166 
Brackett St., Portland. 767-3642. 
The Longfellow Trail - hour-long walking tour through 
historic Portland, visits sites the poet knew and wrote 
about 1-2pm, Wednedays In July and August, Maine His-
torical Society, 489 Congress Street, Portland. 774-1822 or 
www.mainehlstory.org. 
The Maine Renaissance Falre, !Oam-Spm, through Au-
gust 17, Lord Rd., off Rt. 202, Lebanon. 926-5693 or 
www.mainefaire.com. 
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THEATER/COMEDY 
"Hair" the American tribal love-rock musical, presented by Peace & Love Productions, 
through August 10 on Saturdays and Sundays, 2pm (contains nudity and strong lan-
guage), Namaste Field, Acton. 490-1210 or peacefreak@webtv.net. 
"Hedwig and the Angry Inch" rock musical presented by Glitterati Productions, Fri-
days and Saturdays 8:30pm, Sundays 7pm, through August 3, St. Lawrence Arts and 
Community Center, 76 Congress St., Portland. 874-3530. 
"Triple Expresso" music, magic & mayhem abound when Hugh Butternut, Bobby Bean 
& Buzz Maxwell reunite at the Triple Espresso coffeehouse and reenact their ill-fated 
forays into show business, through August 31 at Portland Stage Co., 25A Forest Ave., 
Portland. 774-0465 or www.portlandstage.com. 
"Under Milk Wood" play by Dylan Thomas, 6:30pm. Warren Memorial Library, Teens 
and Adults Auditorium, 479 Main St., Westbrook. 854-5891. 
AUDITIONS 
InterActors productions of "Betsy's Irish Wedding" and "Betsy's Class Reunion", audi-
tions for replacements and understudies, all age ranges. 286-1427 or 408-2880. 
Oratorio Chorale Auditions, 6:30-9:30pm, Midcoast Presbyterian Church, 84 Main St., 
Topsham. 833-0056 or www.oratoriochorale.org. 
"The Pirates of Penzance" auditions for this fall production will be held, 7pm, July 21, 
Custom Hall, the Theater at Monmouth. 933-9999. 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a listing 
considered for publication, send complete information (including dates, times, costs, 
complete address, a contact telephone number) by no later than noon on Thursday 
prior to publication. E-mail: listings@maine.rr.com. 
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A Whole Latte Lau hs 
An Insider's Guide To the Summer Theatre "Buzz" at Portland Stage Company 
by Corey Atkins 
Anyone who thinks showbiz is glam-orous ought to see me. There is actu-ally negative glamour on a near 90-de-
gree day, in I 00% humidity, on the non-air 
conditioned and windowless 4th floor of the 
Portland Stage Company. I'm sweating-
no .. . glistening, let's say-in places I didn't 
know I had ... er ... glisten glands, slouched in 
front of a computer in raggedy jeans and at-
shirt whose cotton fibers retain just enough 
integrity to still technically qualify as at-shirt. 
Ahh, but this 'tis the grande ill·yoosion of the 
theatah: sweat and old cotton on the 4th floor, 
but come July 15th, the (air-<:onditioned) the-
atre downstairs will be razzle-dazzle central! 
Now that's the magic of the theatre. 
For the first time in more years than this 
From Away-er has even known there was a 
Portland in Maine, too, Portland Stage Com-
pany (PSC) has got a summer treat that's 
guaranteed to meet every one of your sum-
mer fun needs. After a hugely successful 
three week run as part of PSC's regular sea-
son this past January, Triple Espresso is back 
by popular demand for a special seven-week 
return engagement! This is one summer 
party that'll give you more of a buzz than a 
grande triple skinny latte, work your abs into 
shape for the beach, get you together with 
friends and family, and all in the cool, cli-
mate-controlled comfort of Portland Stage 
Company's newly refurbished theatre, com-
plete with brand new seats. (And these won't 
leave embarrassing, sweaty marks across 
the backs of your thighs like a beach chair.) 
Triple Espresso is the brainchild of three 
diverse entertainers: Bill Arnold, Michael 
Pearce Donnelly, and Bob Stromberg. It 
started with a morning meeting of coffee 
(naturally), pancakes and brainstorming one 
morning in 1995. They were looking for a 
project they could work together on to 
showcase Arnold's magic and comedy, 
Pearce Donnelly's original music, and 
Stromberg's physical humor. Triple Espresso 
is the product of that meeting (next time I've 
got to remember: hold the hash browns and 
get a side of brainstorming instead), and it's 
been giving a comedic caffeine buzz to mil-
lions of people around the world for the past 
seven years and counting! 
The Irish Times said of the production's 
Dublin incarnation: "This is some pretty 
slick schtick, in the best sense of the word, 
call!ng to mind old-school entertainment 
styles ranging from cabaret-style piano bar 
crooning, magic tricks, and shadow pup-
petry." During the production's winter 2002 
stint in London, the Sunday London Times 
called it "A comic genius of a show." And 
now Triple Espresso has its first non-English 
production in Copenhagen, of all places! 
(And if the country that gave us Hans Chris-
tian Andersen thinks it's funny ... His The 
Red Shoes was a laugh riot!) 
When the tourists l serve deep-fat-fried 
seafood to at my second job find out I work 
at Portland Stage Company, they're often cu-
rious lor an "inside scoop" into the theatre 
world. Often I'm not sure what to say-the 
dramaturgy I did this past year was fascinat-
Ing to me, but most people don't give two 
flips about English landscape gardening in 
the early 1800s. But I've got at least one good 
tip for this show (in addition to the money-
saving ones in the box above .. .). I won't "spill 
the beans" about the show's tag-line ques-
tion, "What did three guys do 25 years ago 
that got them, banned from show biz for 
life ... ?" You'll want to find out the answer to 
that in person. But I will advise you do some 
preparatory sit-ups before you get to the the-
atre, because during this show people will 
laugh until they hurt, weep, and convulse like 
a 6-year-old after 16 ounces of French Roast. 
As a PSC intern this past year, I'd straggle 
back in at 9:00 pm or so to finish my day's 
work, only to be greeted by waves of laughter 
that I was sure were going to un-hinge the 
doors. (As an intern, I was alraid, too, that I'd 
be the one to have to re-attach the doors .. .) 
In fact, during a recent run at a theatre in Al-
bany, the theatre maintenance staff had to 
regularly re-tighten floor bolts on the seats, 
people were laughing and rocking so hard! So 
if your abs are sore the next day ... well, just 
thank the guys from Triple Espresso for taking 
you one step nearer to looking like a Men's 
Health cover-dude at the beach. 
"In times like these ... " is a trite little 
phrase that you hear a lot lately, the single 
word "these" delivered like it were "We've 
got some terrible news about your fluffy lit-
tle kitty, ma'am .. . " But it wouldn't be so 
prevalent,! suppose, if it didn't register with 
the public at large. So I'm going to cave and 
use it: In times like these, I think Triple 
Espresso may be just the thing people 
want... Between deer ticks, an economy in 
desperate need of some amphetamines, and 
Secretary of Homeland Security Tom 
Grinch-er-Ridge repeatedly pistol-whip-
ping any hope of holiday get-away fun by 
nudging his Terror Alert scale from amber 
up to Axis of Evil Orange to Iraqi Sunset Red, 
there's plenty of reason let yourself relax. 
So give the bug spray and Coppertone a rest, 
grab any and everyone you know who likes 
a good belly-laugh, and get your tickets to 
Triple Espresso. And with deep discounts 
(hint, hint.. .see box above), you won't need 
to worry about your wallet being depressed 
even as you walk out of the theatre power-
less to stop the silly-looking perma-grin on 
your face. 
Stage Setup at The Portland Stage Company: 
A Fun Time By Alii 
OPENINGS/CLOSINGS 
Thursday. July 17 
Gleason Flne Art, 31 Townsend Ave., Boothbay Harbor. 
Eric Hopkins , .. Ways Point II", artists' reception 5pm-
7pm. 633-0876. 
Friday. July 18 
Flrehouse Gallery, Damariscotta. Paintings by David 
Dunlop and Grant Drumheller, wood constructions by 
Philip Barter, and wire sculpture by Laura Balombini, 
artists reception 4-6pm. 563-7299. 
Saturday. July 19 
June Fitzpatrick Gallery at MECA, 522 Congress 
Street, Portland. "Cranberry Island", a decade of draw-
ings and prints by Emily Nelligan and Marvin Bileck, 
opening reception, 2pm4pm. 879-5742 x 283. 
Sunday, july 20 
Gallery At Widgeon Cove, 31 Widgeon Cove Lane, 
Harpswell. Georgeann Kuhl. "Paintings of Tuscany", 
opening reception I pm-Spm. 833-6081. 
GALLERIES 
Area Gallery, Lewiston-Auburn College, 51 Westmin-
ster St., Lewiston. Hours: Mon-Thurs 8am-8pm. Fri Bam-
4:30pm. Sat 9am·3pm. "Students of Mercedes Gas-
tonguay,., featuring drawings and paintings, through 
August 15. 753-6500. 
Aucoclseo Gallery, 615A Congress Street, Portland. 
Hours: Wed-Sat noon-Spm. Aucocisco Artist summer 
group show, including Josefian Auslender, Grace De-
Gennaro, Lynne Drexler, John Hultberg, Christopher 
Keister, William Manning, Zero Mastel , Abby Shahn, 
Ann Slocum, through July 31. 874-2060 or art@auco-
cisco.com. 
Auooclsco at Eastland Park Hotel, !57 High St. Port-
land. Hours: Wed-Sat noon-5pm. 
Marilyn Blinkhorne, through July 26. 77S.2227 or 
art@aucocisco.com. 
Carnlegle Gallery, University of Maine, 5712 Carnegie 
Hall, Orono. Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-4pm. "J.D.: Four Artists 
from Vinalhaven" a group exhibit, through August 21. 
Center for Maine Contemporary Art, 162 Russell Ave., 
Rockport. Hours: Tues-Sat !Oam·Spm. Exhibits by 
painter Charles DuBack, artist Stephen Huyler and pho-
tographer Peter Michelena, ongoing. 23&-2875. 
Chris Heilman Art Glass Gallery, 55 Federal St., Port-
land. Featuring torch work decorated blown vessels 
and sculptures as well as Silver Veil abstract vessels by 
Chris Heilman, ongoing. 772-7940 orwww.hotglassheil-
man.com. 
CouleurCollection, 240 U.S. Rt. I , Falmouth. Paintings 
by Catherine Breer, through July. 781-5479. 
Drake Farm Gallery, 148 Lafayette Rd. , North Hamp-
ton, NH. Hours: Mon..sat 10am-6pm. Sun noon-6pm. Sea-
coast scenes in watercolor by Maddi Alana, through 
October 31. 
Elizabeth & Main Gallery of Art, 238 Main St. Gorham. 
Hours: Wed-Fri lOam-<;pm. Sat-Sun 10am4pm. Exhibit-
ing new artists Sue Fisher and Deborah Butters and on-
going group show of paintings, monoprints, ceramics, 
and more. 671-8237. 
Fare Share Commons, 44 7 Main St., Norway. Hours: 
Thurs-Fri 3-<;pm. Sat l0am·2pm. Group show through 
July 26. 743-9044. 
Hlament Gallery, 181 Congress Street, Portland. Silica 
and Steel featuring blown glass by Ernest Paterno, 
welded steel garden sculpture by Jill Dalton, through 
July 19. 221-2061. 
Flrehouse Gallery, Damariscotta. Paintings by David 
Dunlop and Grant Drumheller, wood constructions by 
Philip Barter, and wire sculpture by Laura Balombini, 
through August 10. 563-7299. 
Forty five Degrees Artisans Gallery, I 69 Port Rd. , 
Suite 14, Kennebunk. "2003 group show," by over 18 
artists, through August 2. 9674505 or www.45de-
greesgallery.com. 
Galeyrie fine Art, 240 US Route I, Falmouth. Hours: 
Sat 10am4pm. Mon-Fri IOam-<;pm. 781-3555. 
* Group show of gallery artists Verner Reed, Veronica 
Benning, Estelle Roberge, Lori Tremblay, and Henry 
Peacock, ongoing. 
• "Sight Seeing" and "Abstract Oils of Place" by Estelle 
Roberge, through July 26. 
Gallery on Chase HIU, Kennebunkport. Works by John 
Holub, William B. Hoyt, W.C. Nowell and Daniel Poll era, 
through July 31. 967.0049. 
Gallery at the Clown, 123 Middle Street, Portland. 
Hous: Mon·Wed IOam-<;pm. Thurs-Sat JOam-7pm. 
"Essence Of A Maine Summer" featuring painters, Jesse 
Blanchard, Martha Burkert, and Evelyn Dunphy, 
through July 29. 75&-7399 or www.the-clown.com. 
Gallery At Widgeon Cove, 31 Widgeon Cove Lane, 
Harpswell. Hours: Thurs-Sat and Monday 11am-5pm. 
Sundays 1-Spm. or by appointment. 833-6081. 
* "Seascapes, Maine to Cape Breton" by Georgeann 
Kuhl, through July 18. 833-<;081 
* "Paintings of Tuscany", Pulp Paintings, Watercolors 
and Monotypes by Georgeann Kuhl, July 2Q.Sept 7. 
*'Themes on Meditation", sculptures by Condon Kuhl 
inspired by Japanese Shrines through September 7. 
Gallery Seven 49 Exchange St., Portland. Hours: Mon-
Thurs !Oam-<;pm. Fri-Sat JOam-9pm. Sun noon-<;pm. Ex-
hibit of work by American craft artists in all media, on-
going. 761-7007. 
George Marshall Store Gallery, 140 Lindsay Rd., York. 
Hours: Tues-Sat noon-5pm. Sun 1-Spm. "Charm" paint-
ings by Gail Spaien, through August 3. 351-1083. 
Gleason Fine Art, 31 Townsend Ave., Boothbay Harbor. 
Hours: Tue-Sat, l0am-5pm. 633-6849 or www.gleason-
fineart.com. 
*"My Funny Valentines" by Anne-.f.mmanuelle Marpeau 
and Bernard Lagny, through August 12. 
*"Way Points II" by Eric Hopkins, through August 12. 
Greenhut Galleries, 146 Middle St., Portland. Hours: 
Mon·Fri I Oam-5:30pm. Sat I Oam-5pm. "Still Living with 
the Fishermen" by Allison Goodwin, through July 28. 
772·2693. 
Hay Gallery, 594 Congress St., Portland. Hours: lues-
Sun 1larn-5pm. "Repose and Renew" by Nancy Parker, 
through July 27. New Work by Jeff Badger, gallery 3, 
through July 27. 773-2513. 
ICA at MECA, Porteous Building, Congress St., Port~ 
land. Exhibit by faculty who teach at the Skowhegan 
School of Painting and Sculpture, through September 
28. 775-J052. 
ICON Contemporary Art, 19 Mason St., Brunswick. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 1-Spm. Sat l-4pm. Group exhibit of 
paintings, drawings and sculptures, through July 19. 
725-8157. 
Jameson GaUery, 305 Commercial Street, Portland. 
"Abstractions, dimensions and impressions" by Denis 
Boudreau, through August 2. 772-5522 or www. 
jamesongallery.com. 
June Fitzpatrick Gallery, 112 High St., Portland. Hours: 
Tues-Sat noon-Spm. Drawings and small sculptures by 
Celeste Roberge, through July 26. 772-1961. 
June Fitzpatrick Gallery @ Maine CoUege of Art 522 
Congress St., Portland. Hours: Tues-Sun 12noon-5pm. 
"'Cranberry Island" a decade or drawings and prints by 
Emily Nelligan and Marvin Bileck, through August 30. 
879-5742 x283. 
Lewis GaJlery of the Portland Public Library, Monu-
ment Square, Portland. Group sculptor exhibit, t hrough 
July 30. www.mainesculptors.org. 
The Liros Gallery, 14 Parker Point Lane, Blue Hill. A 
collection of pre-revolutionary Russian Watercolors 
from the estate of Nicholas Akliros, through July 20. 
http:/ / www.lirosgallery.com. 
Little Sebago Gallery & Frame, Windham. Hours: Mon-
Fri 9:30am·5:30pm. Sat 9:30am4pm. New art by 10 local 
artists, through August 9. 892-8086. 
Local ISS Gallery, ISS State St., Portland. New Paint· 
ings by Broadbent and Dahlquist, ongoing. 
Long Hall Gallery, Maine College of Art, Porteous 
Building, Portland. "Adventures in Art Student Exhibi-
tion". 
Malnely Frames & Gallery 534 Congress St., Portland. 
Hours: Mon-Wed IOam-<;pm. Thurs and Fri IOam.Spm. 
Sat 10am-5pm. Sun noon-Spm. Pen-and-ink cityscapes 
by William C. Harrison and other work by gallery 
artists, ongoing. 828-{)()31. 
Meyer Studio Gallery 51 Oak St., Portland. Hours: Wed-
Fri 4-6pm. Sat-Sun noon-4pm. Exhibit of recent works by 
Louis Meyer, Matthew Meyer and Nathaniel Meyer, on-
going. 879-1323. 
The Nettle Ricker Art Gallery, Maine State Building, 
Poland Springs Inn and Resort, Rt. 26. Hours: Tuesday-
Saturday, 9am-4pm and Sunday, 9am-noon. Exhibit of 
the season featuring artists: Annette Lavallee, Nick Cy-
gan and Sandy Manship, through August 2. 99!14141. 
Photographic Traditions of Maine, 125 Presumpscot 
St., Portland. Student work in optical photography from 
Maine's Colleges and Universities, through August 15. 
774-8200. 
Plum Gallery, 142 High St., Suite 217, Portland. Hours: 
Tues·Fri llam4pm. DOT.DOT.DOTS!!! The simplest of 
elements exploited by artists in a multitude of ways, on-
going. 
Portland Coalition Art Gallery 688 Congress St., Port-
land. Call ahead for hours. Exhibit of mixed-media 
works by artists associated with the Portland Coali-
tion for the Psychiatrically Labeled, ongoing. 772-2208. 
Portland Glassblowing Studio, 24 Romasco Lane, Port-
land. Hours: Fri-Sun JOam-<;pm. Glassblowing demon-
strations and exhibit of contemporary glassware de-
signed and made by studio owner Ben Coombs, ongo-
ing. 4094527. 
Radiant Ught Gallery, 615 Congress Street, Suite 409, 
Portland. Hours: Thurs-Sat Noon-7pm or by appoint-
ment. Two Masters of Light: Joy Goldkind and Robert 
Siegelman, photos using alternative printing tech-
niques, through August. 252-7258 or radiantlight-
gallery.com. 
Casco Bay Weekly visual arts listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a listing con-
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Richey Jewelry Gallery, 150 High St., Portland. "Ar-
chitecture and Jewlery", through July 31. 772-5252. 
Run Run Studio, Rt. 25 in Cornish. Paintings by Ann 
Tolson, through July 31. 62S.3144. 
Salt Gallery, I lO Exchange St., Portland. Hours: Tues-
Sat I 1:30am-4:30pm. "Forgotten People", through Sep-
tember 20. 
Sliver Image Resource Gallery, 500 Congress St., rear 
studio, Portland. Hours by appointment or chance. 5-
8pm first Fridays. Photography by Donna Lee Rollins, 
and Dennis Stein, hand-colored photographs, "Holga" 
prints, and digital images, ongoing. 767.0711. 
Shaw Gallery, 100 Main Street, Northeast Harbor. Kim 
Weston and Gifford Ewing, black and white photogra-
phers, through July 23. 276-5000. 
Space Gallery, 538 Congress St., Portland. Noel 
Bonam's collection of folk art works in ink, through 
July 28. 749-3131. 
Spindleworks Gallery 7 Lincoln St., Brunswick. Hours: 
Mon-Fri 8am-4pm. Furniture and wood constructions 
by Diane and Earl Black, watercolors by Mona Bibber, 
acrylic paintings by Anna MacDougal, paintings and 
embroideries by Steve Mann, through July. 725-8820. 
The Stein Gallery, "George Bucquet's elegant art deco 
forms•, through August 24. 772-9072. 
Studio 656, 656 Congress St., Portland. Hours: Thurs 
and Fri 12noon-6pm. Works by John Driscoll, ongoing. 
871-3922. 
Thomas Spencer Gallery, 360 Main St. , Yarmouth. 
Hours: Tues-Fri lOam-Sprn. Sat 10am-4pm. "Outside the 
Box" by Jennifer R. Hubbell, through August 2. 84&-
3643. 
Toby Rosenberg Gallery 293 Read St., Portland. Hours: 
Mon-Sun noon-6pm. Handbags, clothing, cloth dolls, 
pottery, contemporary American crafts, sculpture and 
Judaica, ongoing. 87!14590. 
Yarmouth Historical Society Gallery, Hours: Tues-Fri 
1-Spm. Sat IOam-Spm. "Home Sweet Yarmouth Home." 
846-6259. 
GALLERY LECTURES 
Women Artists at the Museum's collection and exhibi-
tion, by Lynn Coburn, 6pm, July 18, Portland Museum 
of Art, 7 Congress St. , Portland. 
Gallery talk by artist Robert Shetterly, 7pm, July 23, St. 
Lawrence Arts and Community Center, 76 Congress St., 
Portland. 
MUSEUMS 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor. 288-3519. 
*"Layers of Time: 75 Years of Archaeology at the Abbe 
Museum." 
*Wapohnaki Student Art Show: "Beyond the Mountain: 
Modern Views of Traditional Ideas." 
*"Dr. Abbe's 'Stone Age' Museum," through October 
19. 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art, 9400 College Sta-
tion, Brunswick. Hours: Tues-Sat l0am-5pm. Sun 2-Spm. 
725·3275. 
*'twists in Landscape" paintings by Joseph Haroutun-
ian, through August I 7. 
*Picasso, Matisse, and other modern masters from the 
William Alexander Collection, through September 19. 
*"American Watercolors", through August 31. 
... The Art of War: Four Centuries of Images", through 
August 17. 
Colby College Museum of Art, Waterville. "Cherised 
Possessions: A New England Legacy", through October 
27. 872·3228. 
Currier Museum, 201 Myrtle Way, Manchester, NH .. 
Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri & Sun llam·Spm. Thurs llam-
8pm. Sat IOam-Spm. Jan Miense Molenaer: Painter of 
the Dutch Golden Age, ongoing. 669·6144. 
Davistown Museum, Main St., Liberty. Hours: Sat & Sun 
!Oam-Spm. Maine and New England history through 
the study of tools, Native American history, artifacts, 
and exhibits featuring Maine artists, ongoing. 589-4900. 
The fifth Maine Regiment Museum, Peaks Island. New 
exhibit "Celebrating Community". 76&-3330. 
Maine Maritime Museum 243 Washington St., Bath. 
Hours: Mon-8un 9:30am-5pm. Percy and Small Ship-
yard exhibit. 443-1316. 
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. 
Hours: 10am-5pm Tues. Wed, Thurs, Sat & Sun. 
10am-9pm Fri. Memorial Day through Columbus Day 
open Mondays 10am-5pm. 775-6148 or (800) 6394067. 
*"Contemporary Art From the Permanent Collection," 
featuring the diversity of subject matter and style that 
have come to dominate the post-world war art scene, 
ongoing. 
*"Fairfield Porter: A Life in Art, 1907-1975" exhibit ex· 
amining the life and works of Fairfield Porter, through 
September 7. 
*Mapping Maine: Four Contemporary Views- part of a 
collaboration with the Osher Map Library of the Uni-
versity of Southern Maine, through August 24. 
*Weston's Legacy, featuring a dozen works by photog-
raphers deeply influenced by Edward Weston, through 
August 17. 
*Edward Weston: Life Work, through October 19. 
The Saco Museum, 371 Main St., Saco. Hours: Sun & 
Tues.fri 124pm. Thurs , 12.Spm. 283-3861 xll4. 
* .. Battle of the Bridge," showcases the 110-year-old ri-
valry between the high school football teams from Bid-
deford and Saco through August 10. 
*Minor Thoughts: Perceptions of Young People in the 
18th, 19th and early 20th Century, explores the lives of 
teenagers before the 20th century through diaries , 
needlework, photographs and portraits, through Au-
gust 10. 
The Shaker Museum, Sabbathday Lake Shaker Village, 
Route 26, New Gloucester. Hours: Mon-Sat lOam-
4:30pm. "The Rhythm of Life: Sabbathday Lake in 1903," 
through Columbus Day. 9264597. 
Willowbrook at Newfield 19th Century Country Vil-
lage Museum, Newfield. Hours: Sun-Sat 1 Oam~Sprn. Dis-
play of trades and crafts in 37 structures with over 
10,000 artifacts, through September 30. 793-2784 or 
www.willowbrookmuse um.org. 
OTHER VENUES 
Bangor Theological Semnary, 159 State St., Portland. 
The Abwoom Banner (Aramaic Lord's Prayer) by John 
G. Burke, July and August. 774-5212. 
Coffee by Design, 620 Congress St., Portland. Hours: 
Mon-Timrs 6:30am.Spm. Fri 6:30am-9pm. Sat 7am·9pm. 
Sun 7am-7pm. "Choices" works by Joshua. 
Coffee by Design, 24 Monument Square, Portland. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 7am-5:30pm. Coastal Maine: Oil paint-
ings, pastels and woodcuts by Elizabeth Fraser. 
Coffee by Design, 67 India St. Portland. Mon-Fri 
6:30am-7pm. Sat-Sun 7am-<;pm. Coastal Maine: Oil 
paintings, pastels and woodcuts by Elizabeth Fraser. 
Diamond's Edge Restaurant, Great Diamond Island. 
Hours: Sun-Sat 12..Spm or by appointment. Group ex-
hibit through Labor Day weekend. 76&-5850. 
Falmouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt Road, Falmouth. 
Cowles Collages now on exhibit at the through August. 
781-2351. 
Green Design Furniture, 267 Commercial St., Portland. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm. Sundays by appointment. 
Hand woven rugs by Claudia Mills, through August 3. 
775-4234 or www.greendesigns.com 
Hilltop Coffee Shop, 99 Congress St., Portland. 
.. Adam's Artists" Adam's Elementary School's student 
artwork and silent auction, ongoing. 780-0025. 
The Kitchen 593 Congress St., Portland. "Stillness and 
Movement", original artwork by Diane Sliwka, through 
July 28. 
Maine Fiberarts VISitors Center, 13 Main St., Topsham. 
"Painted Patchwork" through July 31. 
Massage Medicine, Eastland Park Hotel , 157 High St., 
Portland. Body casts from the "I Am Project" viewing by 
appointment only. 866-287-8681 or www.massagemedi-
cine.com. 
The Osher Map Library, USM's Glickmand Family Li-
brary, 314 Forest Ave. , Portland. "Mapping the Repub-
lic: Conflicting Concepts of Territory and Character of 
the USA, I 79().1900," through January 8, 2004. 7804850. 
Riverdog Cafe, 54 Water Sl., Wiscasset. Hours: Mon-Fri 
6:30am-2:30pm. Sat-Sun 7am-3pm. Recent prints and 
paintings by Debra L Arter. 
St. Lawrence Arts and Community Center, 76 Con-
gress St., Portland. Paintings by Robert Shetterly 
through August I. 
Ubuntu Home, 305 Commercial St., Portland. Hours: Moo-
Fri J0am-6pm. Sat-Sun noon-Spm. "African Souls/Port-
land" photographs by Marie Hamann. 761-9200. 
USM Southworth Planetarium, 96 Falmouth St., Port-
land. "Heavens on Earth", ongoing_ 78()..4249. 
Wheelbarrow Books and Cafe, 247 A Congress St., 
Portland. Mixed Media by Kimbedy Curry, through July 
3 I. 77 4-6663. 
CALL FOR ARTISTS 
Be part of the annual art show, Arts & Artisans 2003 
at Freeport Community Library, 10 Library Drive. 
Freeport. Exhibit your paintings, photographs, draw-
ings and other creative endeavors in this eclectic sum-
mer show from July 1-August 28. 86S.3307. 
"'A Flgure Revealed" - state wide open juried exhibi-
tion of work in all media created in life drawing group. 
The primary requirement is that the work be created in 
the environment of a life drawing group, meeting regu-
larly or seasonally for the purpose of drawing, painting, 
or sculpting from a live model. 753-<;654 or 
Holrnan@usm.maine.edu. 
Lollipop Art Productions is looking for visual artists 
who work in any type of paint medium or framed sculp-
ture to apply to show their work in a unique corporate 
environment for a four-month period from September-
December 2003. Selection will be made around August 
25, Lollipop Art Productions, II I State St. #3, Portland. 
Lollipop_artproductions@yahoo.com 
Richmond Art Zone arts group seeks artists, perform-
ers and volunteers for Richmond Days, July 25 and 26. 
737-8912 or cheitsch@erols.com. 
www.rainbowpoets.com. 
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Be sure to check out Movie Times & 
Local Theater Info on our website: 
.;r cascobayweekly.com/ cbw2003/ movies/ 
•.tollJII:lm'411!-.I _________ 2_8_D_a_¥_.__S_L_a_t_e_r_ .. _. _ _____ _ 
This film is Rated R for strong violence 
and gore. language and nudity and has a 
running time of 112 minutes. I rate it with 
four out of five stars. 
by Andy Keene 
2 8 Days Later ... is, first of all, a very cool sci-fi/horror film. It begins with a science fiction premise: chim-panzees in a science lab are subjected to television im-
ages of riots and other acts of human violence, and a new 
man-made virus, called "Rage," is created. A group of subver-
sives break into the lab to free the chimps from the torture. 
Once the animals are freed , they attack their liberators and 
the infection spreads. We are told that the virus requires only 
one drop of blood to infect a person, and within ten to twenty 
seconds, the victim becomes a vicious , murderous zombie. 
Twenty-eight days later, the virus has spread all over the 
world, with only a few isolated groups of humans remaining 
uninfected. The film becomes pure horror when, instead of at-
tempting to solve the problem, the heroes try to outrun it. 
Our hero is Jim (played by Cillian Murphy). He awakens in 
a hospital room, still attached to machines by LV. and wires, 
apparently completely healed from the wounds (the result of 
a bicycle accident) that put him there. He wanders the aban-
doned streets of London, understandably confused, but more 
with a note of amusement than terror, as if unsure that he's 
not merely dreaming. Finally, he roams into a church and en-
counters his first "Infected." He would likely have been killed 
if not for the intervention of a couple of strangers (played by 
Noah Huntley and Naomie Harris), armed with flame-throwers 
and bombs. Jim and his group of survivors eventually meet a 
cab driver (Brendan Gleeson) and his young daughter (Megan 
Burns) , and a sort of family is born. 
•QIWJl'JteWl4J•lelmefilel•t:W 
This G-rated film runs for just over an hour 
and a half. and contains nothing offensive 
in language or content. 
by Tom Keene 
If you were told that a documentary film about the National Spelling Bee in Washington, D.C. was absolutely riveting, your response would likely be, "No thanks-! just painted 
two rooms at home and I'm going to spend the evening watch-
ing the paint dry." 
That would be a big mistake, for Spellbound, playing this 
week only At The Movies on Exchange, is really fascinating, 
even if the subject matter appears on the surface to be dull 
as dishwater. But director Jeffery Blitiz manages to make this 
annual event actually more than interesting. In fact , Spell-
bound was nominated for an Academy Award as Best Docu-
mentary Feature of 2002. 
Part of the reason we're not drawn immediately to a 
spelling bee is the question why hundreds of elementary and 
junior high school students would choose to learn to spell 
thousands of words that none of them will ever use. For ex-
ample, here is a few of the words used in the National Spelling 
Bee: schappe, eudaemonic, macerate, vivisepulture, elu-
cubrate, and succedaneum. Go ahead-use any one of them 
in a sentence. The wondrous thing about Spellbound is that 
you will understand how these kids learned these words, and 
why the knowledge is so important to them. 
Despite possible reluctance to see a documentary about 
student spelling champions , you won't regret getting to know 
thes e young people. 
Spellbound follows eight contestants in the 1999 National 
Bee from their homes, schools, right through the Bee itself. 
And the group represents marvelously the diversity of stu-
dents who are compelled to compete in a contest that re-
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Only a handful survive the 'Rage· virus induding 
Brendan Gleeson. Cillian Murphy and Naomie Harris. 
The family, alerted by a radio broadcast, hits the road in 
search of survivors in Manchester. What they find is a well-for-
tified army base and some sinister soldiers led by Major 
Henry West (played by Christopher Eccleston, the most rec-
ognizable actor in this low-budget British production). While 
the soldiers intend to keep everyone safe from the zombies, 
our heroes begin to understand that their new home is not en-
tirely safe. This development comes as a surprise, though it 
is also perfectly logical. 
28 Days Later .. . was shot on video, which gives the movie 
a sense of cold, brutal reality. This is not to say that it has any-
thing like a documentary feel . The style of the movie's cine-
matography, with its artful compositions and exaggerated 
shadows and reflections, more closely resembles stylish hor-
ror films such as Demons and Don't Look Now than any docu-
mentary I've seen. Unlike those films , however, 28 Days 
Spellbound 
quires more study than SAT's, more intelligence than any 
sport, and more commitment from both parents and student 
than appears required of any school activity. Yet winning are-
gional Spelling Bee doesn't carry the local lame of a sports 
championship. Blitiz provides at least a window on the rea-
sons, and they are quite surprising. 
Eight young boys and girls, each between 12 and 14 years 
of age, are followed into their homes , where we meet families 
ranging from mild supporters of their children's efforts to al-
most fanatic taskmasters . 
We are first introduced to Angela Arenivar, and hers is per-
haps the most interesting story. Born in Texas of Mexican im-
migrant parents who speak no English, Angela is quietly fo-
cused on mastering the language. Tampa student Nupur LaJa 
was eliminated in the third round of thew 1998 Bee, and is de-
termined to last longer in her return trip. Ted Brigham is from 
Mess up one letter and your gone. Yes. palimpsest is a 
real word that means an old parchment or writing ma-
terial that is used after erasing older writing. 
Later ... is almost completely drained of color. Even the blood, 
which is plentiful, looks more black than red. What the movie 
gains from the look of video is an apocalyptic, unsettling feel, 
which sets it apart from more polished, ineffective horror 
films. The looks sends a warning: Don't get too attached to the 
characters, because in this hard world, they may not live long. 
The violent moments in the film are so sudden, and so fast, 
that we can barely absorb what is happening. The zombies 
are, in the glimpses of them that we're allowed, terrifying. 
They are stronger and more animated than the lumbering 
dead guys in the standard zombie flick Night of the Living 
Dead. In other ways, though, 28 Days Later ... is reminiscent of 
George A. Romero's Living Dead trilogy. Director Danny Boyle 
(known for Trainspotting and The Beach), and screenwriter 
Alex Garland have obviously studied their zombie-movie his-
tory. The three acts of 28 Days Later ... echo the three install-
ments of Romero's trilogy. 
In the first act, like Night of the Living Dead, the protago-
nist's taken-for-granted reality is disrupted by a plague of 
zombies, and he must rely on people tougher and more re-
sourceful than he is in order to survive. The second act, like 
Dawn of the Dead, is a journey. Like in Dawn, there are satiric 
jabs at consumerism, and our group of survivors settle into a 
comfortable camaraderie. There is even some humor, so the 
violence is more shocking when it comes. The third act is, un-
fortunately, suggestive of Day of the Dead, the weakest in-
stallment. Day is set in an underground military bunker, where 
the zombies are under control, and therefore less threatening. 
By taking us out of an everyday setting and placing us in a sit-
uation where the humans have the advantage, the film loses 
effectiveness. Of course, in both movies, the zombies are in-
evitably let loose, allowing for a spectacular action finale. The 
hypnotic climax of 28 Days Later ... , taking place on a dark and 
stormy night, is no disappointment. But following such an 
edgy movie, the third act feels relatively uninspired. 
**** * 
Missouri, a large, quiet boy who tries to hide the fact that few 
of his classmates interest him, and that he finds himself an 
outsider who nevertheless manages to fit in, to some degree. 
Emily Stagg of Connecticut is making her third trip to the 
National Bee, and she is nervous but confident. Ashley White, 
a D.C. resident, lives with her single mom and has high hopes 
of reaching the final rounds. Her dedication to spelling pro-
tects her from the dangers of her environment, and offers a 
way out of a tedious life. 
Neil Kadakia, a Californian whose parents immigrated from 
India, is the most careful student of the eight, and his father 
is the most forcefully committed parent. Pennsylvania's April 
DeGideo is as gifted as the others , but vocally pessimistic, 
even as she advances through the rounds. Harry Altman of 
New Jersey is the final speller, and a decidedly flaky young 
man he is . While at first, he seems interesting in that he rarely 
studies, his personality is not pleasant, and his antics wear 
thin very quickly. 
Spellbound takes us right through all the rounds of the Na-
tional Spelling Bee, and captures every bit of the tension felt 
by both student and parents. As the contestants fall from 249 
in number at the start to the eventual winner, the emotional 
strain of the two-day event grows to an almost unbearable 
pitch, and the film draws the audience right into the middle 
of it all. I found myself agonizing along with the young spellers 
as they groped through the dictionaries stored in their brains 
for the spelling of that one word they didn't imprint deep 
enough in their minds. There is as much tension here as there 
is during the last at-bat of the seventh game of a World Series. 
I rate Spellbound with four out of five stars; while edited 
quite tightly lor the most part, there are a few scenes that are 
too long. And some details are introduced and abandoned, 
leaving a gap or two in the story. It is still a noteworthy revela-
tion of an event that demands total commitment of young stu-
dents who will never get the proper respect from their peers. 
Phone Booth 
Rated R for profanity and vio-
lence. this film is a Hollywood 
abnormality for it's one hour 
and 21 minute brevity. 
by Tom Keene 
Eighty-one minutes is the perfect length for Phone Booth, just released on DVD and VHS. A few minutes longer, and the 
story would fall apart. The cutting of just one 
scene would have left an unforgivable gap. 
But director Joel Schumacher has created in 
this film a story that grabs you at the begin-
ning and doesn't let go until the very end. 
And even then, he gives you something more 
to think about. 
Actually, the whole idea is preposterous-
a sniper pins down a deceptive, conniving 
married man in the phone booth he uses to 
call his girlfriend so his wife won't notice the 
strange calls on his cell phone bills. After call-
ing his victim, the unseen sniper forces the 
man to confess to his wile and girlfriend, and 
the whole world watching the drama unfold 
live of TV, that he is a phony, a liar, and a 
hopelessly immoral excuse for a man. 
But the story is so interestingly filmed, so 
quickly edited, and so painfully suspenseful, 
that it works. 
Stu Shepard (Colin Farrell) is a people-us-
ing publicist who feels no remorse for the 
way he twists the truth when necessary, and 
abandons it whenever he can. He treats 
Adam, (Keith Nobbs) his gofer/assistant like 
dirt, and his clients get little more respect 
from him. He is married to Kelly (Radha 
Mitchell) but desires Pamela, (Katie Holmes) 
an aspiring actress who he leads on with 
promises of fame. 
Phone Booth opens with Stu and Adam 
pacing the streets of New York City, making 
and breaking deals with clients, newspapers 
and the police. As Stu talks into his cell 
phone, we hear a voice-over: "It used to be a 
mark of insanity to see people talk to them-
selves. Now, it's a mark of status." 
When Stu reaches a phone booth-the last 
one in New York City, we're told, and soon to 
be removed-he makes a call to Pamela. 
When he hangs up, the phone rings and Stu 
Shepard's world is about to crumble. 
The caller (the voice of Kiefer Sutherland) 
informs Stu that he has committed "the sin of 
spin," and he must confess or he will die. 
Quickly, he proves to Stu that he can carry 
out the death sentence, and in very short or-
der, a man outside the booth is killed, appar-
ently by Stu, the police arrive, and Stu is 
caught in a trap of his own making by a man 
who seems to be playing God-or at least the 
morality policeman for New York. 
What makes Phone Booth so intense is the 
way we are almost pulled into the booth with 
Stu. We hear both sides of the conversation, 
and marvel at both the gall of the sniper and 
the torment of poor, immoral Stu. 
When Kelly, then Pamela arrive on the 
scene, Stu introduces them, from a distance, 
and the acknowledgement by Kelly that her 
husband is cheating, and by Pamela that Stu 
lied when he said he was unmarried, is an as-
tonishing moment. 
Most interesting, though, is the way the 
police negotiator (Forest Whitaker) pieces to-
gether the possibility that Stu is the victim 
here, not a murderer. 
As the end approaches, we're led to be-
lieve one thing happened, but ... well, it's too 
good to reveal here. Rent this movie and en-
joy ever moment. 
I rate Phone Booth with four out of five 
stars.lt's a nearly perfect story except for the 
plot holes that you'll see if you pause the film 
to visit the kitchen. In fact, Alfred Hitchcock 
called this kind of film a "refrigerator movie" 
because you discover "plausibility problem" 
as you grab a post-movie snack from the re-
frigerator. Still, it's entertaining and scary and 
suspenseful from opening scene to the end. 
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they are bred to the sea." 
In conjunction with the premiere of Ishmael, 
the Surfrider chapter also will hold a member-
ship drive and raffle for surf-related items, in-
eluding surfboards, skateboards, clothing, gift 
certificates and accessories. All proceeds ben-
efit the chapter, a nonprofit membership or-
ganization dedicated to protecting the waves 
and beaches of northern New England. 
"Ishmael really captures the depth of 
surfers' relationship to the ocean in northern 
New England," says John Faherty, chair of the 
Northern New England Surfrider Chapter. 
"And that close relationship is exactly why 
we've created a Surfrider chapter: to help keep 
the oceans and beaches clean and accessible. 
We're honored to host the premiere." 
Featured in the film are surfers from 
Ellsworth, Yarmouth, Falmouth and Portland, 
Maine; Hampton, New Hampshire; and Cape 
Cod, Massachusetts. Surfing footage is from 
Cape Elizabeth, Scarborough, Ogunquit and 
York, Maine; Hampton, New Hampshire; and 
Cape Cod. 
"This isn't your average surf flick," says 
Keller. "New England might as well be Siberia 
in the minds of the majority of the surfing 
populus. But there is a small, dedicated and 
ever-growing core group of people that pa-
tiently wait for the waves, no matter the sea- . 
son. Ishmael captures the essence of the mar- New Video Releases itime vi be of New England through these 10 
individuals , and explores their ties to this 
Now Available particular piece of ocean." 
Dedicated to safeguarding and enhancing 
• Clrcutt2 surfriding environments; educating the public 
on the importance of waves as a resource; and • Gods and Generals 
involving members in their communities, the • Laurel Canyon 
Surfrider Foundation has approximately 30,000 •May . 
members worldwide. There are currently 57 • Plnocchlo 
local chapters across the United States. The 
·SiwJ&hai~ 
.. 
Northern New England Chapter received offi-
.•. 
cial recognition from Surfrider's national office, • The Hitdler 11: rw a-Wtdtint 
based in San Clemente, CA, in May 2002. In the 
northern New England area (Maine and New Anillble 7..U.OJ 
. 
Hampshire), over 400 households are mem-
. 
hers of the 20-year-old organization. 
• FloaJ DestlnatJon 2 For more information about Ishmael, visit 
www.ishmaelsurfs.com. For more informa- • GUilty By Assaelatron 
tion about the Surfrider chapter's programs •Kingpin 
and events, visit www.nnesurfriderchapter.org o Nicholas Nicldeby 
or write to Northern New England Surfrider •Read My Ups 
Chapter, PO Box 525, Cape Neddick, ME •Spun 
03902. The Surfrider Foundation is an inter-
• Stranded national501 (c) (3) non-profit environmental 
o The Ufe of Davtd Gale organization dedicated to the protection and 
enjoyment of the world's oceans, waves and •The Target 
beaches, for all people, through conserva-
.. .. . :,, 
tion, activism, research and education. 
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POETRY: 
On the Fringe 
By Kimberly Marsh of Portland 
the fringe 
the outer edge 
the flimsiest place by far 
on the blanket 
or the rug 
often tripped over like tangles of weeds 
that won't quite let you pass 
unscathed or unseeing 
the fringe 
the o~ter edge 
your eyes are drawn 
to its dancing design 
you wonder at its sway 
at its daring 
so close to the edge 
perilous 
the fringe 
the outer edge 
quickest to flame and closest to fire 
as fanning and tempting 
as tendrils of hair 
caught fluttering and unsuspecting 
then burning in mock sacrifice 
to save what's inside. 
Passing Fancy 
By Marina Bell of Yarmouth 
He's the guy 
Who lives four doors down 
His name is Dave. 
He has nice hair 
He doesn't speak or wave 
As he goes by 
I don't know why 
Maybe he doesn't dare 
Or maybe he's just shy. 
36 Casco Boy Weekly 
Send your original photography, artwork and writings (articles, poetry, stories, etc.) along with your name, address, 
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their favorite and we will publish it in our paper with your name! You 'II also receive a prize for your efforts. Send 
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Hi again! It's time to write about something magi-
cal-Harry Potter! I am 
currently reading the fifth book 
(Harry Potter and the Order of 
the Pheinox) for the third time, 
and it was well worth the three 
year wait since the fourth book! 
The main characters Include, 
as always, Harry Potter, Ron 
Weasiey and Hermoine (Her-my-
Ode to a Glow Wonn 
I wish I was a glow worm. 
A glow worm's never glum. 
o-ney) Granger. This is an action 
packed story! I will not give away 
any of the story, but I will say 
this: this is the best storyline for 
a Harry Potter book yet! I give 
Harry Potter and the Order of 
the Pheinox five out of five stars. 
See ya next week! 
It's hard to be downhearted, When the sun shines out your bum! 
Confused Child in Wedding Party 
flJt.J1en Allen 
A little boy was in a relative's wedding. As he was coming down the 
aisle he would take two steps, stop and turn to the crowd (alter-
nating between bride's side and groom's side). While facing the 
crowd, he would put his hands up like claws and roar. So it went, 
step, step, "ROAR," step, step, "ROAR," all the way down the aisle. 
As you can imagine, the crowd was near tears from laughing so 
hard by the time he reached the pulpit. 
The little boy, however, was getting more and more distressed from 
all the laughing, and was also near tears by the time he reached the 
pulpit. 
When asked what he was doing, the child sniffed and said, "I was 
being the Ring Bear." 
A big part of the way life should be is sharing time with othen;. Kids discussing 
what's up at school with their parents, clHJJorken; sharing a joke, chatting with 
a stranger in the checkout line-that's building community, one moment at a 
time. Towards that end, we devote a page every issue to humor & puzzlen; 
fora// ages. We hope you'll share them with whoever's sitting across from you 
as you read this-whether it's your son or daughter or the guy at the bus stop. 
ACROSS DOWN 
l Pit_, a racing groupie 2 Controlled 4-wheel slide 
4 Daystar 3 Play on words 
7 Atop 4 Thus 
10 A racecourse diversion, eg. artl6cial 5 lnt'l organization 
corner, to slow racing cars 6 Also called front air dam 
13 Force that ra1ses car off track, de- 8 Racecar fuel 
creasing traction 9 Race car, sort of.. . (2 words) 
14 Preposition ll Frost, rime 
15 Also called understeer; means car 12 Inverted wing-Increases car's 
that doesn't steer sharply downforce 
16 Feline 16 Angle at which rubber meets 
17 Racing Association the road 
19 Circuit of the track 18 Short race in which drivers go 
21 Neckwear nickname for Chevrolet all-out to win 
(2 words) 20 Short races to set starting posl~ 
22 Earlier lions 
23 Dangerous downfall on track 24 Nix 
25 Abbr. for French Federation that 25 Named for racing legend Dan 
governs most world auto racing _ , generates downforce 
27 Back combining form 26 Slang for best route around a 
30 Aerodynamic effort or call to mill- racecourse 
tary duty 28 Route 
32 Fastest qualifier sits here to start 29 Slang for tire traction 
race 31 Race car fuel stored in this, not 
33 Rack and_; type of steering sys- a tank 
tem 
34 Curvation 
35 No-tread. dry weather tires 
36 Abbr. for the "Black Box" 
Answers to last weeks punle 
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"As far as we can discern, the universe is a ver'1 SILLY place." A. £instein 
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The Sounds of Summer 
by Aimsel Ponti 
MY head is spinning with the amount of music that is out or will be out soon. From Seekonk, to Joseph 
Arthur, Annie Lennox and more, we are hav-
ing a musically lush summer to accompany 
the glorio us arrival of appropriate weather. 
Some of it's local, some coming to Portland 
and so me transported straight from the wait-
ing room of heaven. 
We'll begin with Joseph Arthur who was 
the opening act for Tracy Chapman at Merrill 
Auditorium on Saturday July 12th. I've had 
his CD on for what seems like hours, which is 
not far from the truth, as it hits the 75 minute 
mark before coming to it's gorgeous end. Ap-
parently this guy is a big damn deal, though 
new to my ears, and his latest "Redemption's 
Son" (Real World) is his third since being 
signed in 1996 by Peter Gabriel to Real 
World/Virgin. The proverbial "market" is be-
corning rather saturated with male singer 
songwriters like John Mayer, Jack Johnson 
and several others and I find myself slipping 
into the bad attitude of "they are all starting 
to sound the same," which I know isn't true 
and isn't fair but is how I sometimes feel. 
Who's with me on this? Hey it's hot up here in 
my attic apartment so allow me a little leeway 
and overgeneralization. The good news is, 
Joseph Arthur sets himself apart with his sig-
nature moody sound that delves into falset-
tos one moment and dark, whispery vocals 
the next. This Ohio born New Yorker is also a 
sincere, introspective songwriter as well. 
The next disc I've Illuminated myself with 
is the soundtrack to a new film out of New 
Zealand called "The Whale Rider." I've heard 
this film is Incredible and It just opened at 
The Nickelodeon. Lisa Gerrard's haunting, 
dreamy music is perfect to still yourself by. 
Gerrard, as many of you know, has been half 
of the duo Dead Can Dance lor the better part 
of twenty years. Alter they called It quits a 
few years ago she found a home with doing 
music lor films , including "Gladiator." This is 
a perfect segue into telling you about the lo-
cal band Seekonk. A friend loaned me an ad-
vance copy of the band 's forthcoming debut 
album. It's due out in about early September 
so look for more word on them but for now I 
can te ll you that this album issues out of 
one's speakers like a symphonic breath of 
cool air. Move over Mazzy Star, here comes 
Seekonk. Atmospheric , hypnotic sounds with 
heave nly female vocals . Sit tight , more on this 
band la ter this summer. 
I had reached my zenith of musical con-
tentment al ready when a package arrived in 
my ma ilbox yest erday and minutes later I was 
list ening to the Rockland-based duo, The Di-
vine Maggees. Comprised of Danielle Tibed o 
o n lead vocals and guitar and Cregan Mon-
tague on fiddle and vocals, these two red efine 
harmony with their d istinct sound. Mon-
tague's fi ddle will win you over, let alo ne the 
convincing vocals and passio nate lyr ics. 
Catc h them in Rockland on Saturday July 
19th at the Lincoln St. Auditor ium (lmi 594-
6490) a long with Tree by Leaf. 
Ann ie Lennox has reemerged from a 
lengthy hiatus from m usic and "Bare" (J 
Records/BMG) is now out a nd I find myself al-
most trying to inhale the music. 
Lennox joins the ranks of Judy Garland, 
Sinead O'Connor and a select few others as 
pers onal favorite singers , and this new 
record keeps that love alive with this soul 
bearing collection of eleven songs. From the 
back cover : "In a sense I have exposed myself 
through the work to reveal aspects of an in-
ner world which are fragile . .. broken through 
experience but not entirely smashed." From 
the cry for strength first single "Pavement 
Cracks" to the sting of "Bitter Pill" and the 
ache of "Twisted" Lennox is a brilliant super-
nova. Her vocals are a transfusion of aural 
nectar and she is the least diva-like diva you'll 
ever hear interviewed . I can only pray that 
her world tour brings her to New England, or 
really, anywhere in this country. No word on 
that yet but you'll know it's been announced 
when you hear a shriek of glee from atop 
Munjoy Hill. 
It's time to go now but just a lew more 
thoughts for the road. I heard Sara Cox just 
finished recording an album we're gonna die 
over come September. Oh and thanks toCher, 
Chris Isaak, Nickel Creek, and David Gray for 
coming to town. I know Dave's playing the 
Civic Center, which is a drag, but he contin-
ues to be high on my list of favorite artists. It 
seems only right to end on a local note. I just 
came from seeing the band Now is Now down 
at Monument Square as part of Fleet bank's 
"Alive at Five" Series. Mitch Alden, lead singer 
and guitarist, well we completely rocked and 
this came as no surprise alter hearing the 
trio's album "Transitions." Alden's singing 
and electric guitar are equally compelling. I 
didn't think I knew how to rock anymore, that 
I'd been to one too many Ulith Fairs to ap-
preciate good solid rock music. Thanks to 
Now is Now for slapping me on the head with 
their live show. They'll be at Ri-Ra on friday 
August 1st and every first Friday through 
2003. Go see this band. Speaking of the Alive 
at Five Series. Catch Rocktopus on Thursday 
the 17th at 5:00 also at Monument Square. 
Spencer and company will be opening for The 
Tom Tom Club. How cool is that? Who else re-
members the song "He's the man with the 4-
way hips." See you there for sure. 
Aimsel Ponti is a freelance Portland-based 
writer and she gives thanks to living in a 
town where one need not look further than 
one's own backyard to hear good music. By 
the time you read this, the All-Star break 
should be over and we can go back to cheer-
ing for the Red Sox. Right? Right! E-mail her 
at aimselponti@yahoo.com 
Rocktopus 
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MISSING 
"Jack Johnson" 7"x 5" oil on panel 1996 by Jessica Gandolf 
This painting was STOLEN from the AUCOCISCO GALLERIES at the 
EASTLAND PARK HOTEL, sometime on Friday, July 11 between the 
afternoon hours of 1 to 3:00 pm. 
ANY INFORMATION leading to the return of this work of art will be 
GREATLY APPRECIATED by the artist and the gallery. 
Please Contact: Andres Verzosa, Director 
AUCOCISCO at the EASTLAND PARK HOTEL 
157 High Street 
P.O. Box 4111 
Portland, ME 04101 
phone: 207-775-2227/ email: art@aucocisco.com 
AUCOCISCO GALLERIES 
If painting is returned, 
we will not prosecute 
and no questions asked 
Music directory 
The Alehouse 30 Market St, Portland. 253-5100. 
American Legion Post 1162 17 Dunn St, Westbrook. 856-7152 . 
Amigo's 9 Dana St. Portland. 772-0772. 
Asylum 121 Center St. Portland. 772-8274. 
Barbara's Kitchen & Cafe 388 Cottage Road, So. Portland. 767-6313. 
The Big Easy 55 Market St, Portland. 871-8817. 
The Big Kahuna Cafe 142 Main St, Bridgton 647-9031. 
Bowdoin College Chapel Brunswick. 725-3321. 
Bramhall Pub 769 Congress St. Portland. 773-9873. 
Breakaway 35 India St, Portland. 541-4804. 
Bridgeway Restaurant 71 Ocean St, South Portland. 799-5418. 
Brian Boru 57 Center St, Portland. 780-1506. 
Brooks Student Center Univ. of Southern Maine, Gorham. 780-5003. 
Bull Feeney's 375 Fore St. Portland. 773-7210. 
Casco Bay Unes, 56 Commercial St. Portland. 774-7871. 
Cathedral Church of St. Luke 143 State St. Portland. 772-5434. 
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception 
307 Congress St. Portland. 773-7746. 
Center for Cultural Exchange 1 Longfellow Sq., Portland. 761-1545. 
Chocolate Church Arts Center 798 Washington St, Bath. 442-8455. 
C.J. Thirsty's 726 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-6681. 
Civic Center Between Spring and Free streets, Portland. 775-3458. 
Oyde's Pub 173 Ocean St. South Portland. 799-4135. 
Commercial Street Pub 129 Commercial St. Portland. 761-9970. 
Corthell Concert Hall 37 College Ave, Unive~ity of Southern Maine, 
Gorham campus. 780-5555. 
Crooker Theater Brunswick High School, 
Maquoit Road, Brunswick. 725-3895 . 
David's Restaurant 22 Monument Square, Portland . 773-4340. 
Deertrees Theatre & Cultural Centre Deertrees Road, Harrison. 583-
6747. 
Digger's 440 ForeSt, Portland. 774-9595. 
Discovery Park L.L. Bean. Main Street, Freeport. (BOO) 559-0747 
X37222 
Downeast Restaurant 705 Route 1, Yarmouth. 846-5161. 
First Parish Church of Portland 425 Congress St. Portland. 773-5747. 
The Flatbread Company 72 Commercial St. Portland. 772-8777 . 
Free Street Taverna 128 FreeSt, Portland . 772-5483. 
Geno's 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Granny's Burritos 420 ForeSt, Portland. B28-1579. 
Gritty McDuff's 396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
Happy Cooking 78 Island Ave, Peaks Island. 766-5578. 
Headliners 35 Wharf St. Portland. 773-1570. 
The Iguana 52 Wharf St, Portland. 871-5886. 
The Industry 50 Wharf St, Portland. 879-0865. 
jonathan's Restaurant 92 Bourne Lane, Ogunquit. 646-4777. 
Kennebunk Coffeehouse Routes 1 and 35, Kennebunk. 229-0212. 
Kresge Auditorium Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 725-3321. 
Liquid Blue 446 Fore St. Portland . 774-9595. 
Local188 188 State St, Portland. 761-7909. 
Ludke Auditorium UNE, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland. 797-7261. 
Mast Cove Galleries Mast Cove Lane, Kennebunkport. 967-3453. 
Mathew's Lounge 133 Free St. Portland . 253-1812. 
The Mercury 416 ForeSt, Portland. 879-4007. 
Merrill Auditorium 20 Myrtle St, Portland. 842-0800. 
Moose Crossing Steakhouse 270 U.S. Rt 1, Falmouth. 781-4771. 
The Music Hall 28 Chestnut St. Portsmouth, NH . (603)433-3100. 
Norway Coffeehouse 479 Main St., Norway 
Old Orchard Beadt Pavilion 17 Prospect St, Old Orchard Beach. 934-2024. 
Old Port Tavern 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Olin Arts Center 75 Russell St, Bates College, Lewiston. 786-6252. 
O'Rourke's Landing 175 West Benjamin Pickett St, So. Portland. 767-3611 . 
The Pavilion 188 Middle St, Portland. 773-6422 . 
Plush 54 Wharf St, Portland. 774-9595. 
Portland Conservatory of Music 116 FreeSt, Portland. 775-3356. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Congress Square, Portland. 775-6148. 
Portland Public Market 25 Preble St, Portland. 228-2000. 
Pub 21 (Fifties Pub) 223 Congress St. Portland. 771-5382 . 
Red Hook Brewery 35 Corporate Drive. Portsmouth, NH. (603) 430-8600 
Rick's 100 Congress St, Portland. 775-7772. 
RiRa 72 Commercial St. Portland. 761-4446. 
The River Tree Center for the Arts 35 Western Ave., Kennebunk. 967-9120 
The Roost Chicopee Road, Buxton. 642-2 148. 
St. ~ Arts & Ccrnnulity Center 76 Congress St, Portland. 775-5568. 
Saco River Grange Hall Salmon Falls Road, Bar Mills. 929-6472. 
Sierra's Bar & Grill Routes 25 and 114, Gorham. 839-3500. 
Silly's Restaurant 40 Washington Ave., Portland. 772-0360. 
Silver House Tavern 340 ForeSt, Portland. 772-9885. 
Sisters 45 Danforth St. Portland. 774-1505. 
Slates 169 Water Street. Hallowell . 622-9575. 
Sky Bar 188 Middle St. Portland. 773-6422. 
Somewhere 117 Spring St, Portland. 871-9169. 
South Freeport Church 98 South Freeport St, Freeport. 865-4012 . 
The Space 538 Congress St. , Portland. 828-5600. 
Starbird Recital Hall 525 Forest Ave, Portland . 775-2733. 
State Street Churdh 159 State St, Portland. 774-6396. 
State Theatre 609 Congress St, Portland. 77 5-3 3 31 . 
The Station 272 St. john St, Portland. 773-3466. 
Three Dollar Dewey's 241 Commercial St, Portland. 772-3310. 
Top of the East 157 High St. , Port land. 775-5411. 
una 505 Fore St, Portland. 828-0300. 
The Underground 3 Spring St, Portland . 773-3315. 
The Well 369 Forest Ave. , Portland . 828-1778. 
Wizard's Main St., Presque Isle. 764-0144. 
... ......... ... ......... .. .... ...... .......... .. ........ ...... ... ..... .. ...................................  .!.i.§t~.!l .. l!l.g ____ /2_Q_§_t.§ 
Thursday 17 
The Alehouse 
Loki and Redesign (9pm/21 +) 
Asylum 
DJ Sain*don (9pm/21 +) 
Barnhouse Tavern 
DJ Jim Casey (9prn) 
BottomzUp 
DJ Cochise (9prn/21 +) 
The Bramhall Pub 





Christian Hayes Element (Sprn/21 +) 
Clyde's Pub 
Open Mic wf Ken Grimsley 
and Ben Roy (9prnj21 +) 
Deering Oaks Park (Portland) 
Julie & Brownie (I 2:30pm) 
Fort Allen Park (Eastern Prom-Port-
land) 
Swingline Oazzf7:30prn) 
Free Street Taverna 
John Lackard Blues Band (9:30pm) 
Geno's 
Confusitron (9:30pm/ 21+) 
Headliners 
DJ Baby J (9prn/21 +) 
McGillicuddy's 
Ken Grimsley and Dave Dodge 
(acoustic) 
Monument Square (Portland) 
Torn Torn Club/Rocktopus (Sprn) 
Moose Cr088ing Steakhouae 
David Wells Quartet (7prnj l0:30/21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke wj DJ Mike C 
(9:30prnj21+) 
The Station 
DJ Cougar/Karaoke (9:30prnj21+) 
Three Dollar Dewey's 
Ben Trout & Charlie Schmidt (6-!0prn) 
Una 
DJ Jack (9:30prn/21+) 
Friday 18 
The Alehouse 
Lamont Smooth (9prn/21+) 
Asylum 
Dehurnan8/DJ Stranger (Sprn/21+) 
The Bramhall Pub 
Karaoke with Don Corman 
(lOprn/21 +) 
Borders Books and Music 
Paul Mollorno (acoustic/S-IOprn) 
BottomzUp 
Stream (9prn/21 +) 
The Breakaway 
Jenny Woodman (9:30prnj21+) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 




The Mill City Ramblers (9:30pm) 
Free Street Taverna 
The Mike Abbott Band (9:30pm) 
Gritty McDuff's (Freeport) 
Shanna and the Hawk (9prn) 
Headliners 
DJ Seanne (9prnj21+) 
Jones Landing 
The Hit Men (7prn) 
The Mercury 
l2inch Zornbies-Laree LovejMoshe/ 
Nicotine wj Richard Sin (9prn/21 +) 
Old Port Tavern 
Starr Faithful! (9prn/21+) 
Portland Museum of Art 




Dance DJs (9:30prn/21 •) 
Una 
DJ Mike Said (9:30prnj21+) 








Bobby Laine (Piano/6-lOprn) 
Bull Feeney's 
Emilia Dahlin Band (9:30pm) 
Free Street Taverna 
Elecytric Blue & The Cosmic Truth 
(9:30pm) 
Geno's 
Bober Latino/DJ Ornar (9pm/21+) 
Headliners 
DJ Baby J (9pm/21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Stream (reggaej9prnj21+) 
Sisters 
Top 40's DJ(8:30pm/21+) 
Una 





DJ Jay (JOprn/21 +) 
BottomzUp 
Dave Angels and the Memories 
(Sprn/ 21 +) 
Brian Born 
Irish session music (3-7prn) 
David's Restaurant 
Jenny Woodman Acoustic Duo (6prn) 
Flatbread Co. 
Joshua Eden (4-Bprn) 
Free Street Taverna 
Open Mic w/ Tyler oi Sly Chi 
(9prn/21+) 
Geno's 
Hatred Alive/Kurixis (9:30pm/21+) 
Jones Landing 
Zion Train (reggaej1pm) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ DJ Mike C. 
(9:30prn/21 +) 
RI-Ra 
Uve Jazz Brunch (!lam) 
Space 
Summer Hymns/Chris LeejWill Johnson 
(8prn) 
The Station 
DJ Cougar/Karaoke (9:30pm) 
Three Dollar Dewey's 
Ryan Halliburton Duo (4-Bpm) 
Una 
DJ Triple J/DJ rocket-one (9:30pm/21+) 
Monday 21 
Alehouae 
Swamp Donkey (9prnj21•) 
The Big Easy 
Ryan McCalrnon (IOpm/ 21+) 
BottomzUp 
Karaoke (9prn/21 +) 
Free Street Taverna 
Hip Hop Open Mic w/ Boon Dox 
(9:30pm) 
Inn on the Blues 
Mystic Vibes (reggae/4-7prn) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke wf DJ Sid 
(9:30prn/21 +) 
Space 
Outhud/Paul Bosse (8prn) 
The Station 
DJ Cougar/Karaoke (9:30pm) 
Tuesday 22 
The Alehouae 
Open Mic Night (21+) 
The Big Easy 
Sly Chi (funk/1 Oprn/21+) 
BottomzUp 
Karaoke (9prn/21 +) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 
AI Doane Jazz Jam (7-!0prn) 
Bull Feeney's 
Open Mic (8prn) 
Deering Oaks Park (Portland) 
Flashpoint (7:15pm) 
Free Street Taverna 
Riddirn & Roots (reggae/9:30prn/21 +) 
The Mercury 
The Lesson w/ Moshe/DJ Mota/ 
Kid Ray (10prn/21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ DJ Sid 
(9:30/21+) 
Space 
Ladybug Transistor/finishing School 
(8prn) 
Three Doliar Dewey's 
Scott Elliot and Steve Jones (6-
!0pm) 
Una 
DJ Marcus Cain 
Wednesday 23 
The Alehouae 
A Band Beyond Description 
Gam band/9:30prn/21 +) 
Barbara's Kitchen 
Spiral Music Productions Oazz/8prn) 
The Big Easy 
Zion Train (reggae/ lOpm/ 21 +) 
Breakaway 
The Maine Songwriters Showcase 
(8prn/2l •) 
Free Street Taverna 
Santiago & Moshe/ Bread (9:30pm) 
Geno's 
Rap City Underground (21 +) 
Mast Cove 
Bobby Keyes and Luc ky Stereo 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke wj DJ Mike C. 
(9:30/21+) 
Space 
Saturday Looks Good To Me/ 
The Ponys (Sprn) 
Three Dollar Dewey's 
Woodstone (6-IOprn) 
Top of East 
Dave Briggs Jazz Duo (7prnj21+) 
The Well 
Open Mlc Night (Sprn) 
Western Prom Park (Portland) 
Wooley Bros. (7:45pm) 
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CANCER (June 2J.July 22): In a scene on the HBO TV 
show ''Six Feet Under," George told Ruth about a house 
he'd owned in New England. Built over a stream, it had 
originaJiy been a mill, though the wheel and grinding 
stones had been removed decades before. After he'd 
lived there for a while, George decided to put a new 
floor in the kitchen. He ripped out the old surface, then 
tore up the first wooden plank of the foundation below. 
There, just two feet below him, was the stream- alive, 
sparkling, thrilling. He had known about it all along, 
but at that moment he actually saw it flowing beneath 
his house. I predict you will have a similar break-
through in the coming week, Cancer. You will commune 
intimately with a source of magic you have had only in~ 
direct or imaginative contact with. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): When many people I know talk 
about their childhoods, they emphasize the alienating, 
traumatic experiences they suHered. Few report vivid 
memories of the good times. This has always felt dis-
honest to me; I attribute it to the cynical tenor of our 
age rather than the objective truth. In saying that, I 
don't mean to downplay the way our early encounters 
with pain demoralized our spirits. But you, Leo, are in 
a phase when it's crucial for you to acknowledge and 
honor the gifts you were given in your early years: all 
the joyful encounters, wise teachings, and blessings 
that helped you bloom. 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): I predict you will be in a 
hearty, even triumphant mood in the coming week, 
Virgo. There'll be few if any loose ends. Unfinished busi-
ness will either complete itself or else reveal to you 
how to wrap it up simply and quickly. However, even if 
you have to pass through a moment or two of dark 
doubt, it 's essential that you stay committed to your 
mood of hearty triumph. Please write down this poem 
from Tony Hoagland and carry it around in your wallet: 
.. No matter how you feel, you have to act like you are 
very popular with yourself; very relaxed and purpose-
ful , very unconfused and not like you are walking 
through the sunshine singing in chains." 
UBRA (Sept. 23-0cl. 22): Black South Africans fought 
for more than 40 years to dismantle the oppressive sys-
tem of apartheid. One of their most potent weapons 
was toyi-toyi, a militantly exuberant form of singing and 
dancing. It mobilized the energy of crowds at the large 
protest demonstrations that ultimately broke the will of 
the white minority rulers. Imagine how confounded 
their authoritarian minds must have been when con-
fronted by thousands of high-spirited people singing 
and dancing in unison. I wish you were uninhibited 
enough to lead a celebratory form of uprising like toyi-
toyi, Ubra. There's a status quo you're part of that des-
perately needs a friendly shock of that caliber. Can you 
maybe think of something a little less outrageous but 
equally fun, rebellious, and effective? 
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): If you're a songwriter, it's 
a good time to make yourself a Jennifer Lopez sock 
puppet, install it on your left hand, and ask it to help 
you create a tune that will sell a million copies. If you' re 
a painter, it's a perfect moment to channel the spirit of 
Pablo Picasso as you dash off a few dozen master-
works, and if you're a writer, you should pretend you're 
the reincarnation of F. Scott Fitzgerald and whip out a 
future bestseller. In short, Scorpio, I recommend that 
you imitate people who have been successful in the 
way that you want to be. If necessary, get a new hero 
who Inspires you to even greater heights than your old 
familiar heroes. 
SAGmARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): "The man who never 
alters his opinion is like standing water, and breeds 
reptiles of the mind," said visionary poet William Blake. 
There's not a person alive who can ignore that counsel, 
in my opinion; in various degrees. we all suffer from the 
mental illness of dogmatism. Luckily for you, Sagittar-
ius, it's a perfect moment to flush out the standing wa-
ter in your own psyche. You will attract unexpected 
help whenever you seek information that might shake 
up your staunch theories and beliefs about the way 
the world works. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22.Jan. 19): "You do not truly know 
someone until you fight them." That's one of my fa-
40 Casco Boy Weekly 
vorite lines in the film .. The Matrix Reloaded." The or-
acle·s bodyguard. Seraph, says this to the hero, Neo, af-
ter starting a brouhaha with him. It seems Seraph does-
n't necessarily want to kick Neo's ass, but rather find 
out more about him so as to determine whether he can 
be trusted to consult with the oracle. Take this wis-
dom to heart, Capricorn. I suspect you'll have some in-
teresting conHicts in the coming weeks. Their purpose 
is to bring you closer to the people you'll struggle with, 
not drive you apart. 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21Web. 18): Everyone has an allergy, 
either physical or psychic. Mine is to cats. My colleague 
Sophie·s is to peanuts. My friend Jason's Is to his family 
of origin. (He starts sneezing if he merely sees a photo 
of his brothers and sisters.) I have an acquaintance, Jus-
tine, who swears she's allergic to environments that are 
too clean and orderly. Your allergy, Aquarius, might be 
to something concrete like tree pollen or dairy prod-
ucts, or it might be more mysterious, like Jason's or Jus-
tine's. Whatever it Is, you should redefine your relation-
ship with it in the next two weeks. Believe it or not, you 
can reduce its power to make you sick. 
PISCES (Feb. I!I·March 20): To prepare for your week, 
listen to this tale of role reversal. [t stars a beautiful 
flower as the villain and a grubby little insect as the 
hero. It's taking place aU over Africa right now, where 
the water hyacinth has been choking rivers and lakes 
with its rapacious growth. A non-native species 
brought from Brazil a century ago, the hyacinth has 
had no impediments to its outooQf-control spread until 
recently. Then a scientist found weevils that eat noth-
Ing but hyacinths, and sicced them on the out-of-con-
trol flower. His strategy is already working. The moral 
of the story, Pisces, as far as you're concerned: If you're 
threatened with getting way too much of a good thing, 
enlist an unlikely ally to assist you. 
ARIES (March 21·Apriii9): I hope you decided against 
participating in that weird contest -you know, the one 
in which you would have competed to see who could 
bang their head against the wall the most times before 
passing out. I trust you also turned down any invita-
tions you got to show off your amazing wounds or 
prove how attractive your problems are. Continue to 
show a similar forbearance in the coming week, Aries. 
The worst is over. The pressure to express yourself 
perversely will soon diminish as the very hassles that 
have been frustrating you will morph into elegant op-
portunities. 
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Karvina, a town in the 
Czech Republic. has passed a law making it illegal to 
grow weeds. Offenders can be forced to pay a hefty 
fine if the Weeds Commission finds, say, a thistle flour-
ishing amidst the potato plants. I'm tempted to enforce 
an equally stringent requirement on you Tauruses, at 
least for the next two weeks. For your own long-term 
good, as well as everyone else's, you cannot afford to 
be lax towards interlopers, whether they're actual or 
metaphorical weeds. Maintain the highest standards, 
please. Commit yourself with passionate integrity to in-
corruptible purity. 
GEMINI (May 21.June 20): You should be seriously 
considered for employee of the month. I love how 
you've been brightening up the workplace with your 
bursts of imaginative flair. H your associates have not 
yet registered the fact that your already- considerable 
value has risen even further, I urge you to show them 
this horoscope. In another matter, I'm certain that you 
should also be named shopper of the month. On the 
one hand you've been healing an obsessive glitch in 
your consumer habits, while on the other hand you've 
been delightfully intuitive about which purchases will 
improve your lire in the most lasting ways. 
Homework: Make a prediction 
about the dicey victory you 
will pull off between july 21 
and 2 3. Testify at 
www. freewillastrology.com. 
is back! 
(and growing fast!) 
TO PLACE YOUR FREE 
40 WORD AD, CALL: 
1-800-972-3155 
For a customer service representative 
or 1-888-232-9539 
For our new 24 hour automated system 
New upgrades that are 
easier than ever! 
TO PLACE YOUR FREE 40 WORD AD, CALL: 
1·800-972·3155 for a customer service representative or 1·888·232-9539 for our new 24 hour automated system 
TO REPLY TO AN AD, CALL: 1-900-226-2190 • $1.99/minute 
or purchase a prepaid Block-of· Time to use on the 900# service with credit card: 1·877-81 J ·5515 
Female Seeking Male 
27-YEAR-OLI~, 4'11", H{W fP, auburn hair, 
gold eyes, mother of one, N/S, N/D. Love op-
era and classical music. !like to practice the 
three C's in my lifestyle: comprehension, 
communication and compromising. I'm dar-
ing yet conservative. Seeking SWM with sim-
ilar interests. (NH) .,.85090 
31-YEAR-OID, PETITE SWF, blonde/blue, 
like playing cards, dancing, music, very hon-
est and caring,love to laugh. Looking for N/S, 
attractive SM to share interests and future 
LTR. -..85160 
BODACIOUS, BRUNEITE BEAU1YI Single 
White Female, 47, 5'5". 250 lbs, seeks hard-
working, handsome, faithful, honest, kind, 
much younger Man, 2540. Marriage only. 
(CA) .,.85095 
DANCE WITH ME! DWF, upbeat but laid-
back, beautiful smile and dimples, seeks 
slender Male, 5'3" -6', 30-60, clean-cut. ea-
sygoing but energetic, financially secure and 
knows how to treat a Lady. Short beard, mus-
tache ok. Very little body hair. please. Call for 
more! .. 85058 
EARTH MOlHER SEEKS sky father. SWF, 32. 
5'10". full-figured, pretty. red/blue, mother of 
one pagan. Enjoys thunderstorms, beaches, 
travel, amusement parks, time spent with 
friends, family. Seeking laid-back, open-minded, 
fun Guy. Friends first, more later. ,.85177 
ENCHANTED, SOULFUL LOVE! 37-year-old, 
5'4", attractive, N/S DWF. We are spiritually, 
emotionally and physically fit, centered and 
spontaneous. We love laughter. joyous living 
now, magic moments, pets, children. We or-
bit to each other ... are ready for it all. Find me 
now! ,.85094 
FOR REAL ATTRACTIVE, fun, bright, very 
young 45-year-old Woman without baggage 
or children. Looking for same qualities in 
Gentleman. 40-50. Please be kind, genuine, 
adventurous, successful, a bit chivalrous. 
healthy, N/S, light social drinker ... 85025 
GOOD TO GO. Life good now, sharing with 
partner even better. I'm youthful 51, idealis-
tic, open-minded, warm. Interests: my kids 
(little and big). Creating home and garden. 
dancing, exercising, open to something less 
than partnering, maybe even walking on 
beach. u85077 
HONFST, SINCERE, CARING, 47-year-old SF 
looking for attractive, fortysomething Male 
who would like to share companionship and 
good times. Please be financially secure. En-
joy traveling, swimming, movies, dining out 
and music. tr85052 
HONFSTLY, ARE YOU out there? I'm a Di-
vorced, full-figured, n/s mother of one. 40, 
caring, romantic, giving, enjoy good conver-
sation. long walks, dining out, movies and 
other indoor and outdoor activities. Seeking 
a Man with similar interests. companionship, 
possibly something long-term. tr85031 
INTELLIGENT, APPRECIATIVE, lAUGHING, 
deep, honest, musical, dancing, reading, an-
imal loving, natural world absorbing Woman, 
49, great smile, committed to social justice 
(ok, sometimes frowning). Seeks thoughtful, 
smart but not knowing it all, nationalism hat-
ing Man, 38-65, for long relationship ... 85061 
IT'S BEEN A lonely winter, hope the summer 
is not the same. SWF, 44, 5'7", homeowner, 
pool and lots of wood. Looking for the big 
bad wolf to chase me around. Be tall, hand-
some and financially secure. tr8504 7 
LIFE'S BEAUTIFUL ... MORE so shared. Pe-
tite, attractive, energetic SWF, older, wiser, 
62. Desirous of cultivating friendship, possi-
ble committed relationship. Interests: home, 
hearth. quiet country living, books. music, 
theater, gardening, hiking, cross country ski-
ing, Jungian psychology, evolutionary spiri-
tuality, nature mysticism ... 85098 
LOOKING FOR FRIEND this summer. 
Thoughtful, nice, attractive, full-figured, in-
telligent, educated, independent. well-round-
ed, spirit-filled African-American DF, 43, 5'7". 
childless, enjoys cooking healthy, shopping, 
moonlit walks. the lake. Seeking honest. se-
cure, humorous Gentleman. Companionship, 
possible LTR. (LA) u85099 
SENT FROM ABOVE. Ready to meet you. Me: 
cute, adorable, cuddly, spiritual, passionate, 
creative, lover of outdoors, especially the 
ocean. entrepreneur. Are you thir-
tysomething, too? Secure in self, smart in 
life, kind, spiritual, romantic, funny, affec-
tionate. Come find me. tr85005 
SWF, 47, 5'4", 150 lbs, blonde/blue, smart, 
sexy, attractive, in Austin, Texas. Seeks 
unique SWM for love and marriage. Must like 
pets. tr85100 
SWF, MID40s, TALL, brown/green, seeks 
SWM who is younger and taller. Likes movies, 
dinners, sunset cruises on Casco Bay Lines, 
all kinds of music, museums, children, inter-
national travel. Prefer nonRepublican. ,.85043 
WE KEEP MISSING each other on hiking 
trails, at theaters, gardens and games. Look-
ing for my friend and soulmate while I skate. 
paint, read, walk. If you're 45 or older, looking 
to laugh and love, it might be you. n85189 
Male Seeking Female 
36-YEAR-OID, HONFST, EASYGOING SWM, 
5'10", medium to average build. Looking for 
casual dating and meeting new friends for 
movies, dinner, Sunday brunch, live music, 
Comedy Connection. tr85034 
37-YEAR-OID, VERY NICE, handsome, in-
telligent, athletic and financially secure. En-
joys skiing, golfing, sports, fitness and being 
with friends. Seeks slender, sexy, intelligent, 
fun, 25- to 37-year-old SWF with similar in-
terests, for dating, possible LTR. tr850!3 
50-ISH WM, ALPHA Male, dominant, look-
ing for Female, 18+, for daytime fun and ac-
tivities. All limits are respected. ,.85016 
ATTRACTIVE, EASYGOING SINGLE dad of 
one teen. 5'9", 170 lbs, black/brown, athletic 
build. Likes travel, sports, beaches and life! 
ISO attractive, petite, feminine Female, 5'4" or 
under, 30-40. who likes to laugh and enjoys 
life in general, with similar interests. ,.850022 
ATTRACTIVE DWM, 37, professional, bright 
and charming, enjoy both listening to music 
and playing guitar. walks by the ocean, can-
dlelit dinners and romantic getaways. Look-
ing for friend to share same interests. ,.85017 
ATTRACTIVE DWM, 5'9", 145lbs, 43 (looks 
younger), black/green, totally honest, hard-
working, self-employed, like dining, dancing, 
beaches. ATV's, camping, traveling, etc. 
Seeking slim, attractive WF, 30s40s, for 
friendship, dating. possible LTR. Children 
welcome. '"85060 
AITRACTIVE, EASYGOING SM, Widower, 
46. good sense of humor, open-minded, out-
going, zest and passion for life. Looking for 
Lady with same. Enjoy long rides, music, 
walks on beach, mountains. Looking for Lady 
who's also sensual, passionate and romantic, 
as I am. ,.85175 
CARING, HANDSOME, ADVENTUROUS 
SBPM, 47, well-traveled, funny, well-edu-
cated. Seeking WF for friendship and rela-
tionship. (CT) 1f85057 
CARING, LOVING MAN. DWM, 43, 5'7", 165 
lbs, red/hazel, N/D. artist. easygoing, likes 
dancing, camping out, movies. ISO Lady, 30-
45, with same interests, weight unimportant, 
possible LTR. ,.85084 
DWM, 35, LIGHT brown/blue, likes sports, 
camping, outdoor activities, having a good 
time. Looking for SF. Must have good sense 
of humor and love to have fun, for dating, 
maybe LTR. Age and race unimportant. Kids 
ok ... 85042 
EASYGOING DWM, 44, 5'10", 180 lbs, N/S, 
L/D, financially secure, enjoy doing almost 
anything outdoors (biking, motorcycling, 
hiking, kayaking, camping, softball, basket-
ball), beaches, movies, music and variety of 
other things. If this interests you, give me a 
call! ,.85038 
GREAT QUAUlY TIME and great benefits. 
Are you absolutely, positively looking for 
someone? Are you 40-60, n/s. n/drugs, light 
drinker? Are you fit, decent, honest. loyal, 
dependable. open. flexible, outgoing, com-
municative and romantic? I'm all of that plus. 
It's your move ... 85003 
HI, LADIFSI DOWN-TO-EARTH, sponta-
neous, honest, caring, 49-year-old Male, 6', 
170 lbs, brown/brown, 36" waist. one-Woman 
Man, certified PC tech, well-educated, hon-
orably discharged from service in '74, many 
varied interests. Looking for lovely Lady to 
spend time with. No games. 1f85151 
NEED A FRIEND. 39-year-old, shy BM, N/S, 
N/D, looking for a nice Woman who would like 
to have a nice time. Must be honest, kind and 
easygoing. Race and age unimportant. u85086 
ROSFS, CARROT CAKE.. SWM, 6'1", grayish 
hair and beard, light blue eyes, physically, 
emotionally and spiritually fit, SOH, ro-
manticist. Seeking attractive SWF. 49-55, who 
is also seeking a partner and knows she de-
serves love and nothing less. ,.85154 
SM, 48, 5'10", 175lbs, vegetarian, N/S. look-
ing for yogini soulmate. Other interests: in-
ternational music, fiddle, cinema, hiking, 
camping, woods, mountains, plain living. 
high thinking, reading, beaching. leftist poli-
tics and love ... 85162 
SWM, 37, 6', brown/green, 170 lbs, swim-
mer's body. Into fitness and building certain 
muscles to their maximum. ISO Female. 18-
40, who wants to feel my new muscles. 
tr85089 
VEGETARIAN. 43-YEAR-OID SWM, wacky 
sense of humor, cycles, swims, likes film and 
theater. Looking for vegetarian Woman who 
likes to laugh, isn't afraid to cry and states 
her needs. Must like dogs. ,.85188 
VERY HANDSOME MAN, 45 (look 30s). 6'4", 
195lbs, nice build, funny, intelligent, caring, 
very successful, outdoors person. Looking 
for pretty Lady with beautiful eyes, slender, 
outdoorsy, intelligent and sweet ... 85040 
Alternatives 
M s...,king M 
43-YEAR-OID SWM, 5'11", 185 lbs, looking 
to connect with Guys, 20s to early 40s, for 
friendship, possible LTR. Enjoy long walks, 
music, the water, lots of cool stuff. If you re-
late, perhaps we could chill over nice cup of 
ice coffee. ,.85102 
50-YEAR-OW, AITRACTIVE, MASCUUNE 
Male, 6'. 185 lbs, available to older Male. 
Must be healthy, discreet and imaginative. 
Unusual variations are ok ... 85066 
BRUNSWICK AREA. HUMOROUS, young-
looking GWM. 52, 5'6", 165lbs, brown/brown. 
ISO honest, sincere, loving SM. 45-55, N/S, 
N/D. Call me and let's get together. All calls 
will be returned. 1f85152 
DECENT GUY ENJOYS work, passionate 
about interests, like to meet someone to 
share them. easygoing, enjoy going out and 
having a good time with friends. Interests: 
brunch on Sunday, movies, plays, new res-
taurants, cycling. I'm masculine, fit and look-
ing for same. ,.85065 
GENEROUS AND GMNG, very perceptive 
GM, 43, 5'8", dark brown/blue, in good 
shape, searching for adventure, fun and a 
long-lasting friend and relationship. Desires 
another Male, 20-38, 5'11"+, for companion-
ship and togetherness. ,.85078 
GM, 54, 5'9", 180 lbs, good-looking, healthy, 
masculine, looking to meet that special 
someone. For you. I am loving, caring, pas-
sionate, sensual. You be there for me and I'll 
be there for you. '"85072 
lAY BACK, RELAX. Let this BiM take a load 
off your mind. You be pleasant, very healthy, 
disease-free and ready to have a great time. 
Please call now ... 85074 
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RFADERS ARE CAunONm that we occasionally run ads that require an initial investment or money In advance. We urge our readers 
to "do their homework" before responding to any ad, check out th e advertisers thoroughly and verify their claims to your total satis-
fact ion. Only then should you proceed at your own risk. We try to screen ads that require you to send money before receiving a product 
or service. But these efforts are no substitute for your own investigation, and we don't endorse or guarantee any claims made in any of 
the ads we publish. If you want more information about claims made in ads on subjects such as work at home opportunities, travel or 
vacation specials, purchas ing land or vehicles from government surplus or below wholesale, loans or other c redit opportunities (Including 
credit repair), or weight loss and other health products or services , we urge you to contact the Better Business Bureau, Inc., 20 Park Plaza, 
Suite 820, Boston, MA 02116-4344. Call (61 T) 42&-9000. Or the Office of Cons umer Affairs and Business Regulations. To report an ad that 
is suspected to be a scam please ca ll (888) 495-8501. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
GAS TANKS 
New Gas Tanks at Whole-
sale Prices . $99 .00 for most 
GM, FORD, & CHRYSLER. 
$119.00 for most imports . 
Buy Direct from the Distrib-
utor. Call us Toll Free Mon -
Fri. 9- 5 at 1-800-561-8265. 
RADIATORS 
GAS TANKS, OIL PANS & 
SENDING UNITS. 99 % 
chance you will have your 
part tomorrow. Wholesale 
prices , major brands. No 
sales tax. 1-800-827-4323 or 
1-603-358-3036. Radiator 
Express , Inc. 
$500!! POLICE IMPOUNDS 
Cars/Trucks/SUVs from 
$500!! Hondas , Chevys, 
Jeeps , Fords, Toyotas, etc. 
Tax repos and US Marshall 
Sales. For listings 1-800-
719-3001 , Ext. C255. 
REAL ESTATE 
HOMES FOR SALE 
$0 DOWN HOMES - Govern-
ment & bank foreclosures! 
HUD, VA, FHA. Low or no 
down! No credit OK! For 
listings 800-501-1777 x 
2798. 
FORECLOSED HOMES 
Buy Homes from $10,000!!! 
REO, HUD, VA, FHA, Bank-
ruptcies and more! For list-
ings 1-800-719-3001 , ext. 
R220. 
LOG HOME KITS 
Ex. (The EAGLE) - 1280 sq. 
ft. Reg. $52,000. Now Only 
$23,831. Call Now. 1-800-
883-8884. 
NH's MOST REQUESTED 
Award winning resorts . 1 -
4 bedroom Condos. 
Kitchen, jacuzzi , pools , fit-
ness center, playground, 
enterta inment pavilion, 
rowboats , tennis , nightly 
bonfires , near Storyfand . 1-
877-LMG-STAY or 
www.lmgnh.com 
COZY COTTAGE RENTAL 
Available in Jackson , NH. 
Includes full use of ameni-
ti es at Luxury Mountain 
Getaways. 7 pools, fitness 
center, tennis , etc. 1-877-




Sea Castle Ocean Front Mo-
tel and Cottages. AC, Cable 
TV, Kitchenettes , Decks , 
Parking. $475 and up 
weekly. $89 and up night. 
603-926-36 70. 
HOUSES FOR RENT 
STOP RENTING!!! $0 Down 
Homes! No Credit OK! 1-
800-501-1777. ext/ 2794. 
LAND FOR SALE 
ARIZONA LAND LIQUIDA-
TION. Near Tucson. Foot-
ball field sized lots. $0 
Down/ $0 Interest/ 
$99/month ($9995 total) . 
Free information. Money 
back guarantee! 1-800-682-
6103 Op #16. No salesper-
son will call. 
BUSINESS/FINANCIAL 
ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS IN 
YOUR BUSINESS 
Lowest prices, payment 
plans. Already taking credit 
cards? Rates as low as 
1.49%. Short term rentals 
for fundraisers. 888-296-
7100. 
$$CASH$$ IMMEDIATE CASH 
For structured Settlements, 
Annuities, Real Estate 
Notes , Private Mortgage 
Notes , Accident Cases, and 




Never repay - Government 
and private sources. $500 
to $500,000. Home repairs , 
Home purchase, business , 
education, non-profits. 
Phone live operators 9 AM 
to 9 PM , Monday thru Satur-
day. 1-800-339-2817, ext. 388 
ELIMINATE ALL YOUR BANK 
CREDIT CARD DEBT NOW! 
We did not say "Reduce It" 
or "Consolidate It"! 100% 
Money Gack Guarantee! 
Free Info rmation. 1-888-252-




SENIOR HOMEOWNERS! No 
payments until you perma-
nently leave your resi-
dence. Government in-
sured , no qualifying. Call 
Frank Costa 1-800-974-4846 
x 229. Continental Funding, 
Stoughton, MA. www.cfc-re-
versemortgage.com 
CREDIT REPORT PROBLEMS 
Toll free 1-800-208-4046. 
Permanently improve your 
credit reports. Even after 
bankruptcy! FREE consulta-
tion . Toll-Free information. 
1-800-208-4046. Get credit 
freedom now! 
CREDIT CARD BILLS? 
Consolidate Today! Get out 
of debt fast. One low 
monthly payment . Cut In-
terest! Stop Harassment. 1-




Never repay, Acceptance 
guaranteed. $500.00-
$500,000. Education, Home 
Repairs , Homes, Business. 
Live operators. 9 am- 9 pm 
Mon.- Sat. 1-800-893-2517 x 
1014. 
PERSONAL LOANS 
All credit welcome. 1-800-
416-9073. 
EMPLOYMENT 
$1 ,000 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
Mailing Brochures From 
Home! -Easy! Free Supplies! 
Genuine Opportunity. 1-
800-749-5782 (24 hrs). 
GOVERNMENT POSTAL JOBS 
Now Hiring! Up to $47,578 
per year. Full and part time. 
Paid training, full benefits; 
vacations. Information and 
applications. Call 800-573-
8555, Dept. P-334. 
$2.500.00+ Weekly Income!! 
Now Hiring Envelope 
Stuffers . 10 Year Nation-
wide Co. Needs You! Easy 
work from home. Free 
postage, supplies provided . 
Written Guaranteel! Free In-
formation . Call Now! 1-800-
242-0363, ext 1404. 
$800 - $1200 WEEKLY POSSI-
BLE 
Mailing company 
brochures at home. Start 
To place a Classified Ad: 
Call 775·6601 
or toll free (800) 286·6601 
Fax 775·1615 
now. Free supEiies . Call 1-
888-529-6606 (24 hrs.) 
DATA ENTRY 
Work from home. Flexible 
Hours! Great Pay! Com-
puter required. 1-800-382-
4282 ext 11. 
HIRING FOR 2003 
Postal positions. $14.80-
$36.00/hr. Federal hire with 
full benefits. No experience 
necessary. Paid training 
and vacations. Green card 
OK. Call 1-877-329-5268, 
ext . 304. 
GOV'T POSTAL JOBS 
Public Announcement 
#USPS15LD Up to $29.16 
hour. Free Call/Application 
Information. Now Hiring 
2003! Federal Hire - Fulf 
Benefits . 1-800-892-5144 
Ext. 89. 
GOVT JOBS 
Wildlife and Postal 
$48,000+ a year. Paid train-
ing, full benefits , no experi-
ence necessary. For appli-
cation and exam informa-
tion call 1-888-778-4266 x 
780 
IDEAL GIFTS 
by Friendly - openings for 
party plan advisors . Call 
about our fantastic NEW 
Manager Program! Decor, 
gifts, toys , Cfiristmas . 





You sell it we engrave it 
within 48 hours. $295 start-




TAX FREE CIGAREITES! 
Reservation Prices. Three 
Sisters Smoke. www.Mal-
IOrderCigarettes. biz. Call 
Free 1-877-945-2861. Order 
Today- Shipped Tomorrow. 
BARGAINS! 21+. 
T-SHIRTS 
Custom Printed. $4.50 
heavyweight . "Fruit of the 
Loom", Hats, $2.75, Mugs & 
more. Free Catalog. 1-800-
242-2374. Berg Enterprises. 
40. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
FREE 2-ROOM DIRECTV SYS-
TEM INCLUDING INSTALLA-
TION! 
Free 2 months program-
ming. Access 225+ TV chan-
Visa • MasterCard Accepted 
nels. Digital-quality pic-
ture/ sound. Limited time 
offer. Call 1-800-963-3289. 
SWIMMING POOLS 
HOMEOWNERS WANTED! 
Kayak Pools is seeking 
demo homesites to display 
new maintenance free 
Kayak Pool. Save thou-
sands of $$with this 
unique opportunity. Call 
nowl 1-800-427-9902. 
GREAT PRICES FROM NEW 
ENGLAND'S #1 POOL COM-
PANY 
Family sized 31 ' swimming 
pool with deck, fence , fil-
ter, $1 ,180. Installation ex-
tra. First come, first 
served. Financing avail-
able. Call toll free 1-800-
752-9000. 
HEALTH 
DIABETES? ON MEDICARE? 
Call now about painless 
testing at LOW or NO COST 
to you. Medicare/ private 
insurance may pay for your 
Diabetes testing supplies. 
Free Shipping. 1-800-264-
6131. 
GET PRESCRIPTIONS ONLINE 
Phentermine, Soma, Am-
bien, Adipex, Didrex, 
Methocarbamol, Phendime-
trazine, Ultram, Sonata, 
Bontril, Tenuate, Viagra, 




MAINE COONE KITTENS 
FROM MAINE Specializing 
in Polydactyls! Double 
pawed, Pet Only, $400.00 & 




I'll pick up and pay cash 
for a reasonable priced 
bowflex. Call 413-427-2415 
(cell). 
BASSETT BOAT CO. 
SUMMER IS HERE! DON'T 
MISS THE CHANCE TO GET 
THE BOAT OF YOUR 
DREAMS! Save on all new 




Must be willing to work 
whenever you want, be 
your own boss, and enjoy 
unlimited earnings . Let 's 
talk. 888-528-2866. 
* 
Steal<house &.. Irish Pub 
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS ~ WEEK 
Join Us For Customer Appreclat' 
Every Mon is 2 t 
and $2.50 Draught Pin 
Every Thursday Is Dinner for 2 Night: 
Includes 2 Entrees and Bottle of Wine for $29.95 
Irish American Classics 
Paddy's Prime Rib I Queen Cut /Kins Cut 
Slow-roasted and served with hot au jus and a side of creamy horseradish sauce. 
Pendleton's Choice - Petite &. Replar Cut 
Choice Top Sirloin Hand-cut daily at Molly's &.. broiled to your request. 
Sldctln~ -Petite&. Regular Cut 
Top Sirloin steak topped with a delidous blue cheese sauce. 
home-made Guinness sauce. 
·•~,, .... oven-roasted sliced beef is piled high on garlic herb cheese bread and served with a bowl of 
oottage potato chips and a kosher dill pickle. 
DINNER SPECIALS * 
Including Gulnness, Geary's &. Shipyard 
Thursday Is $5 Martini Night. You call It!! 
46 Market Street, Ponland. 761-4094 
HOURS: Mon-lburs 4-1 Opm • Fd &. Sat 4-tlpm • Sun 9am-4pm 





Casco Bay Wireless 
Makes t Si 
ouC oose 
Loca or 
there's always something to talk about. 
• Unlimited Night & 
Weekend Minutes 
• 600 Anytime Minutes 
1400 




mllfe National Plan 
• Na~ionwide Long Distance 
wtth no roaming charges 
(from your National Home Service Area) 
• Unlimned Night & Weekend Minutes 
(JSO incfuded • 55~ Anytime Minutes 
& 200 addillonal Anytime Minutes) 
$3999 / month, good for life! 
w1tfla . 
